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1

INTRODUCTION

Alexander Bickel is perhaps the most influential constitutional 
theorist of the last half century. He sought to explain how judicial review,
a nondemocratic institution, could be justified in a government that de-
rives its legitimacy from majority rule. He describes the problem as the
countermajoritarian difficulty, and with this memorable phrase he sets it
at the center of constitutional theory’s scholarly agenda. Moreover, The
Least Dangerous Branch, his seminal work, became a model for approach-
ing the problem. Bickel used recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions to 
illustrate how Justices can decide cases in a manner that contributes to a
legitimate system of democratic government. Nonetheless, theorists have
rejected Bickel’s defense of judicial review. Indeed, for a considerable
time Bickel became the symbol of past failures to solve the counterma-
joritarian difficulty. Theorists would criticize Bickel before venturing
fresh solutions to the problem or putting forth claims about why such so-
lutions would inevitably fail. Writing about ten years after Bickel’s death,
Anthony T. Kronman thought it curious that a scholar of Bickel’s stature
would have so little influence on the work of his successors.1

This book addresses the interesting question of Bickel’s legacy.
Does Bickel have any significance for contemporary debates forty years
after the publication of The Least Dangerous Branch? Nine scholars ad-
dress this question. They consider different aspects of Bickel’s work and
apply a variety of disciplinary perspectives. Although their contributions
indicate that Bickel continues to capture the attention of theorists, an
answer to our question remains elusive.

The contributions illustrate how the countermajoritarian difficulty
and Bickel’s response to it have animated and continue to animate
prominent work in constitutional theory: the proceduralisms of John



Hart Ely and Jeremy Waldron; the republicanisms of Bruce Ackerman
and Cass Sunstein; and the originalisms of Raoul Berger, Robert Bork,
and Keith E. Whittington. Moreover, as in the broader literature in
constitutional theory, the particular Bickel who emerges depends on the
theorist who engages him. Some view his commitment to constitutional
principle as licensing judicial activism; others see it as legitimating a
contested status quo. Some join the quest to identify principles that
judges can enforce in a government committed to majority rule; others
emphasize the role the judiciary might play in a constitutional democ-
racy. Lastly, the contributions reflect concern about whether Bickel ad-
dresses the right issue when he frames the question of judicial review,
and whether the debate concerning this question has been detrimental
to the broader constitutional culture.

Perhaps we should attribute Bickel’s elusiveness to the breadth
of his project. This breadth contributes to the difficulty of specifying
exactly what it is that Bickel argued. His argument encompasses both
abstract claims about how to conceptualize judicial authority and
concrete strategies about how the Court should minimize conflicts
with other institutions of government. He describes the Court not
only as a dynamic force distilling society’s principles and introducing
them into the political process, but also as a conservative force em-
bodying and sustaining society’s traditions. Thus, we can see how
Bickel became a target for both conservative and liberal theorists.
Bork, for example, attacked Bickel for justifying the Court’s lawmak-
ing role, while Skelly Wright criticized Bickel for arguing that the
Court should avoid most important policy questions. The tensions in
Bickel’s argument remain evident in the contributions to this book
just as they have been present in the wider discussion of his place in
constitutional theory.

The contributors emphasize three aspects of Bickel’s work. First,
he frames the problem of justifying judicial review from a perspective
that focuses on constitutional adjudication. He asked why a nonelected
judiciary should be able to substitute its judgment for that of elected in-
stitutions. In so doing, he puts the Court at the center of constitutional
theory. This volume reflects the tension between theorists who define
the Court’s role in terms of the particular principles of constitutional
law that it enforces and those who assess the Court as a single compo-
nent in a broader system of constitutional government.

Bickel’s focus on the Court explains the second aspect of his work.
He believed that the judiciary contributes to a legitimate system of gov-
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ernment by enforcing those constitutional principles that elected insti-
tutions tend to ignore. This claim leads scholars to assign great impor-
tance to questions of constitutional interpretation, and, consequently,
the debate about the countermajoritarian difficulty has evolved into a
quest to identify judicially enforceable principles. According to this
view, the Court gains democratic legitimacy by enforcing principles that
should supplant those advanced by elected institutions. Scholars looked
to reason, nature, and tradition to defend potential principles. They also
defended principles that they claimed were supported by popular con-
sensus; they sought consensus in the political community’s past, present,
and even its future.

The third aspect of Bickel’s argument follows from his recognition
of limits on the Justices’ authority to resolve disputes about the meaning
of the Constitution. He asserted that the principles that judges enforce
must be acceptable to a contemporary majority. He examined tech-
niques the Court might use to delay the enforcement of an asserted
principle, mainly jurisdictional devices that allow the Court to avoid is-
suing a decision. Such delay could advance a broader discussion among
the Court, elected institutions, and the public and thereby help citizens
to embrace the principle the Court seeks to enforce. Bickel described
these techniques as “passive virtues,’’ and the core of The Least Danger-
ous Branch illustrates their use.

Robert F. Nagel’s contribution reflects the first aspect of Bickel’s
work. He addresses the question of how we should resolve disputes
about the meaning of the Constitution, and describes The Least the
Dangerous Branch as one of the intellectual fountainheads of the judi-
cial activism that characterized the post-Brown Supreme Court. He
rejects Bickel’s defense of broad judicial authority to resolve such dis-
putes; he contends that Bickel exaggerated the Court’s willingness to
subject itself to the discipline of the passive virtues. Nagel suggests
that Bickel underestimated the attraction of the reformist principles
that animated both the Warren Court and Bickel’s defense of its ju-
risprudence. He believes that the nature of one’s commitment to such
principles would inevitably weaken the restraining force of the passive
virtues. Therefore, in contrast to early critics who criticized Bickel’s
discussion of the passive virtues for sacrificing principle to prudence,
Nagel contends that Bickel’s concern for principle spawns unre-
strained activism.

Mark Tushnet also considers Bickel’s argument from a perspective
that emphasizes the Court’s role in resolving conflicts about the meaning
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of the Constitution. But rather than consider constitutional theory’s in-
fluence on the broader political culture, he explores how such political
forces influence constitutional theory.Tushnet agrees with Nagel that the
passive virtues pose at best a limited restraint on judicial power. He con-
tends that Bickel’s defense of judicial review failed, because it assumed a
societal consensus about constitutional principles. According to Tushnet,
the weakness of Bickel’s approach became evident as the emergence of a
new regime exposed the dissensus underlying the old one. Similarly, he
contends that the recent trend toward judicial minimalism, particularly
the work of Sunstein, reflects a different epoch. Sunstein, he argues,
transforms Bickel’s conception of the passive virtues to suit the needs of
the current regime, one in which there are manifest divisions concerning
questions of constitutional principle. Although Tushnet believes that
Sunstein fails to sustain his defense of minimalism as a theory of consti-
tutional adjudication, he concludes that minimalism describes the 
diminished aspirations of this regime.

The contribution of Christopher Peters and Neal Devins focuses on
the third aspect of Bickel’s work. In contrast to Nagel and Tushnet, they
suggest that his discussion of the passive virtues supports an attractive
conception of judicial restraint. Peters and Devins distinguish Bickel’s
“procedural minimalism” from the substantive minimalism that character-
ized traditional constitutional theory and from the recent trend that Tush-
net discusses.They endorse Bickel’s attempt to define a role for the Court
in which it plays an active though not dictatorial role in identifying con-
stitutional values. While earlier proponents of restraint thought that the
Court should defer to the substantive decisions of elected institutions,
Bickel believed the Court should check the will of the majority when it is
in conflict with constitutional principle. But the Justices also should use
the passive virtues to mitigate the impact of such intervention. Peters and
Devins criticize the “New Minimalists” to the extent that they return to
the substantive minimalism of old, and conversely, because they are not
adequately sensitive to the political antagonisms that arise when the Jus-
tices make decisions beyond their competence.

The contributions of David M. Golove and Stanley C. Brubaker
address the second aspect of Bickel’s argument: both seek to identify
the types of principles that the Justices should enforce to sustain their
authority in a democratic government. Golove explores the relationship
between Bickel and Ackerman. He illustrates that their conceptions of
democratic constitutionalism complement one another. Bickel, accord-
ing to Golove, views constitutional change as a fluid process; he 
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believes that the Court satisfies a test of democratic legitimacy when it
enforces constitutional principles that reflect the evolution of our po-
litical tradition. Ackerman, on the other hand, emphasizes the impor-
tance of rare moments of heightened popular mobilization. He believes
that the Court derives authority when it enforces principles that ex-
press a popular will, principles defined in periods in which citizens have
engaged in intense deliberations about constitutional meaning. Golove
claims that Bickel and Ackerman capture different dimensions of
democratic constitutionalism and that a defensible conception should
draw from both views.

Brubaker contrasts Bickel’s traditionalist approach with originalist
attempts to justify judicial authority. Brubaker considers two originalist
critiques of Bickel: that his approach requires judges to play a nonjudi-
cial—political—role, and that it fails to recognize the authority of the
popular will expressed in enacting and amending the Constitution.
Brubaker argues that neither Bickel nor the originalists provide an ade-
quate solution to the countermajoritarian difficulty because they fail to
provide an account of what the Constitution really means, an account
that takes seriously the notion of a moral reality that is independent of
our ideas about and descriptions of moral subjects. Brubaker, however,
believes that their arguments point to the existence of such a reality and
indicate the direction in which we must move to find a solution.

The remaining contributions consider how constitutional theory
might move beyond Bickel and the countermajoritarian difficulty. Terri
Peretti and Kenneth D. Ward retain the Court-centered focus that
characterizes the first aspect of Bickel’s work; they consider the coun-
termajoritarian difficulty as a framework for assessing judicial authority.
Keith E. Whittington directs constitutional theorists to a scholarly
agenda that encompasses a richer idea of constitutionalism.

Peretti argues that Bickel’s failure to reconcile judicial review and
democratic values follows from empirical error. She identifies key as-
sumptions that underlie Bickel’s conception of the countermajoritarian
difficulty: that (1) legislation reflects majority preferences; (2) Supreme
Court decisions are inconsistent with majority preferences; (3) Supreme
Court decisions are final; and (4) the Supreme Court, by virtue of its
countermajoritarianism, is a deviant institution in American govern-
ment. Peretti draws on recent work in political science to illustrate that
these assumptions fail to reflect the reality of American constitutional
politics. She concludes that this failure explains why the countermajori-
tarian difficulty has been a dead end for constitutional theory.
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Ward picks up this theme, suggesting that the quest to solve the
countermajoritarian difficulty leads right back to Bickel’s starting
point. Most commentators, he argues, assume that the countermajori-
tarian difficulty is resolved by identifying the substantive principles
that judges should enforce. Bickel, by contrast, viewed the difficulty as
the Court preempting political participation that strengthens citizens’
commitment to the political community. The discussion of the passive
virtues, according to this view, illustrates how the Court can comple-
ment elected institutions while maintaining sufficient opportunities
for participation. Ward also notes a tendency among contemporary
theorists to reject the conventional view of the countermajoritarian
difficulty and to pursue Bickel’s original path: they assess judicial au-
thority based on its contribution to a system of legitimate government
and not based on the particular principles that judges enforce.
Nonetheless, many of these theorists retain the Court-centered per-
spective that characterizes Bickel’s argument. Ward argues that it is
Bickel’s focus on the Court that leads theorists to misread his argu-
ment, and that this perspective continues to confuse contemporary de-
bates. He examines the recent work of Ronald Dworkin and Jeremy
Waldron to illustrate how a focus on the Court makes it difficult to
grasp arguments that ground judicial authority in considerations that
are independent of adjudication.

In the concluding contribution, Whittington introduces an agenda
for constitutional theorists that moves beyond adjudication. He believes
that constitutional theory has been decisively shaped by the image of
conflict between the Court and the political branches during the New
Deal. Scholars have concentrated on the ways the Constitution acts as a
higher law constraining political actors and the benefits and problems
associated with a countermajoritarian Court armed with a judicial veto.
Whittington illustrates how constitutions also shape political outcomes
by other means. Notably, constitutions help structure how political pref-
erences are expressed and help constitute such preferences. Whittington
contends that constitutional theorists need to examine these other faces
of constitutionalism.

Taken together, the contributions provide a sense of where consti-
tutional theory has been and some indication of where it might go. We
see that Bickel has influenced various aspects of its development. He
even anticipated its future evolution when he justified judicial authority
based on its contribution to a legitimate system of government. We,
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alas, also see that he has shaped the perspective from which theorists
view this development and that to progress, the discipline must tran-
scend this perspective.

Notes

1. Anthony T. Kronman, “Alexander Bickel’s Philosophy of Prudence,”
Yale Law Journal 94 (1985): 1567.
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Chapter 1

PRINCIPLE, PRUDENCE,AND JUDICIAL POWER

Robert F. Nagel

I

The Least Dangerous Branch was published in the same year that
the Supreme Court issued two stunningly audacious decisions, one
holding that voluntary school prayers violate the Establishment Clause
and the other that equal protection challenges to malapportioned state
legislative districts are justiciable. Moreover, Bickel was writing the
book during a period when the traditionalists among the constitutional
law establishment were reeling from Brown v. Board of Education, a de-
cision that profoundly challenged basic jurisprudential norms, as well as
from Cooper v. Aaron, which made unprecedented claims for judicial su-
premacy. During this same period, there were also signs of increasing
boldness in judicial efforts to protect freedom of speech and the rights
of criminal defendants. Taken together, these extensions of judicial
power might, to put it mildly, have made Bickel’s title a bit puzzling.
Indeed, for the benefit of those readers who might somehow have
missed the ironic undertone to the proclamation on the cover, the book
opens with this sentence: “The least dangerous branch of the American
government is the most extraordinarily powerful court of law the world
has ever known.”

Nevertheless, if the measure is the scope of judicial power, in some
respects 1962 was an innocent time. On issues like the extent of the 
national power over commerce and of the power of states to regulate



businesses, the Supreme Court had decided to defer to the political
process. More importantly, the aggressive use of judicial power, striking
as it had been on occasion, was not yet routine. Consider the amazing
record that still lay in the future: cases establishing the right to use con-
traceptives and to terminate pregnancies, decades of school busing, the
crusade against sex discrimination, the extension of free speech protec-
tions to defamation and commercial speech and political contributions,
the welfare reform movement, the campaign against aid to parochial
schools, most of the criminal procedure revolution, energetic efforts to
enforce separation of powers (including a momentous decision leading to
a presidential resignation), an audacious revival of states’ rights, and—as
if to top off the century—a decision that effectively determined the out-
come of a presidential election. In short, the forty years since Bickel’s
book first appeared have made its title sound downright strange.

Indeed, the initial reaction to The Least Dangerous Branch sug-
gested in ominous terms that Bickel’s ideas were themselves a potential
cause of judicial adventurism. Herbert Wechsler argued that Bickel’s
positions would “divorce the Court entirely from the text that it inter-
prets . . . and ultimately . . . equate completely what is constitutional and
what is good.”1 Gerald Gunther charged that Bickel endorsed “conjec-
ture about the complexities of political reactions as a primary ingredient
of Court deliberations” and that “a virulent variety of free-wheeling in-
terventionism lies at the core of his devices of restraint.”2 These early
criticisms suggest the arresting possibility that the forty years of judicial
ferment that followed the publication of The Least Dangerous Branch
might be consistent with or even partially attributable to Bickel’s ideas.

The excesses of modern judicial power, however, take a form that
appears to be the opposite of what Bickel endorsed. That is, he thought
that the Court should exercise political prudence when deciding not to
intervene but that it should operate on the basis of principle on the rare
occasions when it did intervene. The subsequent judicial record consists
largely of imprudent and frequent decisions to intervene accompanied
by constitutional judgments that are essentially pragmatic and devoid of
principle. Moreover, Bickel emphasized that the Court’s constitutional
interpretations were only one part of an ongoing dialogue with other in-
stitutions of government, while a striking aspect of the subsequent
record of the Supreme Court has been its recurrent and heartfelt claims
to supreme interpretive authority.

Despite these departures from Bickel’s positions, it remains possi-
ble that his book was—whether as a progenitor or as a legitimator—one
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of the intellectual fountainheads of four decades of interpretive daring.
If this is true, there should be some aspect of Bickel’s thinking that is in-
herently destructive of the limitations he recommended. For the most
part, Wechsler and Gunther did not deal with this question, thinking it
sufficient to demonstrate that the exercise of prudent judgment in de-
ciding against intervention was itself lawless. Even assuming the truth
of this important criticism, it would not necessarily follow that Bickel
promoted the unmoored interventions that he specifically and emphat-
ically disavowed—unless there is some reason to think that lawless judg-
ment, once legitimated at the margin, cannot be cabined.

There is, I want to suggest, an element to Bickel’s thinking that
does undermine the qualifications and limitations that he proposes.
Paradoxically, this element does not arise from his enthusiasm for po-
litical prudence; it arises from his commitment to principle. If Bickel’s
ideas have helped to promote forty years of constitutional adventurism,
it has been because he believed too strongly in principle. But we should
be clear as to what principle meant to Bickel. His view of principle was
anchored in a commitment to reformist politics, and it was this com-
mitment that, in turn, drove his conception of judicial authority.

II

It is a testament to the complexity and richness of Bickel’s mind
that by 1975, when the Court’s wild constitutional ride was fully un-
derway, he had located the problematic aspect in his own thinking.3 He
noted the tendency for a commitment to principle to breed arrogance.
Writing in The Morality of Consent about the war in Vietnam, Bickel
commented: “What propelled us into this war was a corruption of 
the . . . idealistic, liberal impulse. . . .”4 He went on, “. . . [T]he altruis-
tic impulse decayed into self-assurance and self-righteousness. . . .”
Bickel rejected the notion that this decay was caused by individual 
excesses. He concluded:

[T]he seeds of decay are within the ideologies themselves, in
their pretensions to universality, in their over-confident as-
saults on the variety and unruliness of the human condition,
in the intellectual and emotional imperialism of concepts like
freedom, equality, even peace. (MC, 11)

Principle, Prudence, and Judicial Power 11



Reacting not only to the cruelty of the military action in Vietnam, but
also to the arrogance and lawlessness of  Watergate, Bickel observed that
the legal order “cannot sustain the continuous assault of moral impera-
tives. . . .” And he charged that this assault had been mounted not only
from “the outside,” but from “within,” from “the Supreme Court headed
for fifteen years by Earl Warren” (MC, 120).

The full force of Bickel’s indictment can be appreciated by apply-
ing it to his earlier defense of the passive virtues, an argument that was
grounded in a commitment to a progressive political ideology. After all,
the purpose of judicial passivity was delay and the purpose of delay was
to avoid legitimating (and thus entrenching) immoral political practices.
The historical model was Lincoln’s support for the Missouri Compro-
mise. Bickel noted that because of prudential political considerations
Lincoln could not support the immediate abolition of slavery; these
considerations, however, did not induce Lincoln to abandon principle
and concede the morality of the “evil institution.” On the contrary, by
opposing the spread of slavery into the territories, Lincoln could remain
true to the principle that chattel slavery is incompatible with free gov-
ernment. The realization of the goal of abolition—which as a principle
“made sense only as an absolute”—remained for the future, but the goal,
the principle, could be asserted in the present (LDB, 68). What Bickel
called the “educational” value of enunciated principle could influence
political events and hasten the day of liberation.

Bickel’s idea that imprudent haste can undermine the integrity of
moral principle and thus obstruct political progress has as its central ju-
ridical model what he termed Plessy v. Ferguson’s Error (LDB, 197). Be-
cause the Court did not avoid the question of the constitutionality of
segregation in 1896, it undermined the principle of equal protection and
helped to entrench Jim Crow. In contrast, Bickel provided a veritable pan-
theon of progressive political goals that he claimed were or might have
been advanced by avoidance and delay: the elimination of aid to parochial
schools (LDB, 130), the desegregation of public schools (LDB, 132, 174),
the reduction of censorship (LDB, 139), the right to use birth control de-
vices (LDB, 155–56), the protection of membership in the Communist
Party (LDB, 157), the right to equal voting representation (LDB, 195),
and the elimination of the death penalty (LDB, 243).

In itemizing these political goals, I am certainly not suggesting
that Bickel’s objectives were merely ideological. He clearly thought that
delay and avoidance served other important kinds of purposes, includ-
ing responsible democratic decision making and full deliberation about
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the content of principles. But neither of these concerns about process
nor Bickel’s later explicit embrace of Burkean conservativism should ob-
scure the fact that one of the fundamental impulses behind The Least
Dangerous Branch was the urge to achieve liberal reform.

If Bickel was right in 1975 about the seeds of decay inherent in ide-
ology itself, it would be peculiar if his earlier prescriptions for the Supreme
Court’s role—so clearly animated by his own reformist ideology—should
show no evidence of authoritarian potential. This potential is manifest in
the inflated significance that Bickel attributed to the concept of constitu-
tional principle and to the Justices who enunciate them. Bickel claimed
that by announcing a principle the Supreme Court supplements democ-
racy by “inject[ing] into representative government something that is not
already there . . .” (LDB, 58). Moreover, this supplementation is essential,
for “[n]o good society can be unprincipled” (LDB, 64). While the
Supreme Court should assert grand principles only sparingly, those princi-
ples that are finally announced must be enforced “without adjustment or
concession and without let-up” (LDB, 59). And how do, in Bickel’s evoca-
tive words, “nine lawyers . . . derive principles which they are prepared to
impose without recourse upon . . . society” (LDB, 235)? Not merely by
consulting conventional legal sources such as constitutional text or history
or precedent. No, Justices must find “fundamental presuppositions rooted
in history to which widespread acceptance may fairly be attributed.” To
achieve such insight, the nine lawyers must “immerse themselves in the
tradition of our society and of kindred societies that have gone before, in
history . . . and . . . in the thought and the vision of the philosophers and
the poets.” They will then be “fit to extract ‘fundamental presuppositions’
from their deepest selves . . .” (LDB, 236).The ambitiousness and serious-
ness of this process of derivation justify the dominion of the constitutional
principles that emerge.

Just as Bickel conceived of the Court’s principles as politically 
essential, deeply moral, and uncompromisingly authoritative, he de-
picted them as being in opposition not only to relatively unimportant
considerations (“expediency”) but also to weak, sometimes dangerous
impulses. Thus, principles stand in the way of legislative irrational-
ity, which “. . . only takes a legislature more than normally whipped 
up, . . . acting under severe pressure, rushed, tired, lazy, mistaken, or,
forsooth, ignorant” (LDB, 39). The contrast is between “rationality and
uncontrolled emotion . . .” (LDB, 41). The Court should impose a “test
of a calm judgment resting on allowable inferences drawn from
common human experience” (LDB, 41). How should a justice decide
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what inferences are “allowable”? What is constitutional, said Bickel, is
what “rests on an unquestioned, shared choice of values . . .” (LDB, 43).

Contrast this exalted conception of constitutional principle with the
more conventional and legalistic conception that it partly displaced. Con-
sider, for example, Herbert Wechsler’s view of principle, a view that Bickel
discussed in The Least Dangerous Branch. Wechsler thought of principle as
a minimal criterion, as a basic intellectual test meant to ensure the in-
tegrity of judicial reasoning, not as an expression of values that character-
ize a good society. Indeed, Wechsler’s austere understanding of principle
famously stood as a challenge to the moralism of the school desegregation
decision, Brown v. Board of Education (LDB, 56). In contrast, Bickel ex-
tracted the moralism from his conventional reformist ideology and poured
it into the idea of principle. For him, principles “derive their worth from a
long view of society’s spiritual as well as material needs . . .” (LDB, 58).

From this position, it was a short but necessary step to elevate the
avatars of principle—those nine lawyers—to a superior moral status.This
Bickel accomplished in part by idealizing the institutional context of ad-
judication. Cases, he said, present problems in a concrete setting far re-
moved from the agitation surrounding the initial political decision. Thus,
“insulation and the marvelous mystery of time give courts the capacity to
appeal to men’s better natures . . .” (LDB, 26). Bickel also relied on a skill-
ful melding of assertion and prescription to make a rather surprising
claim: “Judges have, or should have, the leisure, the training, and the insu-
lation to follow the ways of the scholar in pursuing the ends of govern-
ment” (LDB, 25–26). Presumably equipped with a “habit of mind” not
unlike that which Bickel himself enjoyed, judges have the skills “crucial
in sorting out the enduring values of a society . . .” (LDB, 25–26).

The Bickel of 1975 might well have asked the Bickel of 1962 how
the Justices—assigned the task of identifying society’s enduring and un-
questioned values, and urged to believe they enjoyed an almost unique
capacity to do so, and instructed to enforce these principles “without
concession or let-up”—could avoid “intellectual and emotional imperi-
alism” (MC, 11). Indeed, if Bickel had lived until 2002, he might well
have wondered whether The Least Dangerous Branch had contributed to
four decades of moral imperialism on the part of the federal judiciary.

To imagine this kind of self-criticism no doubt seems unfair, since
it ignores the fact that Bickel’s appreciation for the virtue of prudence
was a central aspect of his thinking from the beginning.5 The richly am-
bivalent, sometimes tortured intellectualizations about judicial review
that make up The Least Dangerous Branch represent a protracted strug-
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gle between two impulses: on the one hand, the dangerous implications
of Bickel’s moral self-assurance but, on the other, his recognition of the
need for prudence. The answer to the puzzle presented by the title of his
book lay in his complicated and audacious argument that it is possible
for a governmental institution to pursue high moral purposes safely, if
it is hedged in by practices and understandings that assure prudence.

III

Bickel argued that the Supreme Court can safely be trusted with a
role saturated by moralism because deep legalistic norms and practices
assure humility, discretion, and restraint. The first of these was Thayer’s
“clear mistake” rule under which judges do not declare a statute uncon-
stitutional unless the judgment of unconstitutionality is “not open to ra-
tional question” (LDB, 35). The second was Wechsler’s requirement of
neutrality, by which a court’s determination must rest on a constitutional
principle of general application (LDB, 50). And, of course, Bickel’s own
contribution was to describe at length how an array of devices, “passive
virtues,” allow judges to avoid decisions and thus delay the enforcement
of principle until those rare moments when times are propitious.

Bickel argued that these norms and practices would restrain morally
imperious judges. Indeed, he seemed to think they would cause judges to
be prudent. Thayer’s clear mistake rule, for example, dictates that judges
defer to the reasonable judgments of other officials, and thus entails pa-
tience and caution and tolerance. Bickel contended that decisions must be
made slowly and carefully (LDB, 41). The viewpoints of others must be
considered imaginatively and respectfully. All this means that the judge
will be inclined to appreciate the full complexity of public issues, to consult
all of human experience, and to intervene only with reluctance (LDB, 41).

Similarly, Wechsler’s requirement of neutrality forces a judge to
render a decision that transcends interests of the moment, to be disinter-
ested both politically and psychologically (LDB, 50). The testing of rea-
sons and the striving for intellectual coherence that are inherently a part
of neutrality necessitate rigor and self-discipline (LDB, 51). Because
neutral principles must be enforced uniformly—without “adjustment or
concession” (LDB, 59)—they are intrinsically sobering. Plainly, their an-
nouncement involves considerable risk and, so, it should be obvious that
“there can be but very few such principles” (LDB, 59).
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And lastly, Bickel’s passive virtues entail judicial self-control in
part because their very purpose is delay. The avoidance devices also re-
quire that judges attend to the widest array of social and cultural factors,
including most especially attention to the opinions of others. One pur-
pose of delay, after all, is to ensure that the judges impose principles at a
time when society might be ready to accept them. Moreover, delay
allows events and consequences to take form so that the content of prin-
ciple can be shaped by experience (LDB, 116). Indeed, Bickel went so
far as to argue that this experience includes the opinions and objections
that develop in response to principles that the Court has already enun-
ciated and imposed (LDB, 258–59). Humbled by all this unruly infor-
mation, then, the Justices will not be authoritarian moralists; they will
be teachers of society, learning as well as speaking, engaged in nothing
more dangerous than a continuing “colloquy” (LDB, 68, 70).

In short, while Bickel freely blended description and prescription, his
argument suggests that the practice of judging gradually instills capacities
for caution, self-restraint, circumspection, and humility. His argument,
then, is not merely an exhortation to the Justices that prudence is necessary
in order to resist the dangers inherent in a profoundly moralistic role. It is
a claim that, at least if institutional practices are understood and respected,
the Court can be trusted with the “grand function” (LDB, 71) of protecting
principle because its members will tend to develop an adequate capacity for
prudence. The prudent character of the Justices will domesticate the
moralistic nature of constitutional principle. That is why the most power-
ful court on earth is also the least dangerous branch.

The great difficulty with this subtle and powerful position is that
prudent individuals would not want to exercise, indeed, would not be
capable of exercising, the role that Bickel assigned to the Supreme
Court. A judge who assigned principle the high meaning and purpose
that Bickel urged would not be a prudent person. One imprudent
enough to try to impose enduring, universal values would act impru-
dently even while utilizing the various devices intended to domesticate
principle. This is to say that the principled reformer, rather than a capa-
cious scholar who civilizes moralism through wide and respectful collo-
quy, is likely to be self-absorbed.

Consider Bickel’s claim that in holding out and enforcing time-
less principles, the Supreme Court is providing the democratic process
something that it cannot provide for itself. This assertion is plainly
untrue, as Bickel’s own account of Abraham Lincoln’s position on the
Missouri Compromise demonstrates. Even without this striking 
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instance, on what basis would anyone believe that politics is somehow
incompatible with the articulation of enduring values? If such values
are timeless, they must have long been recognized to be so—and not
primarily by federal judges. Indeed, this is implicit in the judicial
methodology that Bickel himself proposed, inasmuch as he claimed
that the justices’ task is to steep themselves in the work of the great
thinkers and in society’s shared, unquestioned choice of values. And
since Bickel claimed that these values are truly fundamental to both
national identity and political morality, their importance presumably
could be apparent even to ordinary people and political arguments on
their behalf at least sometimes widely persuasive.

It is difficult to account for Bickel’s improbable insistence that only
the Court can be depended upon to articulate and enforce enduring prin-
ciples except as an instance of the authoritarian dynamic inherent in ab-
stract idealism. If principles are primarily intellectualizations, it is natural
to devalue or even shut out voices that speak concretely or experientially.
And Bickel did write as if the common vocabulary of politics—the lan-
guage of self-interest and emotion and pragmatism—were irrelevant to
understanding or formulating the great goals of a polity.6 What is clear
about Bickel’s sharp demarcation between principle and politics, then, is
that it drastically restricts the kinds of colloquy thought to be appropriate.

In addition, judges who deign to participate in such colloquies are
not likely to be responsive participants, given the nature of the principles
that Bickel thinks should guide them. Principles define an ideal of a
good life, one that judges seek to impose on those with competing
views. Judges, thus, have reason to suspect such views as a step towards
ignorance or evil. Moreover, because principles are universal, those who
argue for exceptions and qualifications will be seen as compromisers and
carpers. Because principles are conceptualizations, empirical informa-
tion about practicalities and costs will be resisted. In fact, because prin-
ciples are timeless, there will be a tendency to classify all competing
information as temporary, short-run, or otherwise unimportant.

We have already seen that The Least Dangerous Branch contains co-
pious signs that principled judges have the potential to become imperious
guardians. Recall that judges immerse themselves in the political culture
to ascertain “unquestioned” truths (LDB, 43). They stand as a bulwark
against society’s “uncontrolled emotions” (LDB, 41). True, these judicial
moralists are to come to the point of action only slowly and then only in
rare instances of indefensible irrationality and then only on the basis of
considerations that transcend any immediate circumstance. But Bickel
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viewed the factors that require delay as generally regrettable, since the
main purpose of delay is to allow conditions for reform to ripen. Certainly,
Bickel wanted judges to assess social conditions and common under-
standings, but they are to do so mainly to determine whether these frus-
trating impediments have subsided to a manageable level. When that
moment arrives, he insisted that there is no longer any reason not to
impose principle, notwithstanding lingering objections in the political
arena. It is true that the obligation of colloquy persists after the imposition
of principle. But because such principles were arrived at through difficult
reflection, are timeless and so clear as to be beyond rational dispute, even
intellectualized objections raised after the Court’s decrees necessarily carry
a heavy presumption of illegitimacy. For Bickel, after all, the advantage of
judicial review is that it gives consistent voice to enduring principles.

IV

Alexander Bickel helped to make respectable the idea that the
function of the Supreme Court is to inject into our political life sufficient
appreciation for enduring, essential, unquestionable moral principles. He
proposed that this educational role could be fulfilled by imposing the
principles without remorse or compromise. He made this imperious role
seem safe by insisting that Justices imprudent enough to attempt it
would nevertheless become prudent in exercising it. This transformation
would be accomplished through the benignly cautionary influence of cer-
tain poorly understood but deeply rooted judicial practices.The difficulty
is that these practices, in the hands of imprudent judges, only spur on the
kind of moral imperialism that Bickel was seeking to avoid.

No one can say, of course, whether The Least Dangerous Branch is
in any measure responsible for the four decades of judicial imperialism
that followed its publication. It is entirely possible that Bickel and the
Justices were independently moved by the same great institutional and
jurisprudential currents. However, given Bickel’s prominence and given
how flatteringly seductive his depiction of the judicial role must have
been, it is also possible that his book encouraged the Justices on their
path. What can be said with assurance, I think, is that the general con-
tours of the Court’s record have a striking resemblance to what I have
argued should be expected if restraining legal norms are consumed by
the ideological fires of abstract moral principles.
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Consider again one of the most striking aspects of constitutional
law during the decades after 1962: its pervasiveness. Almost no aspect
of modern life has been exempt from judicial oversight and interven-
tion—not the decision making process used to expel public school stu-
dents, not the methods by which police interrogate suspects, not a
municipality’s decisions on the appropriateness of signs and billboards,
not the medical procedures by which abortions are performed, and not
the standards by which votes are counted. The promiscuousness of con-
stitutional interpretation is a natural outgrowth of the moral idealism
that characterizes the modern Court. Because the Court’s goals—equal-
ity, autonomy, liberation, and so on—are thought to represent profound
and timeless moral principles, the need for their realization is felt ur-
gently and the opportunity for their realization is perceived everywhere.

The Justices, of course, sometimes acknowledge the wisdom of se-
lectivity and caution, and these considerations are occasionally decisive.7

But this impulse is limited by the Justices’ inability to see or respect dis-
agreement. Since the seductive power of principle makes disagreement
largely unthinkable, for the most part the Justices perceive the public as
compliant. Even when the issue is undeniably controversial as a moral
matter, like abortion or homosexuality, or when it is politically contro-
versial, like presidential confidentiality or selection, they tend to believe
their decisions will gain sufficient consent.8 Given the scale of their
mission, the Justices see objections that fall short of outright defiance
as unimportant and, often, profoundly misguided or even improper.9

The time for reform, consequently, usually seems propitious.
The second characteristic of the Court’s modern record is that, de-

spite the moral and institutional hubris that drives the Court’s cam-
paigns, the decisions themselves do not seem highly principled. Lofty
goals are often stated but not consistently implemented. Instead, the ar-
ticulation of goals is accompanied by pages devoted to pragmatic consid-
erations, potential qualifications, and inconclusive doctrines.10 To some
extent, this hesitation and instrumentalism are also a consequence of the
exalted educative role that the Court has assumed. Since it is thought to
be crucial that society be made to understand, say, that women must be
free to choose their own destinies or that people must be judged as indi-
viduals rather than as members of racial groups, the Court is naturally
tempted to make such pronouncements before the time for consistent
imposition has arrived.11 After all, realization can be postponed, but—
without immediate articulation of principle by the courts—society will
lose sight of essential truths.Thus, when the fact of serious disagreement
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does register, the Justices are inclined to see it as reason to plunge ahead
on articulation even while hedging on implementation.

Oddly, when the Court is ready to implement its lofty goals, its
decisions are still often characterized by narrowness and by protracted
utilitarian analysis.12 This, too, is a consequence of the Court’s exalted
role. Its intellectual burden, after all, is to demonstrate that nothing jus-
tifies the law under review, that the law is unconstitutional beyond any
rational dispute. The elaborate consideration of justifications, then, is
not so much part of a colloquy as a sustained effort to disparage the 
political aspirations and judgments that stand in the way of principle.

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of constitutional jurisprudence
at the turn of the century is that the Court has not retreated from en-
forcing principles, even those that subsequent experience makes clear
society was not ready to affirm. Despite opposition strong enough to
cause presidents and senators to call for judicial “restraint” and to install
judicial “conservatives” and “moderates” on the Court, no landmark de-
cision has been reversed and many have been validated and expanded.
Far from being humbled or restrained by political controversy, the Jus-
tices have reacted to political agitation by asserting repeatedly that their
constitutional interpretations are supreme and that disagreement is il-
legitimate.13 Moreover, for substantial periods of time and on significant
issues (ranging from school desegregation, to abortion, to school prayer)
the Court’s reaction to disagreement has been to widen, not constrict, its
contested holdings.14 Like the other prominent characteristics of the
Supreme Court’s record, this is not what Bickel recommended. But it,
too, reflects the exalted sense of purpose that he did endorse.

The modern Court accepts the idea that its role is central to civilized
government, and that it provides ideals which are both essential and other-
wise unavailable. Maintaining the Court’s authority, therefore, is thought
to be more important than any justice’s particular interpretive commit-
ments.15 And maintaining that authority is far more important than learn-
ing from clamoring political opposition; indeed, the Justices are less
inclined to listen to or learn from this opposition to the extent that its crit-
icisms are heartfelt and to the extent that the constitutional issue is funda-
mental. Fervent challenges on fundamentals might make for a good
seminar, but they represent a strong threat to the Court’s authority.16

Since the publication of The Least Dangerous Branch, the Supreme
Court has been both powerful and dangerous. It has intervened often be-
cause pervasive oversight has seemed prudent. It has held out high prin-
ciples while explaining itself pragmatically. It has taken on an exalted
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educative function without engaging in respectful colloquy. It has
demonstrated that judicial norms and practices which might otherwise
be expected to produce intellectual discipline and personal restraint
become so much fuel when set afire by the idealism of principle.
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Chapter 2

THE JURISPRUDENCE OF CONSTITUTIONAL REGIMES

ALEXANDER BICKEL AND CASS SUNSTEIN

Mark Tushnet

Constitutional regimes elicit theories of adjudication that explain
and justify the Supreme Court’s role in each particular regime.1 This
essay examines Alexander Bickel’s account of constitutional adjudica-
tion in The Least Dangerous Branch, and its relationship to the Warren
Court and, more generally, to the New Deal-Great Society regime of
which the Warren Court was a part. Bickel’s theory of adjudication con-
tributed to advancing that regime’s substantive commitments to a liber-
alism of equality and political participation while attempting to validate
the ordinary interest-group bargains struck in the political arena. With
an interpretation of Bickel’s jurisprudence in hand, I turn to the consti-
tutional jurisprudence of the present regime,2 as represented in Cass
Sunstein’s discussion of judicial minimalism. Sunstein’s analysis de-
scends from, but also transforms Bickel’s, in ways that illuminate the
new constitutional regime.

Bickel’s theory of adjudication reflects his commitment to the New
Deal-Great Society regime.This is so despite some obvious qualifications.
Bickel was, in part, a critic of the Warren Court. Moreover, The Least
Dangerous Branch was written well before the Warren Court came into its
own after the retirements in 1962 of Felix Frankfurter, Bickel’s mentor,
and Charles Whittaker.3 Further, the book was completed before Lyndon
Johnson’s Great Society programs confirmed that the New Deal-Great
Society regime should be thought of as blending interest group pluralism



with liberal commitments to equality and political participation. Despite
these qualifications, the conceptual underpinnings of The Least Dangerous
Branch could be taken to support the Warren Court’s programmatic liber-
alism, though the book’s ambivalences and internal tensions mean that the
work could also be taken as a partial critique of that program.

Bickel’s account of the proper occasions for, and the content and
scope of, substantive judicial review emerged from his reflections on two
dimensions of the Court’s history and current performance. First, his ju-
risprudence had to account for how the New Deal Justices, particularly
Felix Frankfurter, understood the lessons of the crisis that preceded the
Court’s transformation by President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Second, the
jurisprudence also had to assimilate the Court’s substantive commit-
ments, and especially the Court’s insistence on achieving what the Jus-
tices and their political culture understood to be equal protection in the
aftermath of Brown v. Board of Education. These two dimensions re-
flected different aspects of the New Deal-Great Society regime—its
commitment to interest group pluralism and its commitment to pro-
grammatic liberalism—and no jurisprudence that failed to take both
into account could serve as the jurisprudence of that regime.

Frankfurter had responded to the New Deal crisis by articulating
a general theory of judicial restraint. Such a theory responded directly to
the events that provoked the crisis—the Court’s refusal to treat legisla-
tion affecting the distribution of economic power as the product of or-
dinary interest group politics.4 But it was less suitable for the liberal
commitments of the nascent regime as was made clear by Frankfurter’s
discomfort with the Court’s articulation of a theory under which some
constitutional rights were said to have a preferred status.5

Frankfurter’s difficulty, and derivatively Bickel’s, lay in drawing the
line between politics, the domain of interest group pluralism, and law
potentially the source of liberal rights.6 A generalized theory of judicial
restraint failed to draw such a line, and even Frankfurter was wont to
cross it to defend such rights. Frankfurter was a vigorous advocate of re-
strictions on police practices that he thought violated the Fourth
Amendment, and endorsed the Warren Court’s efforts to achieve racial
justice.7 More significantly to the extent that Frankfurter’s jurispru-
dence incorporated a generalized stance of judicial restraint, that ju-
risprudence had been displaced by the time Bickel began to develop the
argument that culminated in The Least Dangerous Branch.

An alternative approach, that of the Legal Process school, provided
a better foundation for the New Deal-Great Society regime. Legal
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Process theorists sought stability and social order.8 Law, according to
these theorists, could secure a stable social order by allocating different
types of legal decisions to the institutions with the characteristics most
suitable for developing results appropriate to the issues presented. Legis-
latures had the capacity to address novel problems based on some degree
of factual investigation. More important, however, they could develop
policy based on the preferences and values of their constituents. An
elected legislature could promote stability by ensuring that those who
were represented had a stake in the governing process: And people who
were defeated on some particular issue still had a chance to raise it again,
and in any event they could prevail on other issues of interest to them. Its
conception of legislation, then, embraced and provided a jurisprudential
rationale for the interest group pluralism that characterized the New
Deal-Great Society regime.

The Legal Process school linked courts to the elaboration of con-
stitutional principles, principles that could be used to justify the emerg-
ing commitment to substantive rights. For Legal Process theorists,
courts were distinguished by their ability to articulate principled bases
for the results they reached. By principle Legal Process theorists meant
reasons that transcended the particular conflict before the courts, and
that would also guide the resolution of other conflicts that implicated
similar interests. In Legal Process terms, courts had a duty to consider
the implications of their actions for future controversies in a way that
legislatures did not. Otherwise the distinctive contribution of courts to
lawmaking in a stable social order would disappear.9 Legal Process the-
orists gave no particular substantive content to the principles that courts
should articulate, but their notion of principle could be used to articu-
late the liberal commitments of the New Deal-Great Society regime.

Bickel attempted to meld a defense of the early Warren Court’s
commitment to liberal justice and the Legal Process school’s conception
of principled judging. His essay on the passive virtues, incorporated into
The Least Dangerous Branch, pointed out that principles sometime un-
dermine stability. A principled decision in a particular case might imply
that some other controversy would have to be resolved in a way society
was as yet unwilling to accept.10 For Bickel, Naim v. Naim was a pivotal
example of a principle undermining stability and the way courts could
avoid excessive commitment to principle.11 Naim was a challenge to
Virginia’s law prohibiting interracial marriage, which came to the
Supreme Court in 1955, just after Brown v. Board of Education.12 What-
ever principle justified Brown, whether it be that statutory distinctions
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based upon race were almost necessarily invalid or that statutory classi-
fications that perpetuated racial subordination were unconstitutional or
any other, that same principle would certainly invalidate laws against
racial intermarriage. Taking his cue from Frankfurter’s arguments to his
Supreme Court colleagues, Bickel argued that applying principle in
Naim—that is, acting in the distinctive way courts act—would con-
tribute to domestic instability. The Court therefore had to avoid decid-
ing the case.

Bickel’s overall argument gained much of its force by emphasizing
the discretion the Court had to decide which cases to decide on the
merits. His innovation was to point out that, precisely because grants of
certiorari were discretionary, the Court would not violate principles of
legality in taking political considerations into account in determining
whether to grant or deny review in such cases. What made Naim so
striking was that it came to the Supreme Court as an appeal from the
Virginia Supreme Court. As a technical matter, the U.S. Supreme Court
was required to decide all appeals on the merits. In contrast to the dis-
cretion the Court had in deciding whether to grant certiorari, it had no
discretion to avoid deciding such appeals. The Court attempted to jaw-
bone the Virginia Supreme Court into reconsidering its endorsement of
the state’s antimiscegenation law, but when that failed the Court dis-
missed the appeal for failing to present a federal question in the proper
manner. As Herbert Wechsler put it, the Court’s decision was “wholly
without basis in the law.”13 It was an unprincipled decision in a context
where Congress appeared to require principle.

As Bickel’s endorsement of Naim showed, his argument operated
mainly within Legal Process theory, but at points moved outside it. He
directed attention to the various justiciability doctrines the Court had—
mootness, the requirement that a federal question be properly pre-
sented, and others—that allowed the Court to avoid decisions when
invoking principle would promote instability. The justiciability doctrines
posed no conceptual problems within Legal Process theory, however. As
doctrines, they could be applied in a principled way, thereby reducing
the number of occasions on which principled substantive doctrines
might produce instability.14 But Bickel went further. As his position on
Naim showed, he would allow the Court to be unprincipled in avoiding
decisions in these troublesome areas.

In Gerald Gunther’s words, Bickel insisted that the Court be 100
percent principled 20 percent of the time.15 As Gunther’s observation
suggests, Bickel’s approach was in deep tension with the Legal Process
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assumption that courts were different from legislatures in their commit-
ment to principle alone.16 As Bickel presented the Court’s role, the Jus-
tices were to be politically sensitive in selecting the cases they chose to
decide, and then were to abjure politics in deciding the cases they chose.
How could the Court sustain that combination of approaches?

The first part of Bickel’s analysis, in which political judgment
played a large role, made sense for the Court as it was constituted during
the New Deal-Great Society regime. The long Democratic Party dom-
inance of the national policy-making process had two important impli-
cations for judicial selection. Presidents could nominate justices who
were personally committed to programmatic liberalism, knowing that
those commitments would not become controversial in the confirma-
tion process. In addition, they could nominate justices who had sub-
stantial national political experience, in part because the New Deal crisis
had taught the New Deal-Great Society Democratic Party that politi-
cal judgment was essential to sound constitutional decision making and
in part because judicial appointments were a form of patronage compat-
ible with interest group bargaining. Together, these aspects of the nom-
ination and confirmation process meant that the New Deal-Great
Society Court would be staffed by people who could sustain the proper
line between adjudication and legislation.

Consider President John F. Kennedy’s Supreme Court appoint-
ments. Byron White had played a large role in Kennedy’s campaign for the
presidency and held a high policy and managerial position in the Depart-
ment of Justice, and Arthur Goldberg was a labor lawyer, close to the lead-
ership of organized labor, and his Secretary of Labor. These are
appointments of the sort one would expect in the New Deal-Great Soci-
ety regime. But, even President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s appointments
were largely compatible with the characteristics of the New Deal-Great
Society regime. Earl Warren received the Chief Justiceship because Eisen-
hower had promised him a Supreme Court position as a reward for his
support at the 1952 Republican convention.17 Warren was a major national
political figure, the Republican candidate for Vice President in 1948, Gov-
ernor of California and a serious aspirant for the presidency himself. He
was a leader of the progressive wing of the Republican Party, which ac-
cepted the New Deal’s major programmatic elements. William J. Brennan
was a state supreme court justice, who was nominated in 1956, an election
year, because Eisenhower thought that nominating an urban Catholic with
Democratic Party ties would strengthen his electoral prospects.18 John
Marshall Harlan was a leading New York corporate lawyer serving on the
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Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit when he was nominated to the
Supreme Court.19 Harlan was close to Herbert Brownell and William
Rogers, the leaders of the Department of Justice, and themselves at the
heart of the northeastern liberal internationalist wing of the Republican
Party. Potter Stewart was also associated with the “country club” wing of
the Republican Party. Only the appointment of Charles Whittaker does
not readily fit into an account that treats Supreme Court nominations as
an aspect of the New Deal-Great Society regime.

In the end, however, Bickel could not adequately separate the po-
litical judgment judges were to exercise in choosing whether to decide
cases, and the legal judgment they were to exercise that was to guide
their actual decisions. His argument presupposes a conception of prin-
ciple in which judges could follow the principles they articulated to their
necessary conclusions. But the Legal Process school’s conception of a
principled decision failed to take adequate account of some insights of
Legal Realism. For the Realists, conclusions did not flow from princi-
ples: In a mature legal system whose doctrinal space was thickly popu-
lated, a judge given a principle articulated in some prior case could
faithfully deploy that principle along with others equally available in the
doctrinal universe to reach whatever result the judge thought socially
desirable. This doctrinal richness makes it possible for judges to deploy
principle in ways that undermine the stability achieved in the legisla-
tive process: Where Legal Process thought that principles could tran-
scend the conflicts of pluralist politics, Legal Realism recognized that
these conflicts would only be transformed into a fight over the meaning
of constitutional principle.

Although some Legal Process theorists criticized key Warren
Court decisions as unprincipled, the Court’s defenders responded that
the critics had misunderstood the true set of principles the Warren
Court was pursuing.20 We can turn one of Bickel’s phrases against the
Warren Court critics and sometimes against Bickel himself, by the crit-
ics, under the guise of asserting that the Warren Court was unprinci-
pled, were simply expressing moral disapproval of the lines.21

The Legal Realist conception of principle, then, undermines
Bickel’s argument. If judges could always satisfy the requirement that
adjudication be principled in the Legal Process sense, there is no way to
sustain the distinction between the political judgment exercised in de-
ciding not to decide and the judgments of social value expressed in the
fully principled decisions on the merits. And the vulnerability of the dis-
tinction seems to be confirmed by the background in politics of the
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Warren Court’s justices, and the Warren Court’s behavior. With the
Legal Realist understanding of principle in hand, we can invert Gun-
ther’s critique by saying that, in practice, the Warren Court was simul-
taneously 100 percent principled and 0 percent principled all of the
time. It exercised political judgment both in deciding whether to decide
and in deciding on the merits, and it was fully principled at both stages.

The limitations suggest why Legal Process theory proved inade-
quate as a constitutional jurisprudence for the New Deal-Great Society
regime. In part its difficulties arose from the theory’s foundational con-
cern with social stability. The civil rights movement of the 1950s and
1960s pointedly raised the question: What is so desirable about stability
when the social order rests on background conditions of injustice? John
Hart Ely’s elaboration of Legal Process theory went a long way toward
addressing the particular concerns of the civil rights movement.22 Legal
Process theory accepted the civil rights critique insofar as it rested on
the effective disfranchisement of African Americans in the 1950s and
1960s South. But the more general concern about stability against back-
ground injustice remained. As disagreement persisted over whether the
background in the United States was one of justice with some excep-
tions, or was it rather one of pervasive injustice with occasional bright
moments, the Legal Process assumption that stability in itself justified
legal decisions came under pressure. As Jan Vetter observed, Bickel
himself “had come to disbelieve in the possibility of resolving current
constitutional controversies by rational argument.23 This, according to
Vetter, was a result of his reflection on the social disorder occasioned by
the civil rights movement.

Moreover this disorder indicated that the liberal commitments of
the New Deal-Great Society regime were not supported by the social
consensus suggested by the Legal Process conception of principle. It is
therefore not surprising that Legal Process approaches could not incor-
porate all of these commitments.24 And, finally, when considered in
light of Legal Realism’s insights, dissensus over principle ensures that no
decision could be applied in a principled manner and that Legal Process
could not sustain its distinction between courts and legislatures.

The social and intellectual trends created two related problems
within a generally Bickelian approach to constitutional adjudication.
Retaining the insistence on principled adjudication, courts sensitive to
political concerns could develop large-scale principles sweeping across a
wide range of policy areas. As Robert Burt put it, the Warren Court ar-
ticulated an “ambiti[ous]” program that accepted the proposition that
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“the judiciary acts properly when, and only when, it can invoke abstract
principles of sufficient generality and logical force to impose definitive
resolution on social disputes.”25 Having been taught that adjudication
must be principled, the Warren Court adopted programmatic liberalism
as its guiding principle. But this led people to view the Court as a par-
ticipant in pluralist politics rather than a protector of values that tran-
scend partisanship. Second, Bickel’s approach required that judges have
the capacity to make sound political judgments, whether in connection
with decisions to avoid the merits, or in connection with decisions on
the merits. This might be true once a constitutional regime is in place,
for judges might be chosen whose principled ambitions comport with
those of the rest of that regime’s institutions.26 Times of regime transi-
tion, however, place the Court’s principles under stress. What was sound
political judgment under the old regime can become political folly under
the new one, as holdover judges insist on implementing political prin-
ciples no longer in harmony with the principles of the new regime.

We appear to be in such a time of regime transition, and a new ju-
risprudence might be appropriate. The New Deal-Great Society regime
has disappeared, replaced by a system in which government appears to
be permanently divided, with different political parties often controlling
Congress and the presidency. Further, the political parties seem to have
become more coherent ideologically, with people who formerly might
have been conservative Democrats becoming Republicans and people
who might have been liberal Republicans becoming Democrats. With
this sort of divided government, public policy is unlikely to embody any
particularly distinctive substantive values, for the only legislation that
can be enacted will reflect values shared across the ideological spectrum.
Cass Sunstein’s arguments for judicial minimalism fit well into the new
regime, capturing the lowered expectations we should have for policy in
the new regime. We can expect the processes of judicial selection and
appointment to reflect the stresses of divided government. But the
breakdown of consensus makes the Legal Process concern for stability
relevant to the emerging regime. We can expect the processes of judicial
selection and appointment to reflect this stress. As Mark Silverstein and
David Yalof have argued, these processes have indeed changed since the
decay of the New Deal-Great Society constitutional regime.27 The con-
straints on judicial selection are complex, but one can summarize them
in this way. Some participants in the selection process, usually located in
the Department of Justice, will press for the choice of a nominee who
will be programmatically committed to the principles of the present
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constitutional regime. Other participants, usually in the White House,
will be more sensitive to the reception the nominee will receive in the
Senate. In light of what appears to be a near-permanent close division
in the Senate, mobilized interest groups today are in a position to inflict
substantial political cost on a president who puts forward a nominee
with obvious programmatic commitments, and a smaller cost if the
nominee lacks such commitments. The most likely nominees, then, are
those with short paper trails, and preferably records that can be ex-
plained as resulting from their adherence to directives from higher
courts. But such nominees are unlikely to be politically astute.

Yet, they may be astute enough to serve in the present constitu-
tional regime. The reason is that the regime’s programmatic commit-
ments are substantively modest.28 This is not to say that particular
political factions lack ambitious agendas, and indeed all factions might
have such agendas. Nonetheless, the persistence of effectively divided
government means that the principles advanced by the regime, taken as
a whole, will be modest. With programmatic liberalism in retreat, the
Legal Process concern for stability regains its importance. The judg-
ment needed by a judge in the present constitutional regime need only
be a cautious reluctance to take bold steps.

Cass Sunstein offers a constitutional jurisprudence well-suited to
the current constitutional order. If Bickel’s jurisprudence was appropri-
ate for the New Deal-Great Society regime, Sunstein’s is equally appro-
priate for the present one. As one reviewer put it: “It is rare that a work
of constitutional theory so precisely expresses . . . the mood of a partic-
ular Supreme Court.”29 Sunstein describes a style of opinion writing
that he calls “minimalism,” and defends that style as appropriate in
those many situations in modern society where people disagree about
fundamental propositions regarding the proper role of government but
may agree about particular results. Sunstein’s analysis derives from
Bickel’s, as he acknowledges, but transforms it as well: Where Bickel
urged the Court to exercise political judgment in deciding which cases
to decide and then to make fully principled decisions on the merits,
Sunstein asks the Court to exercise political judgment at both stages.30

What is the relation between minimalism and the new constitutional
regime? First, minimalism is not a different term for Bickel’s passive
virtues, for it is a technique courts can use in deciding the merits, and it
therefore is responsive to the need (after the Legal Realist challenge to
Legal Process) for an account of adjudication that allows courts to make
substantive decisions. Second, Sunstein does not defend minimalism as a
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method fit for all occasions. Rather, minimalism is appropriate, he argues,
when judges accurately assess political circumstances and discover a degree
of social dissensus, and yet believe that some normative claims being urged
on them should not be disregarded. In other circumstances, maximalist de-
cisions are appropriate. Political judgment, then, pervades Sunstein’s pre-
scription for the courts: The justices are to consider the degree of social
consensus on the issue before them, the degree to which there is an on
going democratic debate about it, and the like. Questions then arise that
parallel those that arose in connection with Bickel’s analysis seen in the
light cast by Legal Realism. Can minimalist and maximalist opinions have
the beneficial effects Sunstein says they can? Do the justices in the new
constitutional regime have the background and political astuteness to
engage in the political calculations Sunstein says they should?

Consider first how minimalist decision making is said to promote
democratic deliberation. Shallow opinions drawing on a variety of prin-
ciples for support resemble the compromises legislators make in work-
ing out the details of a statute. To that extent, Sunstein’s analysis
weakens the distinction between courts and legislatures, as, of course,
does his insistence that courts engage in political analysis to determine
whether their opinions should be shallow or deep, narrow or broad.
Indeed, Sunstein reduces that distinctiveness even more by insisting
that legislatures are forums of principle as well.31 This immediately raises
the question: Why should the courts ever invalidate legislation, even in
minimalist opinions?32

Sunstein’s answer is that such invalidations can be democracy-
promoting by forcing legislatures to consider problems they have been
ignoring.33 The difficulty here is that democracy-promoting is unre-
lated to whether an opinion is minimalist or maximalist, because min-
imalism and maximalism are not intrinsic characteristics of opinions
themselves.34 Rather, they are characterizations the opinions receive in
retrospect.35 As Sunstein puts it: “Courts deciding particular cases have
only limited authority over the subsequent reach of their opinions. . . .
A court that is determined to be maximalist may fill its opinion with
broad pronouncements, but those pronouncements may subsequently
appear as ‘dicta’ and be disregarded by future courts. . . . A court may
write a self-consciously minimalist opinion, but subsequent courts may
take the case to stand for a broad principle that covers many other cases
as well.”36

Sunstein concludes that “[t]he public reception of a judicial opinion
may matter as much as the applicable theory of stare decisis.”37 Or, I
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would add, as much as the opinion’s minimalism or maximalism: “Public
officials may take an opinion as settling a range of issues . . . despite the
Court’s determined effort to proceed narrowly. . . . Alternatively, public
officials may take an opinion to be narrow, or distinguishable, despite the
Court’s effort at breadth.”38 But if this is so, it is hard to see how an opin-
ion’s minimalism can be democracy-promoting rather than democracy-
obstructing, or how its maximalism can be democracy-obstructing rather
than democracy-promoting. Everything depends on the opinion’s recep-
tion, over which the Justices have little control, not its intrinsic character,
which they might control.

Sunstein for example, treats Romer v. Evans39 as a minimalist
opinion invalidating legislation. But the decision might obstruct demo-
cratic dialogue because it rhetorically associated proponents of anti-gay
legislation with advocates of racial segregation,40 and attributed the par-
ticular anti-gay initiative involved in the case, and perhaps by extension
all anti-gay proposals, to “animosity toward the class of persons af-
fected,”41 He also treats the assisted suicide decisions as minimalist
opinions upholding legislation, but they could be seen as a broad asser-
tion of the absence of federal constitutional controls over state legisla-
tion, or as indicating that a majority of the justices believe there to be
some circumstances in which a state would violate the Constitution by
denying assistance to a person seeking to commit suicide.

In addition, it is possible that maximalist invalidations too can be
democracy-promoting in one important sense.They can foster discussion
among the public broadly both about the particular issue the Court pur-
ported to foreclose, and about the deep theory on which the Court rested
its judgment. Dred Scott might have contributed to the outbreak of the
Civil War, but it did so by providing an impetus to the growth of the Re-
publican Party and its campaign for the limitation of slavery’s spread. Roe
may have made it impossible to enact a range of restrictions on the avail-
ability of abortion, but I confess that it is not clear to me that the quality
of public debate over abortion and privacy was better before Roe.42

Further, minimalist opinions purport to leave much open for resolu-
tion in the democratic process, but they may be inserted into a political en-
vironment where they have precisely the same effect as a maximal one.The
Canadian experience with the law of abortion is suggestive.The Canadian
Supreme Court overturned a conviction for violating the nation’s ban on
performing abortions because the ban was accompanied by exceptions that
were in fact unavailable in the real world.43 Criminal laws could not be en-
forced if they offered such illusory defenses, according to the Court. This
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appeared to leave open the way for a substantial reenactment of the general
ban on abortion. But the political terrain was such that no legislation could
be enacted after Morgentaler, leaving Canada without any criminal laws
dealing specifically with abortion.44 As Sunstein points out, “[t]he choice
between minimalism and the alternatives depends partly on pragmatic
considerations and partly on judgments about the capacities of various institu-
tional actors.”45 Positive political theory suggests that, particularly in cir-
cumstances of divided government, a minimalist invalidation may well
have maximalist effects: The legislature will be unable to come to agree-
ment on anything to replace the invalidated statute, leaving the subject of
the Court’s action completely unregulated, just as would occur had the
Court adopted a maximalist position.

Minimalism, then, may not be democracy-promoting or even min-
imal in its effects. There may also be more fundamental Legal Process
questions about stability in the face of disagreement. Robert Burt sug-
gested that Bickel’s interest in principled adjudication drew upon a vision
of social order in which “violent conflict seemed the only plausible out-
come unless some authoritative body, somewhere, somehow, would
impose a conclusive end to the dispute.”46 Minimalism leaves things un-
decided while allowing for accommodations among contesting parties,
thereby achieving a temporary solution to a permanent problem. But, ac-
cording to Sunstein, courts must make political judgments in deciding
when minimalism is appropriate and when it is not.Those judgments re-
flect the courts’ assessment of the degree and depth of social division.

Those assessments, in turn, will sometimes themselves be contro-
versial, particularly because one issue may be the level of abstraction on
which to describe social practices. The abortion controversy provides
one example: There may be little division over the abstract principle of
personal privacy invoked by pro-choice advocates, but there obviously is
great division over the appropriate characterization of that principle in
the abortion setting. Sunstein’s analysis asks the courts to interpret
social practices with respect to disagreement on the level at which sub-
stantive disagreements are presented. But to do so they must take some
position on the controversial question of characterization. If they can do
that, perhaps they can resolve the underlying substantive issues on the
merits, which is what Professor Sunstein’s minimalism seeks to avoid.
Or, perhaps the courts are not able to make the needed political deter-
minations with much accuracy.

The Supreme Court’s actions in the presidential election cases of
2000 provide a helpful example of many of the problems associated with
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minimalism. In Bush v. Palm Beach County Canvassing Bd., the Court
asked the Florida Supreme Court to reconsider its interpretation of the
state’s statutes dealing with election certification deadlines, indicating
that the U.S. Supreme Court was unsure of the extent to which the state
supreme court had considered the relevance of a federal statute and con-
stitutional provision in construing the state statutes.47 Sunstein praised
the unanimous decision as appropriately minimalist, “a triumph for
good sense and even for the rule of law” because “unanimity can go a
long way toward deflecting political passions.”48 In the context of the
rapidly developing election litigation, however, the Court’s intervention,
nominally neutral between the parties, actually reinforced the claims of
then-Governor Bush. As one critic of Sunstein’s column observed, Re-
publicans took the Court’s action as a criticism of the Florida Supreme
Court, so that the Court’s decision “unintentionally help[ed] confirm
the intemperate attacks made on the state court and on judicial inde-
pendence generally.”49 More generally, the political effects of minimal-
ist decisions depend on their context. Bush I suggests that minimalist
decisions can have larger political consequences than Sunstein’s general
characterization suggests.

Bush v. Gore, the decision in which the Supreme Court determined
who the president would be, purported to be minimalist too, with the
Court referring to the “special instance of a statewide recount under the
authority of a single state judicial authority” and expressly asserting, “Our
consideration is limited to the present circumstances, for the problem of
equal protection in election processes generally presents many complex-
ities.”50 Sunstein calls the decision “subminimalist” because of its nar-
rowness and the lack of substantial precedent supporting the Court’s
holding.51 Subminimalist holdings are, for Sunstein, improper because
they are inconsistent with the most modest demands of a rule of law
regime. It bears noting, however, that the relation between acceptable
minimalism and unacceptable subminimalism resembles the relation be-
tween the two stages of decision Bickel wrote about. Having authorized
judges to think politically at stage one, Bickel had little ground to stand
on when judges thought politically at stage two. Similarly, judges may
find it easy to deploy the reasons Sunstein gives them for making a min-
imalist decision when they wish to make a subminimalist one.

In addition, Bush v. Gore, minimalist though it purported to be,
did impose a conclusive end to the only real dispute that generated it:
The equal protection issue remained open, but not the office of the
presidency. The consensus among legal commentators appears to be that
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the Court acted to avoid the continuation of what it believed to be a
chaotic and perhaps lawless state of affairs in Florida. Its judgment
about that state of affairs remains controversial, and the accuracy of its
overall political judgment will be determined not by anything intrinsic
to Bush v. Gore but by the success or failure of the Bush administration:
A successful presidency will vindicate the Court’s judgment, and an un-
successful one will show that the Court was wrong. Again, minimalism’s
merits are closely tied to questions of political judgment.

Minimalism may not, therefore, have the characteristics Sunstein
attributes to it.52 But, as the term suggests, minimalism can be described
as the form that doctrinal downsizing takes. Big courts issue big—
maximalist—opinions, but a Court that is part of a smaller government
should issue smaller—minimalist—ones. At the same time, however,
minimalism enhances judicial power, as debates over the proper form of
constitutional adjudication in the 1950s and 1960s showed. One side of
the argument was taken by proponents of ad hoc balancing, who believed
that the courts were to take every relevant detail of a case into account,
carefully identify the precise interests that competed for vindication, and
finally balance those interests.53 Their critics, led by Justices Black and
Douglas, argued that ad hoc balancing gave judges too much power, in
part because the metaphor of balancing concealed the necessary elements
of judgment that went into constitutional adjudication but in part be-
cause opinions justifying outcomes as the result of ad hoc balancing gave
too little guidance to other lawmakers.54

As Sunstein suggests,55 minimalism is subject to the same criti-
cism. Perhaps the most pithy critique was offered by one of Justice
Thurgood Marshall’s law clerks in a memorandum explaining why it
was hard to tell whether a lower court had followed the Court’s affir-
mative action holding in Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education:56

“[N]obody knows what that opinion stands for now that Justice Powell
has retired.”57 That is, to know what a minimalist opinion means one
must go to the source. In a world where minimalist opinions are the
general rule, no one can be confident that a statute is constitutional until
we ask the Supreme Court. Minimalist opinions thus make the Court
the focal point with respect to every statute, hardly the position that a
Court that aimed at reducing its role in public life would seek.58

Nor is this accidental. It is only a slight overstatement to say that if
Bickel asked the Court to be 100 percent principled 20 percent of the
time, Sunstein hopes that the Court will be 5 percent principled 75 per-
cent of the time, with the degree of and occasions for the use of principle
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determined by the judges’ prudential assessment of political circum-
stances. For Legal Process adherents, principle meant some verbal formu-
lation used to justify a result in the case at hand that implied how other
reasonably imaginable cases should be resolved. Minimalist opinions are
not principled in that sense, in part because they are self-consciously
narrow and in part because they may draw eclectically on a variety of
deeper theories to demonstrate that people of diverse views may converge
on a result in the case at hand. Minimalist opinions maximize judicial
power because they have few discernable implications for other cases.

Perhaps, then, we should consider whether the reduced scope of
recent opinions can be traced to a shift in regimes. Substantively the
Court’s minimalist invalidations enforce a reduction in the scope of na-
tional power. A Court firmly embedded in what I have been describing
as the new constitutional regime might confidently develop doctrines,
not necessarily minimalist, that would define the new contours of na-
tional power.59 That, however, is not what the present Court has done as
yet.60 Instead, the Court, like the other institutions of the new constitu-
tional regime, takes small steps. The most important thing about mini-
malism may be the word itself. It is precisely the word one would choose
to describe the practices of courts in a constitutional regime whose aspi-
rations have diminished.
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Chapter 3

ALEXANDER BICKEL AND THE

NEW JUDICIAL MINIMALISM

Christopher J. Peters and Neal Devins

I. Introduction

Starting with Marbury v. Madison, the Supreme Court frequently
has been attacked for addressing issues not before it. No doubt, when the
Court “seek[s] to decide cases in a way that sets broad rules for the future
and that also gives ambitious theoretical justifications for outcomes,”1 the
Court risks making costly mistakes. For this reason, the Court long has
been encouraged by some to steer clear of political fights by issuing min-
imalist decisions upholding elected government decision making. Others,
of course, have been more sanguine about aggressive judicial intervention.

In The Least Dangerous Branch,2 Alexander Bickel transformed this
debate over judicial minimalism. Seeking to defend Brown v. Board of Ed-
ucation,3 Bickel needed to justify the existence, within a supposed repre-
sentative democracy, of a nonelected, life-tenured Supreme Court—a
Court with the power to override local, state, and perhaps even national
majorities on issues about which people felt passionately enough to re-
quire, on occasion, the mobilization of the National Guard. Bickel be-
lieved that this “countermajoritarian difficulty” ought not to prevent the
Court from deciding constitutional questions. And in deciding them,
Bickel thought, the Court should pay no deference whatsoever to the 
political branches, for the Court’s special role was precisely to enforce the



demands of principle where necessary, even against the current will of the
majority. But Bickel also argued that the Court should not always decide
constitutional questions when given the opportunity to do so. Instead, the
Court should make frequent and strategic use of what he called the “pas-
sive virtues”—techniques of avoiding decision of substantive constitu-
tional issues—and should wait until the appropriate principle has suitably
“ripened” before finally applying it to the issue in question. Thus, Bickel,
in a chiding phrase of Gerald Gunther’s, advocated for the Court some-
thing like “100 percent insistence on principle, 20 percent of the time.”4

The revolutionary part of Bickel’s prescription was not his coun-
sel of judicial restraint, but the nature of the restraint he counseled. Pre-
vious advocates of judicial minimalism had argued, in various ways, that
the Court should substantively defer to decisions made by the political
branches—by, for instance, indulging a strong presumption of constitu-
tional validity or deferring entirely to political decisions in certain sub-
ject areas. In contrast, Bickel argued for procedural deference: the use of
process-based judicial techniques to avoid ruling on the constitutional-
ity of a political decision unless, and until, the constitutional principle in
question became relatively clear. Bickel’s brand of judicial minimalism
had to do with the timing and scope of judicial review, while previous
forms had dealt primarily with its content.

Turn-of-the-millenium constitutional theory in America has redis-
covered Bickel’s procedural minimalism, and a small but influential
school, which we refer to here as “the New Judicial Minimalism,” has
taken up Bickel’s central themes: that the Court can and should choose
the occasions and mitigate the impact of its constitutional decision
making, and that its proper role is that of a participant in an ongoing con-
versation with the political branches, not that of a dictatorial proclaimer
of values. At the same time, the New Judicial Minimalism has wandered
from Bickel’s message in at least two important respects. First of all, the
New Minimalism in some ways revisits the substantive minimalism that
Bickel rejected. Second and perhaps more significantly, the New Mini-
malism is animated by a different spirit than was Bickel’s. Bickel’s mini-
malist project was juricentric: It rested on a theory of the judiciary’s
independent, coequal institutional role in the American constitutional de-
mocracy. Much of the New Minimalism, however, is primarily policentric,
grounded in a belief that the Court has value only as a secondary or sup-
plemental institution vis-à-vis the political branches of government.

In part II of this chapter, we begin by situating Bickel’s The Least
Dangerous Branch against some of its minimalist precursors and then 
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explain how Bickel added the concept of procedural minimalism to the
debate about judicial review. In part III, we turn our focus to the New
Judicial Minimalism, tracing some of its central themes back to Bickel
and noting some important points of divergence from Bickel’s work. In
part IV, we critique the New Minimalism for being too policentric. In
particular, we think that the Court ought not to be shy about speaking
to basic questions of values on matters that divide the nation. Whether
the issue is abortion, affirmative action, or the death penalty, the Court’s
unique voice ought not to be muted simply because its members are ap-
pointed, not elected. At the same time, adjudication as a process of
social decision has limits, and these limits support the use of certiorari
denials and other “passive virtues” that delay Supreme Court review. To
the extent that the New Minimalism eschews these delaying strategies,
we think that the New Minimalism does not go far enough.

II. Bickel’s Judicial Minimalism

Judicial minimalism is the most recent label for an idea that has
been around in some form for a long time: that the judiciary—at least the
nonelected, life-tenured federal judiciary, and most particularly the
Supreme Court—should interfere as little as possible with decisions
made by the political branches of government. At the turn of the twenti-
eth century, James Bradley Thayer noted the danger of legislative atrophy
created by aggressive judicial review5 and proposed what Bickel would
later call “the rule of the clear mistake”: a strong presumption that a court
uphold a political decision against constitutional challenge unless the
legislature (or other responsible political branch) clearly has crossed the
bounds of rationality.6 In the middle of the twentieth century, Judge
Learned Hand, who had been Thayer’s student at Harvard,7 suggested
that courts should enforce only structural limitations on political
power—the boundaries between the branches of the federal government,
and between the federal government and those of the states—but should
never override a political decision on the ground that it interferes with
one of the Constitution’s enumerated rights.8 Clashes between exercises
of political power and individual rights, Hand contended, always involve
the balancing of competing values, and courts are no better equipped to
perform that balancing than are the political branches; besides, “a soci-
ety so driven that the spirit of moderation is gone, no court can save.”9
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These and similar early expressions of judicial minimalism, how-
ever, were substantive in nature; they demanded some form of judicial
deference to politics in deciding constitutional issues on their merits.
Both Thayer and Hand thought the Court should affirmatively validate
most political decisions, save those that were patently irrational (Thayer)
or self-aggrandizing with respect to competing political institutions
(Hand). On this view, where the Court was not absolutely certain that a
political decision was unconstitutional, the Court was required to defer
to politics and enter a substantive ruling upholding that decision. Of
course, in following this approach, the Court necessarily would foreclose,
or at least erect significant obstacles to, any later reconsideration of the
constitutionality of a political decision it had deferentially approved.

Bickel’s revolutionary move was to justify a limited role for the ju-
diciary, while at the same time rejecting the notion that courts should
presumptively defer to the political branches in deciding substantive
constitutional issues. He criticized Thayer and Hand for failing to rec-
ognize the deep legitimating impact that the Court’s validation of a
constitutionally questionable political decision might have: Rather than
“removing the Court from the political arena,” substantive minimalism
simply “works an uncertain and uncontrolled change in the degree of
the Court’s intervention, and it shifts the direction” of that intervention
(LDB, 131). Bickel, that is, understood that presumptively upholding
political decisions on their constitutional merits was in fact a type of ju-
dicial maximalism, because it inoculated such decisions from later con-
stitutional attack should principled opposition to them develop.

But Bickel noticed that constitutional validation or invalidation of
a political action rarely are the only options available to the Court. Often
the Court can avoid altogether the decision of constitutional issues:

The essentially important fact, so often missed, is that
the Court wields a threefold power. It may strike down legis-
lation as inconsistent with principle. It may validate, or, in
Charles L. Black’s better word, “legitimate” legislation as
consistent with principle. Or it may do neither. [Bickel’s em-
phasis] It may do neither, and therein lies the secret of its
ability to maintain itself in the tension between principle and
expediency. (LDB, 69)

The Court can “do neither”—avoiding a decision on the constitutional
merits—through the use of a wide range of procedural techniques that
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Bickel famously referred to as “the passive virtues” (LDB, 111–98). The
Court can decline to hear a case altogether, through denial of certiorari,
through strict invocation of the “case or controversy” requirements of
standing and ripeness, or through the political question doctrine. It can
decide a case without getting to the constitutional issues by narrowly
construing applicable statutes to avoid constitutional jeopardy. Or it can
avoid conclusive pronouncements on core constitutional questions by
invalidating political decisions for remediable procedural defects—on
grounds of desuetude, improper delegation, statutory vagueness, or
abuse of administrative discretion.

In The Least Dangerous Branch, Bickel argued that the Court
should make frequent strategic use of these “passive virtues” to avoid
premature head-on decisions of important constitutional questions.
As Bickel saw it, the decision of substantive constitutional issues
often puts the Court in a difficult bind. On the one hand, Bickel
argued that decisions of principle are “peculiarly suited to the capa-
bilities of the courts.”10 In contrast, to legislators, who are likely to be
influenced by considerations of expediency, judges are well situated to
inject considerations of principle into decision making. If so, then the
substantive minimalism of Thayer and Hand had to be rejected as not
giving the Court its due: Thayer’s “clear mistake” rule was simply too
permissive, substituting questions of rationality for questions of prin-
ciple (LDB, 35–46); Hand’s “therapy of nearly total abstinence” ig-
nored the Court’s special capacity as an interpreter of principle
(LDB, 48). Moreover, substantive minimalism required affirmative
validation of constitutionally questionable political decisions, valida-
tion that might be difficult to reverse in future cases (LDB, 131).

On the other hand, Bickel’s conception of principled decision
making creates difficulty for judges. Bickel believed that the Court,
when it squarely decides a constitutional issue, is required to do so in a
rigorously principled way. Consequently, he believed that the unflagging
application of principle by the Court is unworkable in the actual condi-
tions of political society, with its shifting alliances and its requirement of
frequent compromise. Just as “no good society can be unprincipled . . .
no viable society can be principle-ridden” (LDB, 64). It followed that an
attempt by the Court always to enforce the strict dictates of principle
would undercut the Court’s ability to act in a political world. Bickel rec-
ognized that the Court’s authority over the public will is limited: The
Court “is a court of last resort presumptively only” (LDB, 258); the ul-
timate arbiter of principle is the “consistent and determined majority”
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(LDB, 28) that is capable of nullifying an ill-considered Court decision
by simply ignoring it. To ensure its own political viability, then, the
Court has to temper principle with an expedient understanding of what
the public is willing to accept from it. Thus, Bickel rejected as unrealis-
tic Herbert Wechsler’s insistence on complete application of “neutral”
principles in every constitutional case—a form of judicial maximalism
(although it might counsel against “unprincipled” judicial interventions
in particular cases).11

Bickel therefore laid out a troublesome dilemma for the Court: It
must somehow exercise “principle and expediency at once” (LDB, 69).
But Bickel found a solution in a brand of minimalism that was proce-
dural rather than substantive. The Court, Bickel held, must act scrupu-
lously on principle in actually deciding constitutional issues, but also
must choose carefully—taking full advantage of the passive virtues—the
occasions upon which it will decide those issues, doing so only when ex-
pediency permits. This solution was procedural rather than substantive
because it counseled choosing whether and when to decide rather than
how to decide; it prescribed the avoidance or delay of constitutional 
decisions rather than the presumptive validation of political actions.

It is important to emphasize that Bickel’s procedural minimalism
was motivated by concerns entirely different from those felt by substantive
minimalists like Thayer and Hand.The substantive minimalists had wor-
ried primarily about the Court’s questionable democratic pedigree in
comparison to the political branches. In their view, the role of judicial
review should be limited to safeguarding the political process against irra-
tionality (Thayer) or against power-grabbing by one political institution
at the expense of others (Hand). The animating spirit behind substantive
minimalism thus was policentric, focused on the Court’s function as a
safeguard against perceived defects in political decision making.

In contrast, Bickel’s procedural minimalism was juricentric,
grounded in a desire to preserve the quality and efficacy of the Court’s
own decision making. One prong of Bickel’s juricentrism was his belief
that the Court’s constitutional decisions in fact would better reflect
principle if they came only after the issues involved had percolated for
a while in the political sphere and perhaps in the lower courts,
“remain[ing] in abeyance and ripen[ing]” (LDB, 71). For Bickel, con-
stitutional principle was something that was “evolved conversation-
ally[,] not perfected unilaterally” (LDB, 244); it formed through the
gradual coalescence of public opinion about an issue. Thus, the Court’s
duty, on those occasions when it articulated and applied constitutional
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principle, was to “declare as law only such principles as will—in time,
but in a rather immediate foreseeable future—gain general assent”
(LDB, 239). The Court was “a leader of opinion, not a mere register 
of it, but it must lead opinion, not merely impose its own” (LDB, 239;
emphasis added).

The other, closely related prong of Bickel’s juricentrism, already
mentioned, was his particular understanding of the practical relation-
ship between the Court and the political branches. The legislature had
the power of the purse, the executive had the police and the army, but
the judiciary had, in Alexander Hamilton’s phrase, “neither force nor
will.”12 The Court could not then simply impose its judgments upon an
unwilling populace; those judgments had instead to earn acceptance, if
not immediately then over time. This recognition, by Bickel, of the ne-
cessity that the Court’s rulings ultimately be acceptable followed (as
Bickel recognized) Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, and Franklin
Roosevelt, each of whom (Lincoln most famously, with respect to Dred
Scott) had taken the position that a Supreme Court decision is binding
in the decided case only, not “as a political rule” forever determinative
of the underlying issue.13

The recognition of the condition of ultimate acceptability implied
also the practical impossibility of what might be called “judicial su-
premacy”—of the idea that the Court really is or can be the final arbiter
on questions of constitutional principle. The Court, using the passive
virtues, “shape[s] and reduce[s]” a question of principle rather than an-
swering it bluntly and instantaneously, so that eventually the answer
“has [been] rendered . . . familiar if not obvious” (LDB, 240). And the
passive virtues allow the majority, through the political branches, the
opportunity to participate actively (if sometimes antagonistically) in 
the shaping of the answer, rendering it not only “familiar,” but also ulti-
mately acceptable and satisfying.14

For Bickel, then, strategic use by the Court of the passive virtues
was both a constitutive element of its decision-making process and a
necessary survival technique. Deferring conclusive resolution of a con-
stitutional issue until the problem had been “lived with”15 a while al-
lowed the contours of a principled solution to take shape, giving the
Court the raw material it needed for its ultimate decision of that issue.
The process of deferral also protected the Court by reducing the likeli-
hood that its ultimate decision would trigger severe and widespread
public antagonism, which might harm the Court’s standing and impair
its subsequent ability to render authoritative constitutional decisions.
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III. Bickel and the New Minimalists

Although Bickel’s thinking in The Least Dangerous Branch seems
to have been driven, or at least spurred, largely by the author’s desire to
justify the result in Brown v. Board of Education—hardly a conservative
motivation at the time—the torch of judicial minimalism for thirty
years after the book’s publication was carried mostly by political con-
servatives.16 On the one hand, the major constitutional decisions of
the Warren and Burger Courts tended to sit well with the left-leaning
mass of the legal academy, making calls for judicial restraint seem self-
defeating. On the other hand, the Court’s most controversial ruling
since the Brown case, Roe v. Wade, the 1973 decision recognizing a
constitutional right to abortion,17 along with some of the Warren
Court’s more aggressive criminal procedure decisions,18 mobilized
conservatives against what was popularly derided as “judicial ac-
tivism.”19 Thus, Robert Bork, arguably the most prominent critic of
judicial review during those years, advocated a brand of judicial mini-
malism that combined Thayer’s rule of the clear mistake with Wechs-
ler’s insistence on the application of neutral principles.20 Bork,
however, expressly rejected two central components of Bickel’s mini-
malism: Bickel’s premise of special judicial competence to make deci-
sions of principle, and his prescription for strategic use of the passive
virtues. Unlike Bickel’s minimalism, Bork’s variety was substantive
rather than procedural, advocating considerable deference to the po-
litical process through affirmative constitutional validation of political
decisions.21 Bork’s minimalism also was policentric rather than juri-
centric, emphasizing the Court’s (limited) role as rectifier of the occa-
sional legislative excess rather than its capacity as a coequal participant
in the constitutional democratic enterprise.22

The advent in the 1980s and early 1990s of the Rehnquist Court,
with its majority of Republican appointees, shook the Left’s compla-
cency about judicial review and reignited among American constitu-
tional theorists a general interest in the idea of judicial minimalism. One
product of this renaissance has been the emergence of the New Judicial
Minimalism, a loosely allied school of theorists interested in reviving
many of Bickel’s central minimalist ideas. As we explain here, the New
Minimalism owes much to Bickel’s core themes of procedural restraint
and interbranch colloquy, although its animus turns out to be consider-
ably less juricentric than Bickel’s.
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Connections to Bickel

The New Judicial Minimalists have varied agendas, but they share
Bickel’s two main themes. First is an interest in techniques of proce-
dural minimalism—methods, like Bickel’s passive virtues, by which the
Court can avoid or defer the decision of constitutional issues. Second is
an emphasis on the idea of colloquy between the Court and the political
branches of government, with a corresponding rejection of the notion of
absolute judicial supremacy in constitutional decision making.

1. PROCEDURAL MINIMALISM. While contemporary conservative
critics of judicial review like Robert Bork typically have advocated sub-
stantive minimalism in the tradition of Thayer and Hand, the New Judi-
cial Minimalists follow Bickel in promoting the use of procedural
minimalist techniques. For example, Cass Sunstein, probably the most
influential New Minimalist, advocates what he calls “narrow” and “shal-
low” constitutional decision making by the Court: Narrow court deci-
sions “try to decide cases rather than set down broad rules,” while shallow
court decisions form “concrete judgments on particular cases, unaccom-
panied by abstract accounts about what accounts for those judgments.”23

Put another way, narrow and shallow decisions limit their binding impact
as closely as possible to the facts of the cases being decided.

The point of narrow and shallow decision making for Sunstein is
twofold. First, narrow and shallow decisions leave many issues unde-
cided, giving the political branches first crack at those issues and thus
“allow[ing] democratic processes room to maneuver.”24 Such decisions
reduce the costs of Court decision making, by allowing the Court to
converge on a particular result without necessarily agreeing on the ra-
tionale or implications of that result. They also reduce both the costs
and the risks of Court error, by leaving the Court free to reach different
results in future cases involving similar issues. Faced with a narrow and
shallow decision as a precedent, the Court can, in future cases, reason
analogically from the result of the prior case without being strictly
bound by the prior case’s broad holding or deep reasoning.25 Narrow-
ness and shallowness thus allow flexibility and adaptability in both the
judiciary and the political branches.

Second—and perhaps more important to Sunstein—narrow and
shallow decisions often can be tailored to promote deliberation and ac-
countability in political decision making. Rather than face a controversial
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constitutional question head-on, the Court can interpret or invalidate
political decisions in ways that encourage the political branches to re-
think them: striking down excessively vague provisions, invalidating in-
sufficiently cabined delegations of legislative power, demanding a clear
legislative statement before interpreting a statute in a particularly oner-
ous way, declining to enforce statutes that have fallen victim to desue-
tude, or requiring evidence of “public-regarding justifications” for
legislation.26 (Sunstein’s debt to Bickel here is obvious, both in the par-
ticular techniques Sunstein proposes for promoting democratic delibera-
tion—Bickel had listed the doctrines of vagueness, improper delegation,
clear statements, and desuetude among his passive virtues27—and in the
very idea that the Court might use procedural-seeming techniques to en-
courage greater deliberation in the political branches, a notion at which
Bickel strongly hinted.)28

The two primary goals Sunstein sets for procedural minimalism—
limiting the impact of the Court’s decision making vis-à-vis the po-
litical process and providing the impetus for that political process to
more legitimately make its own decisions—are shared by other New
Minimalists in various ways. Some, like Richard Fallon and Robert
Burt, point to the utility of doctrinal “balancing tests” as ways to avoid
permanent foreclosure of constitutional questions and to reinforce
democratic values. Fallon, for example, articulates two minimalist justi-
fications for doctrinal tests: They allow the Court to avoid deeply theo-
rized grounds for its judgments, making agreement more attainable and
allowing future decisions to be based upon different grounds;29 they en-
courage deliberation in the political branches by requiring legitimate
reasons for burdensome decisions.30 For this latter reason, Burt similarly
favors the use of so-called middle-tier or intermediate scrutiny under
the Equal Protection Clause, which invalidates a discriminatory politi-
cal decision where the government has not articulated an important
state interest to justify it.31 Burt also advocates the use of “void for
vagueness” and ripeness doctrines and “clear statement” principles as
means of avoiding a head-on decision of constitutional issues and of
spurring democratic deliberation.32

Other New Minimalists pick up on Sunstein’s devotion to narrow
analogical reasoning as a way to avoid unnecessary foreclosure of consti-
tutional issues. Michael Dorf goes even farther than Sunstein by
proposing a form of “provisional adjudication” that involves a looser ver-
sion of the common law method, in which the Court would “treat more
of its precedents as provisional than is formally permitted under the
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doctrine of stare decisis,”33 perhaps even “expressly designat[ing] some
of its decisions . . . as subject to experiment . . . [or] as provisional,
promising to revisit these matters at some future date.”34 Dorf ’s pro-
posal implies, in effect, that some of the Court’s decisions should be in-
finitely narrow, allowing not only for different resolutions of slightly
different future cases (à la Sunstein), but even for different resolutions of
virtually identical future cases. Neal Kumar Katyal takes a related ap-
proach, favoring a broader role for dicta in the decision of cases—a role
that Katyal calls “advicegiving.” For Katyal, “[a]dvicegiving occurs when
judges recommend, but do not mandate, a particular course of action
based on a rule or principle in a judicial case or controversy.”35 Katyal
believes that judicial advicegiving combines the impact-limiting and de-
mocracy-promoting functions of procedural minimalism that Sunstein
identifies, by allowing courts to avoid broad binding impacts of their 
decisions while at the same time signaling to the political branches the
existence of potential constitutional problems.

A common theme of these New Minimalist efforts is their devo-
tion to techniques of procedural minimalism, a devotion handed down
by Bickel. Sunstein’s narrow and shallow decision making, Dorf ’s “pro-
visional adjudication,” and Katyal’s “judicial advicegiving” are, like the
passive virtues, methods of avoiding unnecessary decision of constitu-
tional issues; they speak to the timing and the scope of the Court’s de-
cision making, not to its substance. These techniques differ from the
passive virtues only in their scope: Whereas Bickel advocated judicial
avoidance of substantive constitutional issues altogether, the New Min-
imalists allow for the decision of such issues in the case at hand but warn
against the unnecessary predecision of future cases that can arise from
broad rules.

Other New Minimalist techniques—desuetude, clear statement
principles, void-for-vagueness, and similar methodologies—derive di-
rectly from Bickel. Such doctrines seem on the surface to be more sub-
stantive than procedural; they dictate how actual constitutional cases
should be decided. But in fact these devices are primarily procedural, as
Bickel recognized, because they are ways of deciding cases while avoid-
ing or deferring decisions of the central constitutional issues those cases
seem to implicate. So, for example, both Sunstein and Bickel approve of
the decision in Kent v. Dulles,36 in which the Supreme Court forbade the
secretary of state to deny passports to citizens found to be communists,
not on the controversial ground, asserted by the plaintiff, that such denial
violated the “right to travel” implicit in the Due Process Clause of the
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Fifth Amendment, but for the more mundane reason that the secretary
did not have clear statutory authorization to deny passports on the basis
of communist affiliation.37

An important aspect of the New Minimalism, then, is a Bickelian
shift in emphasis away from substantive deference to political decision
making and toward procedural ways of skirting core constitutional issues.
At the same time, as we explain in more detail in part IV, the New Min-
imalists generally ignore some of the more passive of Bickel’s passive
virtues: those methods of avoiding adjudication altogether, like strict en-
forcement of standing requirements, use of the political question doc-
trine, and parsimonious exercise of the Supreme Court’s certiorari power.
Most of the New Minimalists’ procedural techniques are ways of decid-
ing constitutional cases without deciding difficult constitutional issues,
rather than ways of avoiding the decision of constitutional cases in the
first place. Thus, in critical respects, the New Minimalists do not take
procedural minimalism as far as Bickel was willing to take it.

2. COLLOQUY VS. JUDICIAL SUPREMACY. Bickel saw judicial su-
premacy—the idea that the Supreme Court’s constitutional decisions
would be finally and conclusively binding on the other branches—as
both undesirable and impracticable. He recognized that the authority of
the Court’s constitutional decisions relies ultimately on the general po-
litical acceptability of those decisions, and he believed that the constitu-
tional principle the Court applies derives in part from political
practice—from the public realization, after opportunity for discussion
and experimentation, that a particular principle must apply to a partic-
ular circumstance in a particular way. These themes are what Bickel
meant to invoke by his dictum that “principle is evolved conversation-
ally[,] not perfected unilaterally” (LDB, 244).

Many of the New Judicial Minimalists have taken up this theme of
inter-branch colloquy (some more than others). Robert Burt in particu-
lar has advanced “an egalitarian conception of authority among the
branches” in constitutional interpretation,38 one in which the Court uses
procedural minimalism as a way to avoid finally trumping the political
process. For Burt, the Court’s primary mission should be to encourage
unanimity among the three branches on issues of constitutional principle
rather than to impose, dictatorially, its own vision of principle on the
other branches.39

Other New Minimalists advocate similar conversational ap-
proaches. The point of Katyal’s “advice giving” is precisely to stimulate
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colloquy between the Court and the political branches about constitu-
tional issues, by calling upon the Court to make clear (if nonbinding)
pronouncements of constitutional values. Michael Dorf ’s “provisional
adjudication” is likewise intended to allow for experimentation and de-
liberation in the political branches before constitutional issues are “fi-
nally” decided. And Sunstein’s emphasis on “democracy-promoting”
minimalism assumes a conversational political culture, one in which the
political branches pay attention and respond to both the results and the
rationales of Court decisions.

Thus, the New Minimalists have learned from Bickel the desir-
ability of inter-branch colloquy rather than naked judicial su-
premacy—although, as we contend below, their motives for rejecting
judicial supremacy tend ultimately to differ in an important way from
Bickel’s.

Departures from Bickel

Bickel’s procedural minimalism was juricentric—grounded in a
vision of the judiciary as an independent and coequal component, with
the political branches, in a holistic scheme of constitutional decision
making. The New Minimalism, in contrast, is primarily policentric—
based on a conception of the judiciary as a threat to the supposedly more
legitimate decision-making authority of the political branches. We ex-
plain this philosophical contrast in this section, and then connect it to a
more practical divergence between Bickel’s procedural minimalism and
the New Minimalists’ occasional forays into substantive minimalism.

1. POLICENTRISM. Bickel combined an appreciation of the Court’s
dependence on the political branches with an understanding that the
Court is uniquely capable of interpreting constitutional principle. For
Bickel, again, the Court was dependent upon the political branches in
two interrelated ways. As a practical matter, Bickel recognized that the
Court’s authority ultimately extends only so far as the political process
chooses to recognize it. More philosophically, Bickel believed that the
principles from which good constitutional decisions are wrought come
ultimately from colloquy among the three branches of government.
Thus, Bickel advocated procedural minimalism as a means of allowing
constitutional principle to develop, to ripen, thereby becoming more 
politically palatable when finally articulated by the Court.
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But Bickel also believed that, once principle has suitably ripened,
the Court should not shy away from implementing it out of deference to
the political branches. Courts, after all, “have certain capacities for deal-
ing with matters of principle that legislatures and executives do not pos-
sess” (LDB, 25). Of the three branches, Bickel believed, the judiciary,
as the most deliberative and the most politically insulated, was best
equipped to synthesize constitutional principle from diverse political
and judicial experience and to apply it in particular cases. At bottom,
then, Bickel championed judicial deference to politics in constitutional
decision making, but deference of a particular, holistic kind—deference
to the political system as a whole, of which the Court was a vital and co-
equal part, rather than deference to particular decisions made by partic-
ular political institutions.

The result was a view that the Court is neither superior in practice
nor subservient in political pedigree to the elected branches of govern-
ment. Procedural minimalism was, for Bickel, both a necessary impli-
cation of the Court’s practical lack of supremacy and a strategic device
for maintaining its decision making legitimacy within the political
system. It was, in other words, an approach motivated by juricentrism—
by a desire to preserve the Court’s position as a coequal institution with
inherent importance in the constitutional scheme.

In sharp contrast, the New Minimalism is motivated primarily by
policentrism—by a desire to preserve the supposed prerogative of the po-
litical branches to make most constitutional decisions, unimpeded by in-
terference from the judiciary. The New Minimalist policentrism arises
from the adoption of a central premise that Bickel rejected: the belief that
political decision making is generally preferable to judicial decision making
on constitutional issues, including issues involving rights. Consider Sun-
stein’s statement of the difference between his approach and that of Bickel:

My argument here [Sunstein writes] finds its foundations in
the aspiration to deliberative democracy, with an insistence that
the principal vehicle is the legislature, not the judiciary. . . . For
Bickel, the Court was the basic repository of principle in
American government; because of its insulation, it was the cen-
tral deliberative institution. By contrast, a central point here is
that the Court’s understanding of the (constitutionally rele-
vant) principle may well be wrong; I think Bickel erred in
seeing the Court as having a systematically better understand-
ing of “principle” than other branches.40
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Sunstein, it should be noted, elides here a crucial component of Bickel’s
theory. Although Bickel held that the Court should apply constitutional
principles even in the face of contemporaneous political disagreement,
he believed that those principles themselves were best developed not
unilaterally but holistically, through trial and error and discourse among
the three governmental branches (and often the states). Thus, it is
somewhat inaccurate to ascribe to Bickel a view that the Court “under-
stands” principle better than the political branches. Bickel rather be-
lieved that the Court, as a deliberative institution, could interpret
principle better than the political branches (principle that, nonetheless,
arose through colloquy with the political branches) and then, as a polit-
ically insulated institution, could apply principle better on the facts of
particular cases.

Nonetheless, Sunstein is correct to identify an elemental distinc-
tion between Bickel’s juricentric faith in the competency and, thus the
legitimacy, of judicial decision making and his own policentric prefer-
ence for decision making by the political branches. This latter prefer-
ence is shared by other New Minimalists. Fallon in particular asserts
that where “reasonable disagreement” exists on constitutional issues,
“the basic commitment of the Constitution is to permit decision by
democratic majorities and their elected representatives.”41 Dorf criti-
cizes adjudication partly because he believes it is slower than the politi-
cal process in responding to changing social conditions.42 Katyal
counsels judicial advicegiving as a way to “avoid interference with leg-
islative power.”43 Each of these expressions of the New Minimalism is
underwritten by a distrust of judicial decision making vis-à-vis decision
making by political institutions.

Animated by their policentric preference for political branch deci-
sion making, the New Minimalists have sought ways to limit the occa-
sions on which the Court interferes with the political process. Bickel’s
brand of minimalism, in contrast, was motivated by a juricentric desire
to maintain the Court’s ability to participate in what he saw as a larger
political process, one that produces constitutional principles through
colloquy and experimentalism rather than unilateral decree.

2. SUBSTANTIVE MINIMALISM. One consequence of the New
Minimalism’s policentric focus is an amenability to substantive mini-
malism that Bickel, the juricentrist, did not share. If one believes that
political decision making is preferable, all else being equal, to judicial
decision making, then one is inclined to promote substantive (and not
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just procedural) minimalism on occasion, as most of the New Minimal-
ists in fact do. One is inclined to believe that there are at least some
issues of constitutional principle with respect to which the Court will
never be a superior decision maker to the political branches, and, if so,
then in cases involving those issues the Court should simply defer to the
result reached by the political process.

Sunstein again serves as a prime exemplar of this tendency. While
Sunstein’s theoretical defense of miminalism is mostly procedural—
focusing on techniques of avoiding unnecessary constitutional decisions
and encouraging deliberative and accountable political decision making—
his applications of minimalism in particular cases often reveal a substantive
aspect. For example, Sunstein defends the Supreme Court’s decisions in
Washington v. Glucksberg44 and Vacco v. Quill,45 which upheld state laws for-
bidding physician-assisted suicide, partly on the ground that the Court
should be “wary of recognizing rights of this kind amid complex issues 
of fact and value.”46 Similarly, Sunstein suggests that the constitutional
permissibility of affirmative action ultimately “should be settled democra-
tically, not judicially,”47 and he defends recent First Amendment decisions
involving new communications technologies partly on the grounds that
factual and moral “flux” in this area “argues in favor of judicial caution 
in invalidating regulatory controls.”48 In each of these contexts, Sunstein
advocates not judicial avoidance or deferral of constitutional decision
making in particular areas—procedural minimalist techniques—but rather
substantive deference to “reasonable” political judgments in those areas.49

Fallon and Dorf similarly favor limited use of substantive mini-
malism. Fallon is enthusiastic about what he calls “nonsuspect-content”
tests in constitutional adjudication, including rational basis review of
legislation under the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses; he be-
lieves that such tests appropriately defer to political decision making in
areas of “reasonable disagreement” about constitutional norms.50 This
approach is reminiscent both of Thayer’s dictate that the Court overrule
political decisions only in cases of “clear mistake,” and of Hand’s insis-
tence that the Court is no better able to make difficult value judgments
than is the political process.

For his part, Dorf thinks the Court should “give greater deference
to state policies that arguably infringe constitutional rights than to
equivalent uniform national policies” and should generally limit itself to
“the articulation of fundamental . . . values,” leaving the implementation
of those values mostly to the political process.51 These recommenda-
tions too are substantively minimalist, in that they counsel not judicial
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avoidance of constitutional issues but presumptive judicial validation of
certain political decisions on their merits.

In sum, then, Bickel’s underlying juricentrism animated his choice
of procedural over substantive minimalism; Bickel believed the Court
should preserve its authority by choosing carefully whether and when to
decide a constitutional issue, but then should decide it unabashedly,
with reference but not deference to politics. In contrast, the New Mini-
malists’ underlying policentrism animates their willingness to indulge
substantive minimalism; they believe there are some (perhaps many)
constitutional issues with respect to which the Court simply should not
override political decisions.

IV. Assessing the New Judicial Minimalism

The New Judicial Minimalism goes both too far and not far
enough. On the one hand, substantive minimalism, with its policentric
emphasis, does not recognize how it is that courts participate in consti-
tutional dialogues with the political branches and the people—dialogues
which make the Constitution more relevant and stable. For these dia-
logues to occur, the Court must play a part in shaping political and pop-
ular discourse. On the other hand, by deemphasizing certiorari denials
and other delaying strategies, the New Minimalists do not recognize
how inherent limits in judicial capacity sometimes stand in the way of
judicial review of governmental decision making.

The Costs of Substantive Minimalism

Courts often play a profound and beneficial role in the shaping of
constitutional values. Judges, thanks principally to life tenure, are less
likely to be driven by political expediency than elected officials. More-
over, because courts must offer reasons for their decisions, judges are apt
to take seriously their responsibility to advance logical coherent argu-
ments. In other words, courts are more likely than other parts of gov-
ernment “to appeal to men’s better natures, to call forth aspirations”
(LDB, 26), and “to be a voice of reason . . . articulating and developing
impersonal and durable principles.”52

Judges, of course, are not philosopher kings. But their willingness to
speak about principle can be salutary, even if the principles they identify
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are wrongheaded. And, by sometimes invoking high-sounding principles
when striking down elected government action, court decisions upholding
governmental decision making have greater force.53

Beyond these institutional advantages, there can be severe costs
when judges fail to enforce constitutional principle, or when they def-
erentially legitimatize an erroneous principle defined by the political
branches. Consider, for example, Plessy v. Ferguson.54 By leaving the
issue of racial segregation to the political process (a substantively mini-
malist outcome), the Court did little more than “inflict unnecessary
pain” for over half a century.55 In sharp contrast, Brown v. Board (a deci-
sion which recognized that courts must participate in the shaping of
constitutional values) was a first step in ending state-sponsored segrega-
tion. And while the New Minimalists do not dispute—how could
they?—that the Court must sometimes stand against the majority to ar-
ticulate rights, their policentric approach discounts the ways that courts
sometimes prod elected government into action.

The saga of abortion rights likewise underscores how constitu-
tional decision making is improved by Court-elected government dia-
logues. Roe v. Wade served as a critical trigger to abortion rights,
overcoming politically potent pro-life interests that have always stood in
the way of populist abortion reform.56 Roe also prompted elected gov-
ernment into action. From 1973 to 1989, 306 abortion-restricting mea-
sures were passed by forty-eight states.57 During that same period, the
Court responded to these pressures in piecemeal fashion and cut back
on Roe’s broad holding, returning some of the decision-making power
relating to this divisive issue back to the states.58 This gradual judicial
adjustment of Roe culminated in the Court’s 1992 decision in Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, which, while reaffirming “the central holding of
Roe,” repudiated Roe’s stringent trimester test in favor of a more defer-
ential “undue burden” standard which thus signaled the Court’s increas-
ing willingness to uphold much (if not all) state regulation of abortion.59

Without question, to a pro-choice advocate, Casey’s balance sells out
important interests of women, and, to a pro-lifer, it permits moral out-
rages to continue. But there is no realistic alternative to Casey’s balancing
act. The political upheaval that followed Roe reveals the unworkability of
a strident, substantively maximalist pro-choice jurisprudence. Conversely,
a substantively minimalist jurisprudence, allowing the outright prohibi-
tion of abortions, is equally unworkable; in the years before Roe, when
nontherapeutic abortions were prohibited in nearly every state, abortions
were almost as common as they are in the post-Roe period (albeit less
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safe).60 Ultimately, abortion is too divisive for either pro-choice or pro-life
absolutism to rule the day. Roe may have gone too far, but through narrow
construction of Roe’s precedential impact, the Court eventually succeeded
in mitigating the harsh absolutism of that decision. And the history of the
abortion debate demonstrates that the judiciary needs to play a leadership
role, if a flexible one, in recognizing constitutional rights. To be sure, a
workable approach towards abortion rights also has required elected gov-
ernment participation; but the Court has provided the leading voice in the
shaping of constitutional values—a role that substantive minimalism
unduly discounts.

Reinvigorating “The Passive Virtues”

In arguing that courts should be active, forceful interpreters of the
Constitution, we do not mean to suggest that courts should not look
before they leap. Inherent limits in judicial fact-finding and the need for
Court decision making to take social and political forces into account
both suggest that—at least sometimes—the Court would be well ad-
vised to employ procedurally minimalist delaying strategies, including
certiorari denials and the strict enforcement of standing requirements.

Courts, notwithstanding their institutional strengths, cannot
escape “the unfortunate consequences of judicial ignorance of the social
realities behind the issues with which they grapple.”61 Specifically, with
judges and advocates relying on precedent-based legal arguments, courts
rarely can engage in thorough cost-benefit analysis. Courts may also be
hamstrung in that they decide cases at a single moment in time, so that
a changed understanding of the underlying facts sometimes can only be
corrected through a reversal. Moreover, notwithstanding amicus curiae
filings, the Court often relies on the arguments made by the parties
before it, and the parties before it frequently frame the issues that the
Court will consider. Correspondingly, the Court may “anchor” its deci-
sion making in its perceptions of whether the parties before it are sym-
pathetic or not. Problems may arise, however, when different parties,
raising identical legal issues, appear more or less sympathetic and, as
such, the Court’s decision may well be tied to the accident of which
plaintiff presents its case to the Court.62

It is true that these shortcomings often can be mitigated by the
kind of procedural minimalism advocated by the New Minimalists, par-
ticularly Sunstein. A narrow and shallow decision, limited as closely as
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possible to the facts of the case, can allow the Court room to maneuver
in future cases if changed understandings and more or less sympathetic
litigants present themselves. Sometimes, however, the Court will not be
able to prevent its decision from having a broad impact. For example,
the decisions in Brown v. Board of Education—despite the Court’s cau-
tion to avoid prescribing an immediate, one size fits all remedy for
school segregation—necessarily controlled the policies of hundreds of
school districts across the country that enforced racial segregation, and
in so doing profoundly affected the lives of millions of interested citi-
zens well into the future. Where this kind of impact cannot be avoided
(as in many constitutional contexts), narrowness and shallowness in de-
cision-making will not be enough to escape the potentially severe costs
of a Supreme Court’s misjudgment.

Beyond the prospect of getting the facts wrong, the risks of elected
government reprisal also suggest that courts should sometimes delay a de-
finitive ruling (or, for that matter, any ruling—however narrow or shal-
low it may be). Following its decisions in Brown, for example, the Court
steered clear of the school desegregation issue for more than a decade.
Indeed, well aware of the “momentum of history” and the “deep feeling”
people had about school segregation, the Court refused to hear a 1955
challenge to Virginia’s antimiscegenation law rather than risk “thwarting
or seriously handicapping” its decision in Brown and, with it, its institu-
tional prestige.63 By 1964, however, Congress and the White House—
through the monumental 1964 Civil Rights Act—had made it clear that
they were prepared to lend their institutional support to the dismantling
of single-race schools. It was against this backdrop that the Warren Court
finally returned to school desegregation. In 1964, it finally recognized that
“the time for mere deliberate speed has run out”64 and, in 1968, it re-
turned to school desegregation in earnest, demanding that school boards
“come forward with a plan that promises realistically to work, and
promises realistically to work now.”65 And in 1967, with the principle of
desegregation safely established, the Justices revisited the miscegenation
question, unanimously striking down the Virginia statute.66

The Court’s ability to navigate desegregation (at least before
forced busing) is truly remarkable. It reveals that the Court can pursue
radical social change while taking into account inherent limits in its
authority. In particular, by seeing each decision (including a decision
not to decide) as part of a broader mosaic, the Court can allow time
for cultural norms to change and settle so that its decision can win
wider acceptability.
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Delay, as Alexander Bickel put it, has the advantage of allowing
the “full political and historical context, the relationship between the
Court and the representative institutions of government” to be made
clearer (LDB, 124). To their credit, the New Judicial Minimalists em-
brace certain strategies for delaying decision of issues and—no less im-
portant—for avoiding foreclosure of further discussion and reevaluation
of those issues. Nevertheless, by failing to take into account the appro-
priate uses of certiorari denials and findings of no standing, the New
Minimalists commit error. The Court sometimes is best off avoiding an
issue altogether, to revisit it only when sufficient factual data and moral
consensus have emerged. (This, after all, is what the political branches
often do in the face of conflict or uncertainty.) More to the point, if the
Court is to play an active role in shaping constitutional values (by issu-
ing nonminimalist substantive decisions), the Court must be especially
careful to take into account both limitations in its own fact-finding and
a case’s sociopolitical setting. By utilizing all of the passive virtues, the
Court can combat its inherent institutional disabilities and take the long
view on the issues before it.

V. Conclusion

Constitutional decision making is a never ending process involv-
ing all parts of the government and the people, too. For this reason, as
Ruth Bader Ginsburg observed, “[ J]udges play an interdependent part
in our democracy. They do not alone shape legal doctrine but . . . they
participate in a dialogue with other organs of government, and with the
people as well.”67 In participating in constitutional dialogues, judges
cannot simply sit on the sidelines rubber-stamping government. Rather,
they must be full-throttled participants, sometimes upholding and other
times rejecting elected government decision making.

By giving short shrift to the critical role that courts can and should
play in constitutional dialogues, the New Judicial Minimalism is too po-
licentric. In particular, today’s minimalists are wrong in assuming that
the judiciary should play a role subordinate to the political branches, and
then defending or attacking judicial review on the basis of its success or
failure in preserving that subordination. Unlike the work of Alexander
Bickel that they invoke, the New Minimalists demand judicial restraint
solely as a means of permitting as many decisions as possible to be made
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politically and of increasing the extent to which those political decisions
are deliberative and accountable. This is an unnecessarily crabbed vision
of the judicial role.

On the other hand, the New Minimalism commits a different
type of error by emphasizing ways in which the Supreme Court can
decide cases without issuing far-ranging opinions on the Constitu-
tion’s meaning. Sometimes the Court should simply steer clear of an
issue. In this way, as Alexander Bickel well understood, the Court can
take both politics and its institutional weaknesses into account while
trying to preserve its role as the oracle of principle in the American
constitutional system.
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Chapter 4

DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTIONALISM

THE BICKEL-ACKERMAN DIALECTIC

David M. Golove

Any theory of constitutional law for a constitutional democracy must
perforce offer an explanation of the relationship between basic demo-
cratic norms and constitutionalism and, at least in the American case,
for the practice of judicial review. The enduring challenges are familiar:
Why should we be ruled by the dead hand of the past, allowing judg-
ments made by our forebears, even if by a majority or supermajority of
them, to override democratic decisions we make today? And, why
should a court have final say over the interpretation and application of
the Constitution and hence the way we govern ourselves on fundamen-
tal issues? These questions collectively express the tension that Alexan-
der Bickel famously captured in his phrase, “The Counter-Majoritarian
Difficulty,”1 and they have provoked a generation of theorists to offer a
bewildering array of answers.

Yet, few of Bickel’s successors have actually managed to meet the
formidable goal which he set for himself—to articulate a theory that
both sustains a robust role for constitutionalism and judicial review but
still roots the ultimate justification for constitutional principles in the
actual ongoing consent of (a majority of ) the people. Without meaning
to prejudge any larger issues in democratic theory, I will call a constitu-
tional theory meeting the latter requirements democratic and the family
of such theories democratic constitutionalism. Most constitutional theo-
ries are democratic in the minimal sense that they consider the approval



of the people ab initio a necessary condition to the validity of a consti-
tution. Far more controversial, however, is the proposition that consent
must be ongoing. Under a constitutional system that permits ready
amendment by a majority, ongoing consent does not present a special
problem. In such a system, the absence of amendment gives rise to a
presumption of ongoing consent. Because of the peculiar difficulty of
amendment in the case of the American Constitution, however, no such
presumption is available. Thus, for any theory which is democratic in
the sense I have specified, the need to ensure ongoing consent will nec-
essarily influence one or more of the theory’s critical components: the
choice of interpretive methodologies, the assignment of institutional re-
sponsibilities for constitutional interpretation, and the attitude towards
constitutional change outside the formal amendment process.2

There are, of course, many familiar theories that are not demo-
cratic in my sense. They seek various other means to mitigate or resolve
the tension between democracy and constitutionalism, including by ad-
vocating a broad construction of governmental powers, defending an
aggressive judicial role when it comes to perfecting the democratic
system itself, or insisting that the Constitution is, or should be, justice-
seeking first and democratic second. Whatever the version, however,
none are democratic because they do not insist that the principles of
constitutional law must themselves ultimately be rooted in the ongoing
consent of the people.

In this essay, I examine two competing efforts to meet this Bickel-
ian ideal—Bickel’s own theory and that of perhaps his most prominent
student, Bruce Ackerman. Although both theories aspire to be demo-
cratic, they offer diverging accounts on many fundamental issues, most
strikingly in their approaches to judicial review and constitutional inter-
pretation. These differences, I will claim, are themselves rooted in con-
trasting accounts of democracy and popular sovereignty: Ackerman’s
republican dualism, with its emphasis on reasoned deliberation, leads
him to endorse a strictly backwards looking, preservationist theory of
interpretation and judicial review; Bickel’s Burkean consensualism
yields a more fluid interpretive methodology and room for a larger more
creative role for the elite judiciary. Nevertheless, reconciliation of their
accounts is both possible and desirable. I will argue that Ackerman is
right in emphasizing the importance of rare moments of heightened
popular mobilization in inaugurating new constitutional regimes,
but wrong in thinking that the character of such new regimes can be
fixed in single moments of enactment. Constitutionalism is an always
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ongoing project. Bickel, in turn, is right in viewing constitutional
change as a fluid process, but wrong in insisting on gradualism and in-
cremental change and in dismissing the possibility of self-conscious
popular revision of fundamental law.

In the first section, I demonstrate how both Bickel and Ackerman
are exemplars of democratic constitutionalism. In the next section, I show
how their contrasting approaches to judicial review and constitutional in-
terpretation are rooted in their differing accounts of democracy. In the final
section, I offer some critical reflections and propose a tentative synthesis
that combines the stronger aspects of both of their approaches.3

I. The Democratic Constitutionalism
of Bickel and Ackerman

It may seem peculiar to lump Bickel and Ackerman into the same
camp for any purpose. Notwithstanding their radically different tem-
peraments and philosophical commitments, however, Ackerman in an
especially fundamental way has taken to heart Bickel’s core theoretical
insight that constitutionalism and judicial review can only be justified if
they can be made consistent with the fundamental democratic premises
of the American political system.

Ackerman

Ackerman is explicit throughout about “the Constitution’s foun-
dational commitment to popular sovereignty.”4 He believes that the
principles of American constitutional law obtain their validity in only
one way—from their self-conscious affirmation by a clear majority of
the citizenry in moments of mobilized deliberation.5

Ackerman’s focus is on the moment of lawmaking—the moment
when the Constitution is adopted or an amendment ratified. For Acker-
man, the crucial point is that this moment of enactment represents, or
should represent when working properly, the culminating achievement of
a special kind of political process: The people as a whole (or at least a
large portion of them) have engaged in serious deliberation about one or
more aspects of their political values and have coalesced (or at least a
clear majority of them have coalesced) around novel principles to express
a new political identity. The moment of enactment (or, in Ackerman’s
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terms, “codification” (WPF, 288)) is the moment when these novel prin-
ciples become constitutional law, the successful conclusion of a period of
“constitutional politics” (WPF, 7) or “higher lawmaking” (WPF, 6).6

But Ackerman is also an antiformalist. He insists that enactments
of new constitutional law need not take the form of formal amend-
ments. The political process leading to “amendment” of the Constitu-
tion need not, and historically has not, Ackerman claims, invariably
followed the forms specified in Article V of the Constitution. To
“amend” the Constitution, what is crucial is that there are sufficiently
reliable indicia that a political movement has in fact provoked the sus-
tained deliberation of the citizenry over a question of fundamental prin-
ciple and has successfully mobilized a clear majority in favor of a new
constitutional solution (WPF, 44–56, 266–94; WPT, 10–31, 69–88).
Applying this model, Ackerman famously argues that the procedural il-
legalities attending the Founding and the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment can appropriately be disregarded and, most strikingly, that
the struggles between Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Old Court during
the New Deal resulted in a transformative set of informal constitutional
“amendments” in 1937.7

At the same time, Ackerman’s theory retains a powerful strand 
of formalist thinking. Indeed, he has sought to define a rigorous set 
of formal criteria, derived in common law fashion from historical prece-
dents, by which to test the claim that a political movement has success-
fully achieved an informal amendment.8 These criteria act as an
alternative to the “classical” set specified in Article V (WPF, 267) and
seek to ensure that when a genuine act of popular sovereignty has 
occurred, its animating principles are incorporated into constitutional
law, and, conversely, that when a movement fails to achieve the neces-
sary deliberative support, its proposed principles are not (WPF, 266–90;
WPT, 85–88, 403–06).

As a descriptive matter, Ackerman argues that there have been a
number of (formal and informal) constitutional moments in American
history. Only three—the Founding, Reconstruction, and the New Deal—
have enacted far-reaching principles that have transformed the funda-
mental character of the constitutional system. These transformative
moments, he argues, have inaugurated new “constitutional regimes”
(WPF, 59, 58–130).The balance have only tinkered with more or less im-
portant, though ultimately relatively discrete, aspects of constitutional
design.9 In contrast, however, there have been countless failed constitu-
tional moments (WPF, 50–55, 70–86, 101–13; WPT, 389–403, 471–74).
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This pattern is not surprising because the criteria for informal amend-
ment are strict, and in a society, as Ackerman says, devoted to “private cit-
izenship,” they are extraordinarily difficult to satisfy (WPF, 234, 6–7).

Finally, for Ackerman, constitutionalism need not pose a counter-
majoritarian difficulty. Striking down an act of Congress, for example, is
not necessarily the overturning of the democratic choice of a majority of
the people. Rather, if exercised properly, it is enforcing the will of the
citizens expressed during a moment of mobilized deliberation against an
ultra vires act of their temporary (and often fallible) agents (or “stand-
ins”) in Washington, D.C. (WPF, 236, 260, 9–10, 60, 139–40). As long
as those charged with implementing the Constitution stick by the ex-
pressed will of the people, there is no countermajoritarian difficulty, only
a problem of interpretation (WPF, 60–61, 131–62, 262–63). Which is
not to underestimate the magnitude of the problem—especially because
it requires the interpreter to synthesize the sometimes conflicting, and
always complexly interrelated, judgments of the American people
during three great transformative moments in our history as well as
during a number of other more modest moments of successful constitu-
tional politics (WPF, 86–104, 113–29, 142–62).

Bickel

For Bickel, self-government is a first principle of political moral-
ity.10 Yet, he also believed that self-rule, although necessary, is not alone
sufficient to constitute a good society. A good society must have self-
rule, but, at the same time, it must also be principled.

It is a premise we deduce not merely from the fact of a written
constitution but from the history of the race, and ultimately as
a moral judgment of the good society, that government should
serve not only what we conceive from time to time to be our
immediate material needs but also certain enduring values.11

Unless it rests on a foundation of moral values, democratic government
degenerates into “a mindless, shameless thing, freely oppressing various
minorities and ruining itself ” (MC, 23).

The rule of principle, moreover, is not ultimately inconsistent with
rule by the people. Indeed, they are mutually supporting, for unless it 
is principled, a democratic regime will ultimately prove incapable of
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maintaining itself. “A valueless politics and valueless institutions are
shameful and shameless and, what is more, man’s nature is such that he
finds them, and life with and under them, insupportable” (MC, 24). A
good regime, then, must be “principled as well as responsible; but it must
be felt to be the one without having ceased to be the other,” for unless it
is also responsible, it “is not . . . morally supportable” (LDB, 29).

This dual regime of principle and responsibility thus defines, for
Bickel, the core problem of constitutionalism, and it is precisely in this
duality that judicial review finds its justification. Although far from cyn-
ical about the capacity of the political branches to uphold moral princi-
ple, Bickel nevertheless believed that our tradition offered up an
alternative approach that was at least in some contexts more effective
than relying solely on Congress, the presidency, and other electorally re-
sponsible institutions.12 These institutions are ultimately limited in their
capacity to safeguard principle, most especially because the task involves
ensuring not only the observance of established principles, but also “the
evolution of principle in novel circumstances . . . and the creative estab-
lishment and renewal of a coherent body of principled rules.”13 Hence,
another sort of institution is needed to assume a central role. At the
same time, because the enunciation and application of principled rules
is necessarily and irreducibly political—“a high policy-making func-
tion”—it was also essential to show specifically why nonelected judges,
exercising judicial review, are in fact better suited for the task than elec-
torally responsible legislators and executives.14

Bickel’s answer was multifaceted and drew heavily on ideas devel-
oped by Legal Process scholars. Judges, he noted, have “the leisure, the
training, and the insulation to follow the ways of the scholar” in pursu-
ing the development of principle, critical characteristics for sorting out
“the enduring values of society” (LDB, 25–26). Moreover, because they
enunciate and apply principle only in the concrete factual setting of an
actual case, they are well positioned to take the longer view, in contrast
to the legislature which considers legislation, ex ante, in the abstract
(LDB, 26). Furthermore, their insulation, and the timing of the judicial
process allows the judges to appeal to our better natures, to call forth a
“sober second thought,” and to act as teachers in “a vital national semi-
nar.”15 Indeed, it is this conception of the Supreme Court as educator
that is the crux of Bickel’s vision. Judicial review is justified because a
democracy—our democracy at any rate—needs an institution, suitably
insulated from the political process and staffed by those most able to
undertake the task, which by explaining and rigorously justifying the
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principles it pronounces, can offer the necessary guidance to make pos-
sible “a society dedicated both to the morality of government by consent
and to moral self-government.”16

But identifying the aim of judicial review did not yet explain how
it could be made consistent with “the morality of government by con-
sent.” In order to find a “tolerable accommodation” between judicial
review and democracy, Bickel needed to say much more about how ju-
dicial review was actually supposed to work (LDB, 28). Judicial review
was not, and could not justifiably be, an exercise in purely abstract moral
theorizing. Rather, he insisted that the moral theorizing of judges be
rooted in tradition, not of a stale ossified sort, but in the evolving moral
traditions of our society. The Court could pronounce only those princi-
ples which “rest on fundamental presuppositions rooted in history to
which widespread acceptance may fairly be attributed.”17 Only then, he
said, could “the conscientious judge . . . hope for the ultimate assent of
those whom otherwise he governs irresponsibly” (LDB, 237). Indeed, in
the final analysis, judicial review is possible only because of the “moral
unity” which characterizes our society and which provides the materials
from which a consensually based rule of principle can be derived. The
function of judicial review is to make this purported “moral unity” man-
ifest, to renew, sharpen, and bring it to bear.18

In carrying out its duties, moreover, the Court is also subject to
important structural limits. It does not act wholly in isolation from the
political branches. By exploiting the “passive virtues,” the Court both re-
duces the number of occasions when it is called upon to adopt binding
constitutional decisions and, even more important for present purposes,
continually engages the political branches, and the people, in colloquies
over questions of principle.19 Important Supreme Court decisions are
thus only the “beginnings of a conversation between the Court and the
people and their representatives” (SCIP, 91). These conversations re-
shape the Court’s doctrines in directions that can ultimately garner
widespread consent.20

These conceptual and structural limits on the scope of judicial
review go some distance in relieving the tension between judicial
review and self-government. Nevertheless, Bickel did not contend that
they were sufficient to provide a full reconciliation (LDB, 27). The
defining feature of democratic rule is revisability by the people, and
the conventional wisdom holds that the Court’s constitutional deci-
sions are revisable only through the Article V amendment process
with its extreme minority veto (LDB, 17–21, 27). Justifying judicial
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review thus required rejecting this conventional view, and it was in
doing so, both normatively and descriptively, that Bickel made his
most original contribution. On the normative level, the conventional
view would render us “a Platonic kingdom contrary to the morality of
self-government” (LDB, 200).

Having been checked, should the people persist; having been
educated, should the people insist, must they not win over
every fundamental principle save one—which is the principle
that they must win? . . . Who will think it moral ultimately to
direct the lives of men against the will of the greater number
of them? (LDB, 28)

Indeed, throughout his career, Bickel was tenacious in his insistence on
this point. In the absence of an opportunity through the democratic
process to overrule the Court, he later said: “I for one would find it ex-
tremely difficult to defend the Supreme Court’s function as ultimately
consistent with democratic self-rule.”21 By the end of his career, as he
became increasingly skeptical of the practical ability of the Court even
tentatively to define moral progress for the nation, he asserted that “ju-
dicial supremacy would be intolerable if, in pursuance of their constitu-
tional oath . . . , legislators and executives did not sometimes challenge
the constitutional determinations of the Court—bending, supplement-
ing, and finally displacing them.”22

Nor did Bickel hesitate to recognize the far-reaching implications
of this normative claim. In his view, opposition and resistance to the
Court’s doctrines—even, sometimes, civil disobedience—were perfectly
appropriate.23 White southern political leaders were thus fully within
their rights in organizing political opposition to Brown and urging
delay, relitigation, and refusal to comply in the absence of a court order
(LDB, 263–64). Indeed, though many had, it was wrong to characterize
(most of ) their resistence as violating the rule of law. They were only
following the great precedent that Lincoln himself had established
(though not originated) during the Lincoln-Douglas debates: Although
willing to respect the Court’s specific judgment, Lincoln steadfastly re-
fused to recognize Dred Scott as a political rule of decision for Congress
or for the country at large and pledged to work assiduously for its
demise.24 What was wrong, then, with the conduct of the white south-
ern leaders was not that in challenging the legitimacy of the Court’s rul-
ings they violated the rule of law, but that the political position they
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pursued was morally wrong where Lincoln’s had been morally right—or,
at least, that society widely came so to believe.25

Political revisability, moreover, was not only a normative ideal.
Bickel argued vigorously that it was also an accurate description of the
way judicial review actually works. Constitutional decisions, he claimed,
open a colloquy with the public. But the Court only “proposes . . . [;] the
nation disposes” (PWC, 147). “The Supreme Court’s judgments may be
put forth as universally prescriptive; but they actually become so only
when they gain widespread consent” (SCIP, 90). Without the support of
the political branches, whose resources and energies are needed to im-
plement a judgment of any complexity, and without widespread accep-
tance by the public, the Court’s decisions have not, and cannot, survive
for long, lapsing either from desuetude or reversal. “This is why,” he
argued, “the Supreme Court is a court of last resort presumptively
only.”26 Thus, a decision will be effectively overturned if it provokes the
sustained opposition of far less than the supermajority needed to ap-
prove a formal amendment. Where there is such a majority, or some-
times even a committed minority, “the decision is doomed—wholly and
totally doomed—without the need to amend the Constitution.”27

II. Judicial Review, Constitutional Interpretation,
and the Bickel-Ackerman Dialectic

Despite their common commitment to democratic constitutional-
ism, it is evident that Bickel and Ackerman offer widely differing ac-
counts on many points. I turn now to a key dimension of their
differences—their contrasting theories of judicial review and constitu-
tional interpretation. These differences, I claim, arise out of their dis-
tinctive theories of popular sovereignty and democracy.

Ackerman

For Ackerman, constitutional interpretation, whether carried out
by the courts or the political branches, must always be guided by the
same goal: to preserve intact the constitutional judgments that the
people endorsed in their last pertinent moment of mobilized delibera-
tion. Preservation is thus key, and constitutional interpretation, corre-
spondingly, is properly a backward-looking enterprise. Nevertheless,
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although all interpreters share the same duty, Ackerman recognizes the
Supreme Court’s special role in upholding constitutional values. In his
view, the Court is today the most important “preservationist” institu-
tion.28 To use Ackerman’s metaphor, judges sit in the caboose of the
train called the American Republic as it moves forward in time. When
called upon to give constitutional judgment, they must resolutely focus
their gaze backwards at a landscape formed by past successful efforts of
the people to make constitutional law through self-conscious acts of
popular sovereignty.29

But, why does Ackerman believe that judges must only gaze back-
wards and never succumb to the temptation to peek sideways from a
passenger car or even, occasionally, to join the engineer in the locomo-
tive?30 Perhaps, they could learn something about how the present gen-
eration thinks about some fundamental question or even anticipate, or
influence, future sensibilities.

The answer, for Ackerman, lies in his “dualist” theory of democ-
racy (WPF, 6). According to Ackerman, American style politics comes
in two modes—normal and constitutional.31 This dichotomy is a per-
vasive feature of a political system in which most citizens place a rela-
tively low value on political participation and a high value on their
private pursuits. Such citizens (“private citizens,” in Ackerman’s termi-
nology) are not to be condemned; indeed, Ackerman makes accommo-
dating their needs the foundation of his theory.32 Still, they simply
cannot be expected to give their engaged attention to questions of fun-
damental principle except on rare occasions when some looming crisis,
or perhaps a moment of idealistic insight, inspires them to forego their
normal routines. At those moments, after a period of sustained public-
regarding deliberation, they may sometimes come to widespread agree-
ment (incorporated or not into a formal text) on a program for
fundamental change—a program usually conceived initially, in Acker-
man’s model, by a group of public-spirited citizens; promoted by them
through decades of organizing and struggle; and then finally appropri-
ated, modified, and propelled forward to the attention of the national
private citizenry by the president or a presidential aspirant.33 In con-
trast, most of the time, private citizens give politics little of their time
and attention. To be sure, they—or at least enough of them—vote, but
they do so only halfheartedly, self-conscious that they have not done
enough to educate themselves about the issues to have anything more
than an untutored intuition about what really should be done.34 Their
elected representatives, moreover, though sorely tempted to do so, have
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no legitimate claim to a popular mandate on the basis of such “soft”
votes (WPF, 240–43), and the laws they pass are not acts of popular
sovereignty but only the best that can be expected given the realities of
normal politics (WPF, 265, 234–65).

Thus, according to Ackerman, from a democratic point of view,
normal politics are, albeit for good reasons, a shabby affair,35 and true
republican self-government, if it exists anywhere, can be found only
during periods of constitutional politics when engaged citizens, through
reasoned deliberation, collectively decide upon principles to guide their
common political life.36 Constitutional law, in turn, is the medium
through which the democratic character of those heightened republican
moments is transferred to normal political life.37 Given this dualist con-
ception, to uphold republican self-government, a theory of constitu-
tional law will have no choice but to seek its principles in the judgments
the citizenry make in those rare moments of constitutional politics.
During periods of normal politics, the sad fact of the matter, according
to Ackerman, is that the people are simply absent, doing other more in-
teresting things, and their agents in Washington have only a most lim-
ited charge.38 Their absence explains not only why there is nothing
undemocratic in judges striking down statutes that violate the principles
the people have affirmed in their moments of mobilized deliberation,
but also why constitutional interpretation must be backward looking. It
is delusory, Ackerman argues, to imagine judges “communing with a
‘contemporary community consensus’ ” (WPF, 264). During periods of
normal politics, there is no such consensus, at least no such consensus
formed on the basis of considered judgments hammered out during a
period of sustained deliberation. Without such deliberation, however, a
judgment, if it exists at all, is simply not democratic, at least not suffi-
ciently so to qualify, in Ackerman’s republican vision, as an act of popu-
lar sovereignty.39 Thus, judges who would indulge the temptation to
glance sideways or forwards will find nothing of relevance to their task
but only materials to confuse and confound—or worse, to undermine
the democratic achievements of the American people.

Bickel

For Bickel, like Ackerman, judicial review is backward-looking,
but, in contrast, it is neither simply nor exclusively so. As we have al-
ready seen, according to Bickel, the sources of constitutional meaning
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are found first of all in tradition and history—indeed, “the Court is typ-
ically the institution of government in which tradition should and does
have the greatest weight.”40 The relevant history, however, is not lim-
ited, as for Ackerman, to a few extraordinary periods of mobilized pop-
ular deliberation. Rather, judges must consult all of our experience,
pondering as many different sources, perspectives, and disciplines as
possible. Only then will they discover “fundamental presuppositions
rooted in history . . . to which widespread acceptance may be fairly 
attributed” (LDB, 236). Judges, he maintained,

must immerse themselves in the tradition of our society . . . ,
in history and in the sediment of history which is law, and, as
Judge Hand once suggested, in the thought and the vision of
the philosophers and the poets. The Justices will then be fit
to extract “fundamental presuppositions” from their deepest
selves, but in fact from the evolving morality of our tradition.
(LDB, 236)

For Bickel, history and tradition, though crucial, are not strait-
jackets, nor can they ultimately “displace judgment” (LDB, 108). The
enduring scheme of values reflected in our constitutional law has
“evolved, and should continue to evolve in the light of history and
changing circumstance” (MC, 25). Moreover, although the courts are
to look for principle “in the experience of the past, in our traditions, in
the secular religion of the American republic” (MC, 25), these sources
will not ultimately yield definite answers that can be mechanically or
uncontroversially derived, but only conflicting strands of thought
(LDB, 109–10). Just as Lincoln reasoned “not from the Framers’ resig-
nation to the fact of slavery, but from the abolition of the slave trade,”
so too, in choosing among the strands, we are necessarily guided by
“our own aspirations and evolving principles,” and we search for “prin-
ciples that we can adopt or adapt, or ideals and aspirations that speak
with contemporary relevance” (LDB, 109–10).

It should be evident, then, that while judicial review, for Bickel, is
backward-looking, it is not so in Ackerman’s more straightforward sense,
for the experience of the past which judges consult must be filtered
through a contemporary lens. Even this conception, moreover, is ultimately
too confining. Although the Court should only pronounce principles to
which “widespread acceptance may fairly be attributed,” that does not
mean, for Bickel, that the Court is limited to those principles supported by
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an existing consensus. Rather, on rare occasion, the Court might endorse a
principle, sometimes of momentous significance, which, though still con-
troversial, will ultimately “gain general assent” (LDB, 239). In doing so, it
fulfills a crucial function as leader and shaper as well as “prophet of the
opinion that will prevail and endure” (LDB, 239, SCIP, 94–95). At the
same time, however, it is held to a strict standard. When it acts in this
prophetic mode, it “labors under the obligation to succeed” and to succeed
“in a rather immediate foreseeable future” (LDB, 239). In contrast to Ack-
erman’s account, then, Bickel’s conception of judicial review is not exclu-
sively backward-looking but, sometimes, on critical occasions, is
forward-looking as well. (MC, 26). When the Court takes “upon itself to
strike a balance of values, it does so with an ear to the promptings of the
past and an eye strained to a vision of the future much more than with
close regard to the present” (MC, 26).

It remains to be explained, however, what motivates this complex
conception of judicial review. In the same way that Ackerman’s preser-
vationist account of judicial review arises out of his republican dualism,
so, too, Bickel’s conception of judicial review arises out of his ideal of
stable, principled, and benevolent government enjoying widespread so-
cietal consent. For present purposes, I focus on two critical elements of
his account—his idea of consent and his conception of the role of delib-
eration—and attempt to bring out their relationship to his theory of 
judicial review. I also contrast them with Ackerman’s account.

If the core of popular sovereignty for Ackerman is the considered
judgment of the majority rendered during a period of mobilized deliber-
ation, for Bickel it is the idea of actual, ongoing consent—consent of “as
unified a population as possible” to “specific actions or to the authority to
act.”41 “[C]oherent, stable—and morally supportable—government,” he
observed, “is possible only on the basis of consent, and . . . the secret of
consent is the sense of common venture fostered by institutions that re-
flect and represent us and that we can call to account” (LDB, 20).42 Rep-
resentative institutions thus serve to make consent possible.43 Although
recognizing that it may perforce be necessary at times to settle for mere
majority consent, Bickel nevertheless insisted that only “preponderant,
not merely majority consent,” was ultimately sufficient (MC, 18). This
insistence was reflected in his oft-stated reluctance to sanction coercion
against intense dissenting minorities who were to be persuaded instead
by appeals to reason and interest.44

It should now be evident that this consensus-based conception of
popular sovereignty underlies Bickel’s emphasis on the role of tradition
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and history in constitutional interpretation. Long-standing practices
and institutions, with their animating ideals, provide a rich source of in-
terpretive materials for judges charged with discovering principles that
have, or can achieve, “widespread acceptance.” In contrast, a judge who
undertakes to derive principles in isolation from tradition and history
runs a far greater risk of failure. This same conception, moreover, also
underlies Bickel’s claim that judges should view tradition and history
dynamically through the filter of contemporary values. The aim of ju-
dicial review is not to reproduce a static tradition but to uncover a con-
sensual basis for moral self-government. That cannot be achieved by
holding rigidly to the intentions of long dead framers. To provide a basis
for widespread consent, constitutional principles must be permitted to
evolve along with changing beliefs and circumstances. For similar rea-
sons, Bickel would no doubt have rejected a fundamental premise of
Ackerman’s dualism. To uncover the values of the people of today, one
cannot look only to extraordinary moments of political engagement.
Rather, “the people,” he observed, manifested “its temper in many ways
and over a span of time . . . not speaking merely on occasion in momen-
tary numerical majorities.”45

Furthermore, though not normatively linked to the very idea of
consent as for Ackerman, deliberation, for Bickel, nevertheless played a
critical role in making widespread consent a viable possibility. For
Bickel, deliberation was a necessary part of any process of debate that
can uncover an existing consensus or forge a new one, and it was here
that the Court had a crucial role to play. The first requirement imposed
on judges, Bickel insisted unyieldingly, was that they conform to the
strictest “standards of analytical candor, rigor, and clarity.”46 By render-
ing a reasoned decision, the Court was initiating a wider dialogue with
the public at large and offering, as guidance, a rigorously justified posi-
tion. The aim was both to persuade and to raise the standards of debate.

In contrast, for Ackerman, mobilized deliberation is as an essential
feature of the idea of consent itself. His commitment to this republican
ideal leads him to endorse a populist style of constitutional politics and
a corresponding use of referenda to resolve questions of fundamental
principle.47 It also leads him to define a distinctive role for the Supreme
Court in fostering democratic deliberation during such moments. Ac-
cording to Ackerman, in the modern Republic, movements for consti-
tutional reform initiate their higher lawmaking proposals by securing
passage of transformative statutes which are inconsistent with principles
endorsed by the people in earlier moments of constitutional politics.48
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What the Court can and should do to further citizen deliberation
during the next round of constitutional politics is to stand firm against
such would be constitutional reformers until they have earned the right
to speak for the citizens at large. By striking down the first wave of
transformative statutes, as the Court did in 1934–36, the Court per-
forms an essential function, clarifying the questions of fundamental
principle at stake as citizens deliberate upon the constitutional propos-
als placed before them for decision.49

In contrast, Bickel was deeply skeptical about the capacity of the
people to engage in the mass-based deliberation Ackerman prizes.

Masses of people do not make clear-cut, long-range decisions.
They do not know enough about the issues, about themselves,
their needs and wishes, or about what those needs and wishes
will appear to them to be two months hence. (MC, 16)

Indeed, the idea of submitting questions of principle directly to the
people by referendum was “the fallacy of the misplaced mystics, or the
way of those who would use the forms of democracy to undemocratic
ends” (LDB, 27). Hence arises the need for a specially situated institu-
tion, insulated from the political process, which can guide the people in
the formulation and application of fundamental principle. Indeed, it is
considerations like these that led Bickel, notwithstanding his demo-
cratic first premises, to endorse not only the practice of judicial review,
but also specifically a prophetic role for the Supreme Court. In that
mode, the Court was to serve an essential function—to grasp the ten-
sions and conflicts within our existing scheme of values and to persuade
the people to endorse new principles more suited to their evolving po-
litical morality. Although from Ackerman’s perspective this elitist ac-
count of judicial review underestimates the deliberative capacities of the
people at least within a well functioning higher lawmaking system
(WPF, 139; RC, 525), for Bickel, it was essential to achieving a society
that was at once both democratic and principled.

Nor is this to suggest that Bickel believed that the people were 
incapable of deliberation. That is why the Justices were teachers not
Platonic Guardians. When the Court exercises the power of judicial
review—as when it applies the passive virtues and avoids exercising its
ultimate power—it initiates a dialogue with the people and their repre-
sentatives. This deliberative dialogue, too, is an essential part of Bickel’s
conception of democracy, and it makes possible, though by no means
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inevitable, the forging and maintenance of the kind of consensus upon
which moral self-government must be premised (PWC, 147). In a rare
moment of abstract theorizing, Bickel provided a model:

The Court proposes major ideas—they are relatively few in
number—and a period of vigorous debate follows, during
which the Court’s proposed principles are far from stable.
Eventually, and for a time, consensus is arrived at, which may
or may not coincide in this or that degree with the principles
initially broached by the Court. There follows a period
during which the Court consolidates the position on the
basis of the consensus, and this is normally a period of rela-
tively placid acceptance of the Court’s work. Then, before
long, the Court tackles some other subject, or an old one
once more, and the cycle begins again. (PWC, 147)

III. The Bickel-Ackerman Dialectic:
Towards a Synthesis

Thus far my approach has been strictly interpretive. Now, how-
ever, I assume a more critical posture. After identifying weaknesses in
the accounts of both Bickel and Ackerman, I conclude by offering a ten-
tative synthesis of their views, which draws on the best aspects of each.

Ackerman

One central aim of Ackerman’s theory is to demonstrate the pos-
sibility of genuine democratic self-rule despite the fact that citizens nor-
mally choose to pursue their private affairs, paying scant attention to
politics. As we have seen, he solves this apparent dilemma by positing
dualism. Democratic self-rule is possible because during periods of
normal politics politicians are not free (or, at least, not completely free)
to exploit the defects of normal politics but are instead constrained (via
the Supreme Court) by the considered judgments of the people ren-
dered during rare moments of constitutional politics.

This solution, of course, raises many important questions, but, for
present purposes, I wish to focus on two related points. First, I question
Ackerman’s implicit assumption, which I take to be fundamental, that
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the judgments of the people rendered during moments of constitutional
politics are the only available reflection of the considered views of the
citizenry during later periods of normal politics and that consequently
enforcing strict adherence to those judgments affords the most effective
means for realizing self-rule by current majorities, which is the central
aim of democratic constitutionalism. Second, I question whether the
sense in which the Supreme Court acts as a preservationist institution 
in Ackerman’s account is strong enough to do the democratic work his
dualist theory requires.

1. THE INTERTEMPORAL DIFFICULTY. By insisting that the sole
sources of legitimate constitutional meaning are the considered judg-
ments the citizens make during periods of constitutional politics, Ack-
erman introduces a significant “intertemporal” (RC, 527) difficulty into
his account: Citizens today, rather than living in accordance with their
own considered judgments, are instead ruled by the considered judg-
ments of generations past. Since the Founding, there have been only
two moments, Reconstruction and the New Deal, in which the Ameri-
can people have undertaken large-scale, though still partial, reconsider-
ation of their inherited political arrangements. From the perspective of
a theory that aims to ensure that the people govern themselves in accor-
dance with principles that reflect their considered judgments, this state
of affairs should give pause. “The bad news,” Ackerman concedes, “is
that the Americans who made these considered constitutional judg-
ments are dead.”50 Yet, he fails to acknowledge the depth of the prob-
lem. On many important questions, the likelihood that the judgments
made by past generations will correspond with the considered judg-
ments of today’s generation—or whatever considered judgments would
be reached after sustained deliberation—becomes ever more doubtful.

Of course, the people may simply be satisfied with the constitu-
tional status quo. Perhaps they have undertaken large-scale reconsider-
ation only twice, and altered more or less important but discrete matters
on several other occasions, because the existing principles still conform
to their considered judgments. Or, to put the point somewhat differ-
ently, so long as the people have the power to revise their existing con-
stitutional arrangements, is it not fair to presume that their failure to act
represents their affirmation of the status quo?

Were the only method for revising the Constitution the procedures
specified in Article V, this rejoinder would be exceedingly weak. Article
V’s extreme minority veto over amendments makes it implausible to say
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that the failure to amend the Constitution reflects widespread satisfac-
tion with existing doctrine, and Ackerman certainly does not claim oth-
erwise. Indeed, as we have seen, he argues that there is in fact an
alternative nontextual amendment procedure that mitigates this feature
of the “classical” procedure. The problem, however, is that this alterna-
tive, as Ackerman describes it, poses obstacles that are only slightly less
arduous for constitutional reformers successfully to navigate. In order to
ensure the kind of sustained deliberation that he believes popular sover-
eignty demands, Ackerman sets the bar very high, and by his own ac-
count, it will consequently only be on rare occasions that a reform
movement will ultimately succeed in earning the right to make new con-
stitutional law (RC, 529). Whether it be the nature of normal politics,
the nonideological character of the party structure, or the immense dif-
ficulty of obtaining a considered collective judgment “from a quarter of a
billion people living a bewildering diversity of lives,” the status quo will
be extraordinarily difficult to change (RC, 529).

In any case, Ackerman does not claim that the absence of any suc-
cessful large-scale constitutional moments since the New Deal reflects the
people’s considered judgment in favor of the status quo. On the contrary,
in his view, what it reflects is that citizens today, and for the past sixty-plus
years (with important, but still relatively discrete exceptions)51 have not
formed considered judgments on most important questions (WPF, 263).
“[I]t is simply impossible to say how the people of today would decide an
issue if they mobilized their political energies and successfully hammered
out a new constitutional solution.”52 It is not, then, that Ackerman be-
lieves that the constitutional solutions of 1789, 1868, and 1937 reflect cur-
rent considered judgments, but, rather, that there are no such judgments
and that we simply have no access to what they might turn out to be were
the people to engage in a process of serious deliberation. Thus, the reason
the Supreme Court should preserve the prior considered judgments of the
people is rather deflating: it is the best we can do under the circumstances.
Even if those judgments may have become increasingly stale over time, it
is preferable for the Court to enforce them rather than to attempt to
divine the considered judgments of the citizenry today.53

It is this second best claim, then, that justifies Ackerman’s refusal to
allow the Court any room to update constitutional doctrine in accordance
with evolving moral beliefs and changing circumstances. But the claim is,
I believe, subject to serious objection. Even accepting a republican delib-
erative ideal, as I do, Ackerman simply places too much weight on an
overly formalistic distinction between ordinary and constitutional politics.
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During the extended periods of ordinary politics, the people are
not entirely quiescent, incapable of reaching considered judgments. Al-
though the kind of mobilized deliberation that Ackerman prizes may be
less in evidence, the people can reveal their shifting moral judgments in
myriad ways—in persistent courses of legislation sustained over time,
for example, or in discernable long-term shifts in public attitudes aris-
ing from better education, actual experience, scientific and philosophi-
cal advances, or increased exposure to different kinds of people and
conceptions of the good. These more evolutionary changes are also le-
gitimate sources of constitutional meaning for a democratic constitu-
tionalist and help those charged with interpreting the Constitution to
ensure that doctrine keeps pace with changing values and circum-
stances. On rare occasions, they may even justify interpreters in super-
seding earlier Ackermanian judgments altogether. Ackerman seems to
believe that mobilized deliberation will always yield judgments that are
more thoroughly considered than those which result from other forms
of deliberation. Even were this correct, however, it would not mean that
the former must always prevail over the latter. Rather, it would only
mean that we will sometimes face a difficult choice of whether to re-
spect old but more fully considered judgments or, alternatively, more
contemporary but less thoroughly considered judgments. Ackerman has
not explained why the better choice from the perspective of securing
genuine self-government will always be the former. Temporal proximity
will at least sometimes be a powerful counterbalancing consideration.54

To be sure, despite his emphasis on the Founding, Reconstruction,
and the New Deal, Ackerman has also identified other times in which
the American people have engaged in constitutional politics and suc-
cessfully altered existing constitutional arrangements in significant, if
less global, respects. He has variously pointed to the Jeffersonian Revo-
lution of 1800, the Jacksonian period, the internationalist movement of
World War II, and the Civil Rights Movement as cases in point.55 How
far incorporating these and perhaps other moments may ameliorate the
intertemporal objection remains to be seen. To be successful, however,
Ackerman will, I suspect, have to soften his strict distinction between
normal and constitutional politics, and this move, in turn, will further
strengthen the argument for recognizing the kind of evolutionary 
developments that I have identified.

It should be noted, moreover, that there is a considerable gap 
between Ackerman’s official theory, with its exclusive focus on suc-
cessful constitutional moments, and the more flexible way in which he
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applies it in practice. At times, in fact, he seems open to finding sup-
port for court decisions in contemporaneous popular opinion rather
than in the strict application of his synthetic interpretive method. His
discussion of the Court’s decision in Lochner56 is particularly instruc-
tive. In the official account, Lochner is justified as a synthetic interpre-
tation of Reconstruction and Founding principles (WPF, 63, 66,
94–104, 118). There is, however, an alternative version of the story,
which is quite different. In this version, Lochner does not so much, or
only, result from a synthetic reading of Reconstruction and the Found-
ing, but from the political forces at play beginning in 1896, the year
of Republican William McKinley’s landslide victory over the Populist
Williams Jennings Bryan.

It is a large mistake to look upon 1905—the year that
Lochner was decided—as if it were 1937. In 1905, the Justices
were not confronting a New Deal Congress and a President
who had just won decisive popular majorities in support of a
decisive break with constitutional laissez-faire. To the con-
trary: the Justices had just lived through the failed Populist
effort to mobilize the American people against the evils of
laissez-faire capitalism—a movement that climaxed with the
nomination of William Jennings Bryan as the Democratic
candidate for the Presidency in 1896. Rather than leading to
a Rooseveltian transformation, Bryan’s nomination served
only to catalyze a decisive popular counterreaction on behalf
of William McKinley and the Republican Party.57

Indeed, Ackerman notes that both the formal incorporation of the Tak-
ings Clause into the Fourteenth Amendment and the beginning of
more aggressive protection for freedom of contract occurred in 1897.
“The inauguration of this more aggressive property-contract interpreta-
tion of constitutional liberty in 1897 was by no means accidental. It
came immediately after the Populists tried to redefine the constitutional
agenda in the election of 1896” (WPF, 118). Ackerman does not con-
tend that 1896 represented a successful constitutional moment—
indeed, it was a failed moment—and, thus, in the official account, it
should have no bearing on the correctness of Lochner. Notwithstanding
his official account, however, he also offers here a more plausible basis
for the decision—that it was not only consistent with the Reconstruc-
tion Amendments, but that it also was accorded with widely held con-
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temporaneous judgments as reflected in McKinley’s decisive 1896
defeat of Bryan and the Populist program.

2. PRESERVATIONISM. A second difficulty with Ackerman’s theory
is his preservationist account of judicial review. It is not that preserva-
tionism is itself an incoherent ideal. Rather, even if we put aside the di-
minishing capacity of past constitutional moments to reflect current
beliefs, the problem is that the sense in which Ackerman’s interpretive
approach is preservationist is too weak to ensure that constitutional doc-
trine remains faithful even to the past judgments he privileges.

Given his apparent commitment to a populist conception of popu-
lar sovereignty, it seems somewhat surprising that Ackerman endorses an
expansive approach to interpreting the judgments made by the people
during the three great transformative constitutional moments. He pro-
vides a three-step model, which, in his view, is both descriptively accurate
and normatively appropriate: In the early period after a transformative
moment, the Court takes a relatively particularistic approach, sticking
close to the concrete judgments that animated the constitutional debate.
With time, however, it begins to abstract from those concrete judgments
until, ultimately, it comes to identify a small number of abstract princi-
ples as expressing the core meaning of a new constitutional regime.58 In
resolving concrete controversies thereafter, the Court synthesizes the ab-
stract principles of the new regime with the abstract principles the Court
previously assigned to earlier transformative regimes.59

This account would certainly be less vulnerable from a democratic
point of view were it to limit interpreters to the first step—to identifying
the concrete problems that motivated a movement for constitutional
reform and interpreting the principles endorsed to accomplish results that
were widely appreciated during the debate and that received widespread
assent. The difficulties begin with the second step, with the interpretive
move from the particular to the abstract.The danger is that in this process
the voice of the people will quickly be lost. I share Ackerman’s optimistic
belief that the people can engage in meaningful deliberation over impor-
tant political principles and that they can self-consciously choose to re-
shape their social practices, sometimes in momentous ways, as by banning
slavery, or by empowering the national government to regulate the econ-
omy and redistribute wealth. But it is unrealistic to think that when the
people deliberate, even when they express their judgments in abstract texts
like the Fourteenth Amendment, that they do so without particular, con-
crete contexts in mind, which explain and qualify the principles that they
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endorse. When courts move beyond the concrete contexts that animated
the people’s deliberations and interpret their judgments at higher and
higher levels of abstraction, the connection between the judgments of the
people and the resulting constitutional law is likely to become increasingly
attenuated. Indeed, by following such an interpretive practice, courts may
well in the end enunciate principles that the people would, after serious
deliberation, have flatly rejected.

This result is all the more probable, moreover, in light of the third
step in Ackerman’s methodology, the complex synthetic interpretive
process in which the judges are to engage. Indeed, as best as I can un-
derstand it, this process is not designed to yield only those principles
that can claim the deliberative endorsement of the most recent transfor-
mative generation or even of any of the previous transformative genera-
tions. Rather, in some cases, it will produce principles which were never
contemplated by any generation but which are a synthesis of principles
endorsed at different times by two or more of these generations. It is
perfectly plausible, therefore, and Ackerman must assume, that the syn-
thetic process will sometimes yield principles that all three transforma-
tive generations would, on reflection, separately have rejected. Consider
in this regard Ackerman’s reading of Brown,60 which he claims is best
understood as a synthesis of Reconstruction and New Deal principles.
According to Ackerman, Reconstruction, understood at an abstract
level, affirmed both the principle of political equality and the doctrine of
laissez-faire, the latter of which denied in principle the responsibility of
the state for unequal relationships resulting from private ordering.
Hence, the Fourteenth Amendment led, albeit in a convoluted way, to
Plessy.61 The New Deal, in turn, did not reconsider the principle of po-
litical equality but did reject laissez-faire in favor of the activist state.62

Thus, synthesizing these judgments, political equality still stands—only
now shorn of the Reconstruction commitment to laissez-faire. Irrespec-
tive of whether both the Reconstruction and New Deal generations
would, on reflection, have rejected the principle of equality affirmed in
Brown, therefore, the decision was correct, “obviously so,” as a synthesis
of the commitments of both.63

Whatever else one might say about this claim, it underscores the
gap that Ackerman’s interpretive method opens up between the actual
concrete judgments that the people make and the constitutional law that
the Supreme Court ultimately frames in their name. Thus, for example,
Ackerman construes the New Deal generation as having made a con-
sidered judgment to reject the abstract principle of laissez-faire, but it
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seems far closer to the facts to say that the New Dealers rejected the
constitutional doctrine of laissez-faire in the marketplace and simply did
not consider, let alone render, a considered judgment that laissez-faire
was not still appropriate in other domains of social life—in race rela-
tions, for example.64 Likewise, Ackerman interprets Reconstruction as
having affirmed the abstract principle of political equality, but his own
story more strongly suggests the impossibility of separating out Recon-
struction’s commitment to political equality from its commitment to
laissez-faire.65 The Reconstruction generation did not give its consid-
ered affirmation to political equality simpliciter, but to political equality
in certain spheres, those consistent with laissez-faire. Thus, even if the
New Deal rejected laissez-faire tout court, the process of synthetic judg-
ment would not produce a more extended commitment to political
equality, a commitment that Reconstruction, on reflection, rejected and
that the New Deal never considered. It is thus only by disregarding the
concrete contexts in which the New Deal and Reconstruction genera-
tions rendered their judgments, and the qualifications which those con-
texts imply, that Ackerman’s synthetic defense of Brown can work.

I do not deny that Ackerman convincingly demonstrates that ap-
plication of this complex synthetic process can generate powerful and
heretofore unanticipated arguments for important court precedents, like
Brown and Griswold.66 Nor do I doubt that those decisions are the
causal result of the intellectual, economic, political, and social dynamics
set in motion by the New Deal. What I do question is whether they can
be explained, as he claims, as faithful interpretations of the considered
judgments of the people rendered during the three transformative mo-
ments. More generally, even were Ackerman’s claim more persuasive, it
seems at least peculiar that he would be committed both to a bottom-up
populist style of constitutional politics, which celebrates the role of the
people in actively determining the principles that guide their common
political life, and, at the same time, to a method of constitutional inter-
pretation that so broadly licenses elite interpreters to determine the con-
tent of constitutional law.67

Bickel

The burden on Ackerman to establish that his account is consistent
with his democratic premises is especially heavy, not only because he insists
that the sources of constitutional meaning are limited to rare past 
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moments, but also because the role assigned the people in constitutional
interpretation is solely prospective—the people render their judgments and
then have nothing further to say until the next constitutional moment. In
contrast, at least in principle, a theory like Bickel’s has a lesser burden, first,
because the legitimate sources of interpretive meaning are more varied and
include contemporaneous materials and, second, because the people are in-
volved on both sides of the interpretive process, prospectively in making
constitutional law and retrospectively in pronouncing their disagreement
with the Court’s judgments. Thus, the burden of preservation is not en-
tirely on the Court, but is shared with the people themselves. They can
correct misjudgments when they occur and, in doing so, speak directly to a
specific issue rather than render a more abstract prospective judgment.

Bickel’s theory, however, raises a host of problems. He failed, for
example, to offer a fully persuasive interpretive strategy for uncovering
and elaborating the evolving moral consensus that putatively underlies
our complex social practices. No more than Ackerman would Bickel
have the Court simply follow the opinion polls or “th’ iliction returns.”68

The heart of Bickel’s solution, however, seems to rely heavily upon a ro-
manticized portrait of heroic Justices (followed, perhaps inevitably, by a
despairing disillusionment) and a too sanguine belief in their ability to
persuade the wider public through the force of their reasoning and
moral vision.69 Nor did Bickel give a fully adequate account of the
mechanisms which make possible the people’s role as the ultimate court
of appeal with the ability to revise, and even override, the Court’s prin-
ciples when they stray too far from an existing moral consensus. The
mechanisms Bickel identifies are messy—necessarily so, he would say—
and it remains murky how they are supposed to operate in a society
where judicial supremacy has increasingly become an article of faith.70

Without underestimating the difficulties that these challenges pose,
I nevertheless want to focus on a different problem more directly related
to Ackerman’s project. If Ackerman’s exclusive focus on past moments
and mobilized deliberation are problematic for the reasons I have sug-
gested, they nevertheless provide an important corrective to Bickel’s ac-
count and to a more general failure in much contemporary constitutional
theory. Citizens, Ackerman reminds us, are capable of taking center stage
and of actively engaging in reasoned deliberation on fundamental politi-
cal values. The principles they affirm at such times, moreover, may have
wide-ranging significance, profoundly altering the status quo. When cit-
izens do so act, as they have at critical junctures and may yet again, the
fruits of their mobilized deliberation are entitled to the greatest weight,
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for such moments represent the closest approximation to the ideal of 
republican self-government of which we are capable. Bickel’s emphasis on
gradualism and actual ongoing consent, and his skepticism about the ca-
pacity of citizens to engage in deliberation on a mass scale, tends to ob-
scure this crucial point.

At the most general level, Ackerman’s project urges us to recapture
the revolutionary enlightenment tradition in the cauldron of which the
nation was formed.71 His constitutional moments are especially impor-
tant acts of self-government precisely because they involve heightened
deliberation by large numbers of engaged citizens on fundamental ques-
tions of political value. When we obscure their significance, we deny
crucial parts of our own history and of our future possibilities. Acker-
man is right when he claims that these moments inaugurate new con-
stitutional regimes. He is right, though, not because, as he seems to
claim, the principles the people endorse are sufficient on their own to
determine the shape of the new constitutional regime. Rather, although
they do not control, they do dramatically shift the direction of future
constitutional development. Thus, as I have explained, in my view, the
principles that the people endorsed during the New Deal were not alone
sufficient to produce Brown and Griswold. They did, however, set in
motion a process of profound moral growth and development, a process
that was propelled forward by the very beliefs, institutions, and practices
that those principles had themselves legitimated. It was this process of
growth that eventually yielded the moral consensus—or, perhaps, the
possibility of such a consensus—justifying those decisions. The new
constitutional regime that the New Deal inaugurated was not closed in
1936 but has been and continues to be an ongoing project.

What is missing in Bickel, then, is a recognition of the special im-
portance that should be accorded to principles endorsed during periods of
mobilized deliberation. Without necessarily being foundational, they are at
the foundation of a developing constitutional regime, and, if the constitu-
tional moment was genuine, they quickly become systematically and inex-
tricably intertwined with the values, institutions, and practices that define
the system. It is not that these principles are entirely beyond modification
or even rejection until the next Ackermanian constitutional moment. Cit-
izens can reach considered judgments in different modes at different times,
and these too must be given effect. In light of the provenance of such prin-
ciples and their continuing role in the constitutional order, however, they
ought to be disturbed only on the basis of the most weighty evidence of a
fundamental and widespread shift in political orientation.
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It would be misleading, however, to suggest, as I have tried hard to
avoid doing, that Bickel was entirely unwilling to credit the kind of
plebiscitary style constitutional politics that Ackerman prizes. When we
take into account the more flexible approach that Ackerman actually
deploys in practice, moreover, the differences between the two dramati-
cally narrow. Thus, for example, what appears to Ackerman as affirma-
tive constitutional politics often appeared to Bickel to be justified
political resistance to decisions of the Court not supported by the kind
of consensus essential to their legitimacy. The most obvious case in
point is the New Deal revolution itself. According to Bickel,

[t]he course of opposition to the Court’s law . . . , calling for
inaction and for political action inconsistent with the law, and
embodying what is loosely called disobedience of the law of
the land on the part of both private and official persons—this
course was widely pursued, for example, after the Court de-
clared minimum-wage legislation unconstitutional in 1923, in
Adkins v. Children’s Hospital, until it succeeded fourteen years
later with a judicial retreat in West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish.72

Likewise, just as Ackerman views the 1896 election as providing impor-
tant support for Lochner, Bickel (and Ackerman) viewed the election of
1960, in which Kennedy and Nixon both pledged support for the prin-
ciple of school desegregation, combined with the ensuing politics of the
Kennedy years, as validating Brown.73 Contrariwise, the election of
1968 and the politics leading up to it were an unfortunate vote of no-
confidence in the Warren Court’s criminal procedure decisions, includ-
ing Miranda.74 Thus, despite their many theoretical differences, Bickel
and Ackerman, in practice, tend to converge on many important points.
This convergence should perhaps not be so surprising, given their
mutual adherence to democratic constitutionalism and its insistence
that the principles of constitutional law derive their legitimacy from the
ongoing consent of the people.

Synthesis

Having identified strengths and weaknesses in the views of both
Bickel and Ackerman, and having narrowed the gap apparently divid-
ing them, we are now in a position to glimpse the possibilities for a
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synthesis that offers a stronger, more defensible version of democratic
constitutionalism. We need not follow Ackerman in insisting that the
constitutional meaning can only be created in moments of mobilized
deliberation and in limiting the Court strictly to a preservationist func-
tion. At the same time, we need not follow Bickel in obscuring the real
possibilities, historic and potential, for the people to engage actively
and self-consciously in the production of new constitutional meaning.
Rather, we can instead embrace the role that transformative political
movements have sometimes played in shifting the path of constitu-
tional development along radically new lines, while at the same time
refusing to exaggerate the breadth of the principles the people have en-
dorsed even during the most transformative of constitutional moments.
We can also acknowledge that any theory that aims to legitimate our
constitutional law by rooting it in the exercise of popular sovereignty
must recognize that constitutional meaning is in a constant state of
flux. Such a synthesis of the views of Bickel and Ackerman offers a po-
tentially powerful basis for a revised version of democratic constitu-
tionalism—an account that is both cognizant of the weight and
significance that ought to be accorded to judgments rendered by the
majority of the people during moments of heightened deliberation and
sensitive to the always ongoing process of moral growth and develop-
ment that cannot await the next constitutional moment to find expres-
sion in constitutional law.
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Chapter 5

THE COUNTERMAJORITARIAN DIFFICULTY

TRADITION VERSUS ORIGINAL MEANING

Stanley C. Brubaker

I. The Countermajoritarian Difficulty

How can we reconcile judicial review with the democratic 
character of the American regime? The problem has coexisted with
the Constitution, but in The Least Dangerous Branch, Alexander
Bickel developed it so effectively that his expression—“the counter-
majoritarian difficulty”—quickly became the standard in constitu-
tional theory. Similarly, his own response, while gaining few ardent
adherents, has also remained a touchstone of sorts; even while reject-
ing it, commentators have felt compelled to measure their theories
against it.

Originalism was the most prominent of the alternatives that
Bickel rejected and in turn originalists have become Bickel’s most
severe critics. They offer two reasons for rejecting Bickel’s solution:
It requires that judges play an unlawful political role, and it fails to
recognize the authority of democratic will in enacting and amending
the Constitution. I shall argue that neither Bickel nor the original-
ists provide an adequate solution to the countermajoritarian diffi-
culty; together, however, they indicate the direction in which one may
be found.



II. Bickel’s Solution: Principle,
Tradition, and the Passive Virtues.

Although the countermajoritarian difficulty cannot be denied, it
can be alleviated and counterbalanced, Bickel argues, if judicial review
can be shown to perform a unique and vital function for our constitu-
tional order.

The search must be for a function which might (indeed,
must) involve the making of policy, yet which differs from
the legislative and executive functions; which is peculiarly
suited to the capabilities of the courts; which will not likely
be performed elsewhere if the courts do not assume it; which
can be so exercised as to be acceptable in a society that gen-
erally shares Judge Hand’s satisfaction in a “sense of common
venture”; which will be effective when needed; and whose
discharge by the courts will not lower the quality of the other
departments’ performance by denuding them of the dignity
and burden of their own responsibility.1

That function is to be the voice of enduring moral principle. The
political branches of government are inevitably more concerned with the
immediate and material interests of the people. “Judges have, or should
have, the leisure, the training, and the insulation to follow the ways of the
scholar in pursuing the ends of government” (LDB, 25–26). In the words
of Henry M. Hart, Jr., which Bickel twice quotes, the Court appears
“predestined in the long run, not only by the thrilling tradition of Anglo-
American law, but also by the hard facts of its position in the structure
of American institutions, to be a voice of reason, charged with the cre-
ative function of discerning afresh and of articulating and developing im-
personal and durable principles. . . .” (LDB, 27, and 83).

But how to be this voice of reason and principle without either
abrading the “sense of common venture” or “denuding” the political
branches of “the dignity and burden of their own responsibility?”
Bickel’s answer to this question is complex, but consists essentially of
two parts. One part lies in the provenance and character of these princi-
ples themselves. They were to be drawn from “tradition”—a concept
central to Bickel’s thought. “The function of the Justices . . . is to im-
merse themselves in the tradition of our society and of kindred societies
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that have gone before, in history and in the sediment of history which is
law, and, as Judge Hand once suggested, in the thought and the vision
of the philosophers and the poets. The Justices will then be fit to extract
‘fundamental presuppositions’ from their deepest selves, but in fact from
the evolving morality of our tradition” (LDB, 236). In this sense, the
principles are democratically grounded, if not democratically enacted;
they bespeak self-government, though it is our “deepest self ”—and not
the self that emerges in the democratic process—that does the speaking
(LDB, 239).

The other, complex, and not entirely separable part of Bickel’s
answer—which space will not allow me to detail2—lies in the manner in
which these principles are to be articulated, permitting the Court a
measure of “prudence.”3 Principle alone can justify judicial review, but
practical exigencies as well as democratic politics cannot always abide
principle. Bickel’s solution lay in a set of doctrines and devices—“passive
virtues—that allow the Court to avoid ruling on the merits of a case, but
that engage the political branches in a sort of Socratic colloquy by which
the Court may “elicit the correct answers,” or least prepare them to
accept the Court’s pronouncement (LDB, 70).

Although the point is made rather quietly in The Least Dangerous
Branch (LDB, 103–05), we should stress that for Bickel there are really
two constitutions. There is the “structural” constitution, or “manifest”
constitution, as he was later to call it, “the constitution of the mechan-
ics of institutional arrangements and the political process, of power al-
location and the division of powers.”4 And there is the constitution of
“open texture”—of due process, equal protection, privileges and immu-
nities, and first amendment freedoms—a constitution to be woven
through time, in common law style, from the fabric of our evolving tra-
ditions. It is the second Constitution on which The Least Dangerous
Branch focuses and on which the dispute with the originalists is joined.

III. The Originalist Response

For originalists, judicial review in accordance with the original un-
derstanding of the Constitution provides a far more straightforward,
fully adequate, and singularly legitimate answer to the countermajoritar-
ian difficulty. Echoing Alexander Hamilton and John Marshall, original-
ists hold that when the Court properly declares a law unconstitutional it
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is merely imposing the sovereign will of the people, declared and mani-
fest in the Constitution, against the subordinate authority of the legisla-
ture. So long as—and only so long as—the Court follows the original
meaning of the Constitution, the countermajoritarian difficulty is fully
answered by the supermajoritarian authority of the Constitution. Con-
versely, when the Court deviates from the original meaning, it forfeits
any claim to oppose the authority of the legislature.

This simple statement holds two divergent emphases within orig-
inalism, each of which has distinct reasons for objecting to Bickel’s ar-
gument. The first is grounded in a premise of positivism and focuses on
the objectivity of original meaning; apart from this standard, a judge has
only his subjective preferences to oppose against the authority of en-
acted law—and for all his fancy language, in the end, Bickel can offer
only such subjective preferences. Thus, the function he urges on the
Court is simply not judicial in character. The second objection is
grounded in a theory of democratic sovereignty; its concern is less with
the objectivity of original meaning than its authority. Both arguments
have force, but in the end the positivists provide a standard with no
greater objectivity than Bickel’s tradition and the democratic theories
provide a standard with no greater authority.

The Positivist Originalists versus Bickel

For positivist originalists, to judge is to decide concrete cases on
the basis of standards that are given. If a Justice reaches into his “deep-
est self ” rather than the text and original meaning of the Constitution,
he is making up these standards, not discovering them. He has forfeited
the title to his office. Only originalism, they argue, can supply a genuine
object for the courts to discover and thus rescue judicial review from the
swamp of subjectivity and illegitimacy; “no other method of constitu-
tional adjudication”5 can do this. Originalism alone permits the Court
to function as a court.

Notably, positivist-originalists do not precisely ignore the question
of the authority of the Constitution in its original meaning—central to
the second school of originalists—but they do submerge it into their
stress on objectivity. From the perspective of the judge, they would argue,
there is no need to press further the question of authority, for that much
is given; such is the “ground-rule” of our constitutional system.6 Law is
enacted and courts must be bound by that meaning. “What does it mean
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to say that a judge is bound by the law?” asks Judge Bork. “It means that
he is bound by the only thing that can be called law, the principles of the
text, whether Constitution or statute, as generally understood at the en-
actment.”7 Here stands the firm reality of what the law is and what it
means to be a judge, and from here the positivist-originalist would sling
his opposition into the muck of subjectivity.

At first blush, the positivist-originalist’s charge seems to have con-
siderable force. Even if justices did have the time and inclination, as
Bickel urged, to “immerse themselves” in the history, poetry, philosophy of
our society and from this to extract “fundamental presuppositions” from
“the evolving morality of our tradition” (LDB, 236),—even if they did all
this, their judgments would remain inevitably subjective. As Bork argues,
“A man or woman who read everything Bickel suggests could easily vote
either way on such questions as whether the Court should create consti-
tutional rights to abortion, to engage in homosexual conduct, to receive
welfare payments, to take addictive drugs in the home . . .” (TA, 191).

But how objective is originalism? The essential difficulty is not one
of access to evidence, but of determining what we should mean by orig-
inalism. Even if we had access to every speech uttered or document
written at the time of enactment, we would have to decide such ques-
tions as whose intentions or meanings should count? What kinds of in-
tentions should count? Should we look at concrete or abstract intentions
or whichever is dominant? And we could not answer these questions
without drawing upon exactly the sort of theoretical, or “subjective,”
considerations that the positivist-originalist seeks to avoid, that is, “some
system of moral or ethical values that has no objective or intrinsic va-
lidity of its own and about which men can and do differ.”8

One might be tempted to think such questions precious and thus
not a serious challenge to positivist-originalism. But consider what mo-
mentous questions of constitutional law might turn on them.9 Take for
instance the distinction between abstract versus concrete intentions and
ask whether the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
bars segregation by race in the public schools. If we count concrete in-
tentions, we might well conclude that the framers and ratifiers sought to
extend to black Americans the same “civil” rights, preeminently property
rights, as enjoyed by whites.10 Focusing on such intentions, one could
easily uphold segregation in the public schools. But if we count more ab-
stract intentions, we might conclude that the framers and ratifiers wished
to achieve racial equality before the law. Of such equality, property rights
are certainly a major component, but so too is the right to be free from
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racial classifications whose purpose and effect is to stigmatize and subor-
dinate. Raoul Berger, emphasizing concrete intentions, finds Brown law-
less. Robert Bork, emphasizing abstract intentions, finds it lawful.11

Or consider the distinction between framers and ratifiers, and ask
whether the Fourteenth Amendment “incorporates” the Bill of Rights.
Though the evidence is disputed by the historians, on balance it seems
that if we count the intentions of principal authors, or framers, then the
answer is “yes,” rights mentioned in the Bill of Rights are to be applied
to the states. But, if we count the intentions of the ratifiers in the state
legislatures, the answer would seem to be “no.”12

Even if we could somehow resolve these controversies without re-
course to moral or ethical values, it’s not clear that originalism would
provide a standard more objective than Bickel’s. Let’s simply take as
given the choices favored by many originalists today: moderately abstract
meanings over specific intentions, and the understandings of the ratifiers
(or the public at large) over those of the framers. And let’s take as given
the further specification suggested by Justice Scalia: “We should look for
a sort of  ‘objectified’ intent—the intent that a reasonable person would
gather from the text of the law, placed alongside the remainder of the
corpus juris.”13 To paraphrase Judge Bork, a man or woman who read
everything the originalist suggests, could easily vote either way on such
questions as whether the Court should recognize federal authority to es-
tablish a national bank, ban seditious libel, prohibit slavery in the territo-
ries, or make fiat money legal tender. Further, there is little reason to
suppose that the intent a reasonable person would gather from the text at
the time of enactment should be any more objective than what a reasonable
person would gather from the text today.

So if the case for originalism rests on its ability to supply the ob-
jective meaning that will allow the Constitution to be law and the Court
a court, that honor must be shared with “contemporary” meaning. Actu-
ally, we might expand this point. Originalism must share that honor
with any number of approaches to constitutional interpretation. For
once its interpretive premise is accepted as authoritative, most theories
confine judicial choice about as well as original meaning does: Richard
Epstein’s neo-Lockean theory, Ronald Dworkin’s neo-Kantian theory,
or John Hart Ely’s representation reinforcing judicial review.

And the same is true of Bickel’s tradition. Indeed, one might argue
that at least as Bickel urges its use—that is, with restraint, with principles
that “are to be traced and evaluated from the roots up, their validity in
changing material and other conditions convincingly demonstrated, and
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their application to particular facts carried to the last decimal”—tradition
suggests a stronger claim to objectivity.14 The originalist might still reply
that tradition is not “enacted.”15 But of course neither is the common
law. And in the Anglo-American tradition, it is exceedingly difficult to
claim that in their articulation of the common law, judges were not being
judicial. So in the end, the “not judicial” argument must fail.

Popular Sovereignty Originalists versus Bickel

If originalists have a superior response to the countermajoritarian
difficulty, it must lie in the realm of authority. On this dimension, both
Bickel and originalists appeal to a concept of self-government. But Bickel
appeals to a “deep self ” found in tradition; originalists to the will of the
people, or popular sovereignty, as expressed in constitutional enactment.

1. POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY ORIGINALISM. The originalists’ theory
of popular sovereignty has a distinguished lineage, tracing to Alexander
Hamilton in Federalist 78 and John Marshall in Marbury v. Madison.16

Yet in recent years, this aspect of the originalist argument is surprisingly
underemphasized; also, it turns out to be more complex than initially
meets the eye. If our criteria for an authentic expression of popular sov-
ereignty are permissive, the people will have spoken too often. Thus, by
Bruce Ackerman’s criteria of popular sovereignty, we re-founded the
Constitution with the New Deal without ever enacting any formal
amendment.17 If our criteria are restrictive, the people will not have
spoken yet. Thus, by Cass Sunstein’s criteria we must re-interpret the
Constitution to allow for this more authentic expression to emerge.18

But perhaps the criteria can be set so that the people have spoken just
once extra legally, with the founding and then, legally defined, once for
each of the amendments. And that is the theory presented by Keith E.
Whittington in Constitutional Interpretation: Textual Meaning, Original
Intent, and Judicial Review,19 the most compelling account yet of popu-
lar sovereignty originalism.

For Whittington, as for Jean Jacques Rousseau, to whom he is ex-
plicitly indebted (CI, 122–59), the will of the people is not to be mea-
sured by any standard external to it—not God, or nature, or even
reason.20 Instead, authority derives from the concept of man as free and
self-governing: the “right of the people to govern themselves does not
arise from what they decide but from who they are.”21 If they are to
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retain that identity under government, if they are to maintain “human
dignity,” they must be makers of the law that binds them (CI, 137).

Whittington concedes we cannot reasonably expect citizens con-
stantly to be engaged in the processes of self-government; nor is this es-
sential to their identity as self-governing. What is essential is they have
the opportunity to make the fundamental law. All other authority de-
rives from this fundamental law and must be exercised tentatively,
mindful of the limits expressed in the will of the people. Hence, Whit-
tington tracks Rousseau’s distinction between “law” (made by the
people) and “executive” power (what we would call “government”), by
separating the elements of politics into its “constitutional” realm (where
popular sovereignty is, or has been, active) and “the merely administra-
tive” (where the elected representatives, in a very broad sense, carry out
the will of the people). Citizens are then free, both in the positive sense
of making the laws that bind them and in the negative sense of being
free from any laws that are not in this sense self-made.

As time passes from the moment of founding or amending the
Constitution to the present, of course, the people are not governing
themselves, but their posterity. Whittington’s special insight is to note
that if we wish now to hold this conception of ourselves as autonomous,
self-governing individuals, with the capacity to make the laws that bind
us, logically we must recognize that authority in our predecessors. “It is
this spectral presence—the actual consent of the past and the possible
consent of the future—that grounds the Constitution” (CI, 152). True,
as a “placeholder” for future expressions of our sovereign authority, the
Constitution’s current authority is not as potent as when the people have
freshly made or remade it, but it is more legitimate than any alternative
(CI, 133).

With this appreciation of the authority of original meaning,
grounded in democratic theory, Whittington believes he has resolved
Bickel’s countermajoritarian difficulty:

By construing the Constitution in terms of the intent of its
creators, originalism both enforces the authoritative decision
of the people acting as sovereign and, equally important, pre-
serves the possibility of similar higher-order decision making
by the present and future generations of citizenry. In doing
so, an originalist Court avoids the counter-majoritarian dif-
ficulty by adhering closely to its authorized role entailed by
the binding written text. Moreover, it subsumes the difficulty
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within a larger democratic theory. The Court is not simply
an antidemocratic feature of American politics but is an in-
strument of the people in preserving the highest promise of
democracy. (CI, 111)

By defining what counts as an authentic expression of popular sov-
ereignty in terms of the very acts of writing, ratifying, and amending a
constitution, Whittington does neatly align it with original meaning.
But there are three major difficulties in grounding the Constitution
with this conception of popular sovereignty.

First, the ground itself becomes weak. Whittington’s definition
stretches popular sovereignty well beyond the conditions that for
Rousseau gave the concept its strength. For Rousseau, popular sover-
eignty, or the “general will,” must be expressed by the people themselves;
representation is a form of enslavement. Further, the people must meet
together, not just send in their results, for they must deliberate and listen
to one another. Individual interest must be utterly subordinated to the
general will. Only certain sorts of people have even the potential to
achieve this sort of unity: the population must be small enough so that
“each member can be known by all,” yet large enough to achieve self-
sufficiency; the people must be bound “by some union of origin, inter-
est, or convention,” yet not so tightly bound that they are no longer
malleable. And these people would still need the good fortune to en-
counter a “Lawgiver,” the crucial precursor to the expression of popular
sovereignty, able “to change human nature, to transform each individual,
who by himself is complete and solitary, into a part of a much greater
whole, from which that same individual will then receive, in a sense, his
life and his being.”22 Only thus may a people be formed, but further de-
vices are necessary to maintain their capacity of expressing a general
will. They must not form into “partial societies,” or interest groups. They
must believe they have no rights other than those the general will gives
to them. They must impose a thoroughgoing system of censorship to
guard against backsliding in the public mores. They must banish from
the state anyone who fails to subscribe to the dogmas of the polity’s civil
theology. All of this is necessary if the people are to realize moral 
freedom—obedience to self-imposed laws—the ultimate moral ground
for Whittington as for Rousseau. Although scholars debate Rousseau’s
guiding intent, the most persuasive explanation is that he wished to
show the near impossibility of moral freedom, and hence political legit-
imacy, under modern conditions.
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Whittington does not dispute this assessment of Rousseau’s intent
(CI, 135). His solution however is to argue that self-government in this
profound sense remains the sole source of our constitutional authority
and the basis for adherence to original intent because it is metaphorically
true (CI, 142). Okay, the people of the United States didn’t really gather
together at the founding in one assembly. Okay, they didn’t even get to-
gether in the states. Okay, they sent in representatives instead of pre-
senting themselves. And okay, only a minority of the people were
enfranchised and only a minority of them voted to send representatives
to the ratifying conventions.23 And okay, self-interest instead of the
general will did often manifest itself in the deliberations. So, okay, “our
constitution is [only] like self-government, but is not actually self-gov-
ernment.” Its self-government is “true enough” (CI, 142). But “true
enough” to resolve the countermajoritarian difficulty, with no further
support from standards of right external to the general will? Doubtful.

Second, not only would we need to give Rousseau’s theory a pro-
crustean stretch if it is to ground our constitution, we would need simi-
larly to refashion our current political self-understanding. And recall,
under Whittington’s theory of potential sovereignty, it is our willingness
to accept this Rousseauian foundation now which grounds the logic of
our embracing their expression of authority from back then. But are we
willing to give up all prior claims of right in order to realize self-gov-
ernment and moral freedom as 1/250,000,000 part of a larger whole?24

Are we willing to regard a new constitution as fully legitimate simply
because it emerges from a national referendum with majority support—
regardless of its circumvention of the Constitution’s amendment proce-
dure, regardless of the new government’s form, and regardless of the
rights that it would or would not protect?25

Third, the Whittington/Rousseau version of popular sovereignty—
unassisted and unqualified by claims of natural rights, or indeed, any
standard external to it—simply does not square with the content of our
Constitution: its division and separation of powers; its limited powers; its
rights of association, religious liberty, freedom of speech, property;
the difficulty of its amendment process—all of this suggests an inherent
suspicion of concentrated power and an affirmation of rights held an-
tecedent to any social contract. Most fundamentally, the central clause 
of the Social Contract, “the total alienation of each associate, with all 
his rights, to the whole community,” jars harshly with the premise 
implied in our constitutional statements of rights and expressly stated 
in our Declaration of Independence: we have rights that are “unalienable.”
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By this premise, we can not form Rousseau’s social compact even if 
all of its other improbable demands were met. Our rights cannot be
alienated.

In sum, originalism grounded in pure popular sovereignty is in-
herently weak and mismatched with both our self-understanding and
with the Constitution. But how well grounded is Bickel’s tradition?

2. BICKEL’S TRADITION. While originalists stress the Constitu-
tion’s firmness in the hard facts of its original meaning, Bickel stresses,
in effect, its softness or even its absence of meaning. It is this “open tex-
ture” of the Constitution that permits the people “to pour into it and
draw from it the sense of union and common purpose, past and future”
(LDB, 105). And it is through this open texture that the Supreme
Court is to serve the nation in weaving its tradition of principle. For
Bickel, the Constitution, or at least that portion which lies beyond
structure, in effect is this evolving tradition.

Though his characterization of the Constitution as one of “open
texture” is maddeningly vague, the general direction of his thought is
clear enough to see its accommodation with democracy. The Court
would play a part, but only a part in the articulation of the fundamental
values of the nation.The Court would largely employ the passive virtues,
posing good questions in its colloquy with the political institutions,
rather than imposing answers. And when he would have the Court
impose an answer, or fundamental principle, Bickel demands proof of its
place in the “evolving morality of our tradition.” It is not sufficient that
our “fundamental presuppositions” be merely “alluded to,” they “are to be
traced and evaluated from the roots up, their validity in changing mater-
ial and other conditions convincingly demonstrated, and their applica-
tion to particular facts carried to the last decimal” (LDB, 236–37). Brown
v. Board of Education’s antidiscrimination principle26 met that demand-
ing standard. Roe v. Wade’s “privacy” fell woefully short (MC, 25–30).
Even Roe’s more modest ancestor, “marital privacy,” affirmed in Griswold
v. Connecticut, was too forward for Bickel. He would have preferred that
the Court engage its “passive virtues” and employ the more reserved doc-
trine “desuetude,” leaving open the final question of the constitutionality
of Connecticut’s ban on the use of contraceptives and keeping on the
state the “burden of self-government” (LDB, 143–156).

Yet the modesty of Bickel’s jurisprudence does not compensate for
its unconstitutionality. At its firm core, the Constitution must be the
text. To this document, all must swear or affirm allegiance as a condition
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for holding public office.27 Tradition may inform the text, and Bickel for
the most part employs tradition in this regard. But he would also allow
tradition to defeat the text, as when he urges the Court to begin a col-
loquy which would conclude with a judicial ban on the use of the death
penalty—even though the death penalty is clearly authorized in three
points in the text.28 Bickel would effectively have the Justices wink as
they take the oath required by Article VI to support “this Constitution.”
“Yes, we took an oath to the Constitution, but then what that constitu-
tion is is a matter of debate, and in the longer, wiser view of things, it
must really mean the evolving traditions of the people.” That’s an argu-
ment that doesn’t quite pass the straight face test.

If we cannot accept Bickel’s replacement of the Constitution’s text
with evolving tradition, what about the use of tradition to provide the
text with its essential moral support and thereby its illumination, the
meaning that the Court would impose through judicial review against a
current majority? Although Bickel relies on tradition extensively in the
Least Dangerous Branch, only in his later work does he begin a defense of
tradition, a task for which he turns to Edmund Burke. “Civil society is
a creature of its past,” he writes in Morality of Consent, “of a ‘great mys-
terious incorporation,’ and of an evolution which in improving never
produces anything ‘wholly new,’ and in conserving never retains any-
thing ‘wholly obsolete’ ” (MC, 20). The passage from Burke’s Reflections
on the Revolution in France, from which Bickel draws, is worth quoting
at length:

Our political system is placed in a just correspondence and
symmetry with the order of the world, and with the mode of
existence decreed to a permanent body composed of transi-
tory parts; wherein, by the disposition of a stupendous wisdom,
moulding together the great mysterious incorporation of the
human race, the whole, at one time, is never old, or middle-
aged, or young, but, in a condition of unchangeable con-
stancy, moves on through the varied tenor of perpetual
decay, fall and renovation, and progression. Thus, by pre-
serving the method of nature in the conduct of the state, in
what we improve, we are never wholly new; in what we
retain, we are never wholly obsolete. By adhering in this
manner and on those principles of our forefathers, we are
guided not by the superstition of antiquarians, but by the
spirit of philosophic analogy.29
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Tradition, in this Burkean sense, resists purely rational assessment,
because it appeals to a standard that lies beyond individual human ra-
tionality; it proceeds instead upon a trust in the “disposition of a stu-
pendous wisdom” evident in the whole of our political tradition. For
Bickel, as for Burke, Anthony Kronman has observed, there is “an affec-
tionate (though not uncritical) regard for the organic mysteries of es-
tablished institutions.”30 In these institutions there is more “latent
wisdom”31 than could be held in the thought of mere individual ratio-
nality. And it is also this “mature skepticism”32 (as well as his regard for
the dignity of democratic choice) that guides Bickel’s counsels of pru-
dence in the exercise of judicial review. As Kronman emphasizes, the
“affectionate regard,” is “not uncritical;” it is not “an apology for the
status quo,” for “[a]ny institution of even moderate complexity will also
have an aspirational component.”33 Still, the aspiration is only a com-
ponent, and ultimately dependent, part of tradition.

Bickel offers many reasons to doubt the sufficiency of abstract
moral reasoning: too often it simplifies an inevitably complex morality,
ignores tradeoffs, is impatient with the concrete reality of politics and
the claims of self-government, exaggerates its capacity to grasp all that
is at stake, underestimates how much wisdom is accumulated in time-
tested institutions and practices, and fails to realize how much that is
good depends on adherence to institutions that may not withstand the
full test of rational inquiry. Tradition corrects these tendencies.

Yet the Bickel/Burkean understanding of tradition goes one dis-
turbing step further to trust more in the process of history than in ratio-
nal understanding of moral philosophy, or in the possibility of “good
government from reflection and choice.”34 And when tradition no
longer looks at moral reality, filtered to be sure through the history and
practices of a particular people, but looks instead simply at the history
and practices of a people as sufficient in themselves, it is in danger of
collapse. If we believe something—say, freedom of speech—is good be-
cause in our tradition it is thought good, but without appeal to whether
it is really good, the temptation, in the name of democracy, is to move
from history to the standard of “contemporary practice.” But then if I
believe that freedom of speech is good because you think that it is good,
and you think it is good because I think it is good, but neither of us has
any ultimate thought to whether it is really good, all we have left is our
own will. Either we lapse into an enfeebling nihilism or we assert a stri-
dent righteousness as we come to believe that the test of moral reality is
our own willfulness.35
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And it was precisely these outcomes that Bickel was brought to face
near the end of his life as he surveyed the social wreckage of the sixties.
“What is happening to morality today?” he asked in Morality of Consent.
“It threatens to engulf us” (MC, 119).The legal order was heaving under
the demands of the “dictatorship of the self-righteous” (MC, 142). Later,
in even greater despair, he looked at what had become of the Constitu-
tion: “All we ever had was a tradition, and now that is shattered.”36

IV. What the Constitution Really Means

Ironically, originalism suffers a similar defect. For like tradition,
originalism also takes as the final test of words the meaning or will of
the persons using them. And this point holds whether we follow the
arguments of the positivist or the popular sovereignty originalists.
Positivists, doubting the existence or the relevance of moral reality,
insist upon adhering to the meaning of those who wrote or ratified the
Constitution—outside of this, there is only subjectivity. And advocates
of popular sovereignty, viewing the will of the people as the final 
authority—with no further reference to nature or natural rights—
likewise insist on that will as the final measure of meaning. Both seem
to agree with the claim of John Locke: “Words in their primary or im-
mediate signification, stand for nothing, but the Ideas in the Mind of
him that uses them.”37

By virtue of their oath, office holders must be bound to the text of
the Constitution, but not necessarily to the original meaning of the text
or to an evolving tradition of meaning. What we need is an explanation
of what the Constitution “really” means, a meaning that can account for
the various claims of authority the Constitution makes. In such an ap-
proach, we should understand the words of the Constitution to refer not
to “Ideas in the Mind of him that uses them,”38 but to phenomena and
functions, ultimately a moral reality, independent of our ideas or usages.
Traditions and original understandings, to be sure, afford us insight into
real meanings, but we must examine more carefully the question that
both originalists and Bickel implicitly pose, but answer imperfectly.
What is the nature of the self that “constitutes,” or gives authority to the
Constitution, and is presupposed in that act of oath taking? For the
originalist, as I have argued, it is most persuasively put as a Rousseauian
self, one capable of moral freedom. For Bickel, it is our “deepest self,” as
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found in the aspirations of our tradition. Neither answer is persuasive as
an account of what is presupposed in the oath “to support this Consti-
tution,”39 but at least together they have posed the right question.

If the nature of constitutional authority and meaning lie in this di-
rection, what should be the role of the Court? Given the republican
character of the Constitution as well as the lack of firm proof as to what
the Constitution really means, the “counter-majoritarian difficulty” per-
sists. Bickel was right that this difficulty cannot be eliminated, only al-
leviated and counterbalanced. And he was right that the primary device
for doing so are the “passive virtues” through which the Court engages
the country in a Socratic colloquy as to the nature of constitutional
meaning. But the object of this interpretation must be a reality that is
only evoked, and not fully captured, either by an evolving tradition or by
an original understanding.
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Chapter 6

AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF ALEXANDER BICKEL’S
THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH

Terri Peretti

In each of the last ten years, I have taught a seminar entitled The-
ories of Judicial Review. Many theorists have come and gone from the
course reading list, but Alexander Bickel has been a mainstay. As I tell
my students, Bickel is required reading in any course on judicial review.
The last day of class, students vote on their favorite and least favorite
constitutional theorist (with Robert Bork typically winning both cate-
gories). Before voting, one student was refreshing her memory regarding
the various scholars we studied and found herself stuck on Alexander
Bickel. Another student volunteered that he was “the guy who couldn’t
make up his mind whether he liked judicial review or not.”That is an apt
characterization of the central contradiction or tension in Bickel’s work.
He was quite uneasy about judicial review, particularly how it was used
by the Warren Court, yet he desperately sought to identify its virtues and
thereby defend it.

This chapter will argue that Bickel failed in his struggle to recon-
cile judicial review with democratic values and that the cause is empiri-
cal error in his key assumptions. I begin with a brief summary of Bickel’s
argument and then proceed to a refutation of its various components.

In The Least Dangerous Branch, Alexander Bickel confronted and
attempted to solve what he regarded as the central problem of judicial
review—the “counter-majoritarian difficulty.” In a frequently cited pas-
sage, he argued that



The root difficulty is that judicial review is a counter-majori-
tarian force in our system. . . . [W]hen the Supreme Court
declares unconstitutional a legislative act or the action of an
elected executive, it thwarts the will of representatives of the
actual people of the here and now; it exercises control, not in
behalf of the prevailing majority but against it. That, without
mystic overtones, is what actually happens . . . and it is the
reason the charge can be made that judicial review is unde-
mocratic.1

Especially important is that judicial review, in contrast to statutory con-
struction, “is the power to apply and construe the Constitution, in mat-
ters of the greatest moment, against the wishes of a legislative majority,
which is, in turn, powerless to affect the judicial decision” (LDB, 20).
Because the Court’s rulings of unconstitutionality cannot be reversed by
a popular or legislative majority through ordinary political processes,
“judicial review. . . . [is] a deviant institution in the American democ-
racy” (LDB, 18).

In searching for a special justification for this deviant institution,
Bickel settled upon its unique capacity for reasoned elaboration of prin-
ciple. While the legislature is a proper arena for the unrestrained ad-
vancement of various private interests, we should expect more of
government generally. It “should serve not only what we conceive from
time to time to be our immediate material needs but also certain endur-
ing values” (LDB, 24). It is here that the Court has much to offer.

[C]ourts have certain capacities for dealing with matters of
principle that legislatures and executives do not possess. Judges
have, or should have, the leisure, training, and the insulation to
follow the ways of the scholar in pursuing the ends of govern-
ment. . . . Their insulation and the marvelous mystery of time
give courts the capacity to appeal to men’s better natures, to
call forth their aspirations, which may have been forgotten in
the moment’s hue and cry. This is what Justice Stone called
the opportunity for “the sober second thought.” (LDB, 25–6)

Thus, the Court performs a valuable and otherwise unfulfilled function,
insisting that the government act consistently with our enduring values
and principles. It is in this way that Bickel reconciled judicial review
with democratic values.
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I. Evaluating the Countermajoritarian Difficulty

Contained within Bickel’s characterization of the countermajori-
tarian difficulty are several assertions which can be examined empirically.
Bickel variously claims or assumes that: legislation reflects majority pref-
erences; Supreme Court decisions are inconsistent with majority prefer-
ences; Supreme Court decisions are final and irreversible; and the Court
is unique or “deviant” in its countermajoritarianism. As will be discussed
below, each assumption is faulty and consequently dooms from the start
Bickel’s efforts to reconcile judicial review with democratic values.

I certainly do not claim to be the first to challenge the accuracy of
the countermajoritarian paradigm.2 I do hope, however, that I have of-
fered a new twist or two, particularly in the final section regarding the
pluralist character of American democracy and its implications for de-
termining Court legitimacy.

Does Legislation Reflect Majority Preferences?

The first claim is that when the Court strikes down a law as un-
constitutional, it is thwarting the majority will. An initial problem in
evaluating this assertion is vagueness and variability in how Bickel de-
fines the term “majority will.” At times, Bickel refers merely to a “leg-
islative majority” or “the will of representatives of the . . . people” (LDB,
17, 20). However, this conception is not particularly helpful as it merely
states a truism. (When the Court strikes down a law as unconstitu-
tional, it necessarily disallows the choices of a majority of elected repre-
sentatives; it is, thus, by definition thwarting the majority will.) At other
times, Bickel emphasizes that legislation is majoritarian in the sense
that it can be traced to a popular majority. For example, in response to
the claim that interest group politics and “minorities rule” are more
helpful concepts than majority rule for understanding the legislative
process, he asserts that

[i]t remains true nevertheless that only those minorities rule
which can command the votes of a majority of individuals in
the legislature who can command the votes of a majority of
individuals in the electorate. In one fashion or another, both
in the legislative process and at elections, the minorities must
coalesce into a majority. (LDB, 19)
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Additionally, he argues that, even if Congress and the presidency do not
independently represent a national majority, inequities in representation
occurring in each tend to balance out and produce, in combination, a na-
tional majority (LDB, 18). Yet another Bickelian formulation of major-
ity will is that a majority retains the critically important power of reversal
of policies it opposes. For example, Bickel acknowledges that “[m]ost as-
suredly, no democracy operates by taking continuous nose counts on the
broad range of daily governmental activities” and that “[t]he whole op-
erates under public scrutiny and criticism—but not at all times or in all
parts . . . Nevertheless, although democracy does not mean constant re-
consideration of decisions once made, it does mean that a representative
majority has the power to accomplish a reversal” (LDB, 17). However,
Bickel then adds yet another twist; he qualifies this view of majority will
further by noting that the power of reversal “is of the essence and no less
so because it is often merely held in reserve” (LDB, 17). This suggests
that majority will perhaps means little more than the majority passively
acquiescing in policy in the process of granting general support to the
government. Finally, Bickel sometimes advances a more traditional con-
ception of majority will—that it violates the majority’s specific policy
preferences. For example, he asserts that “when the Court invalidates the
action of a state legislature, it is acting against the majority will within
the given jurisdiction” (LDB, 33).

I do not propose testing each of these various formulations. How-
ever, it is important to acknowledge the considerable carelessness with
which the term “majority will” is used, a common problem in normative
constitutional scholarship.3 Testing the validity of the claim that laws
are majoritarian is accordingly made more difficult. Two types of analy-
sis will nonetheless be offered. The first examines whether and how
often government policy reflects public opinion. The second assesses the
degree to which the political system is designed to discern and vindicate
the majority’s policy preferences. This inquiry leads to the conclusion
that the policymaking process is not majoritarian or populistic in
design; additionally, its record of responsiveness is good but “hardly im-
pressive,”4 producing policy decisions consistent with majority opinion
one-half to two-thirds of the time.

The first question is whether and how often public policy in the
United States reflects majority opinion. Unfortunately, the relevant
studies are not ideally constructed for my purposes, as they typically ex-
amine not whether legislative decisions or the policy products of the
legislature and executive correspond to public opinion, but whether gov-
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ernment policy, including that produced by the Court, corresponds to
public opinion. In fact, this is a more realistic approach than Bickel’s,
recognizing that public policy in the United States is more than mere
legislative choice; it is the product of interaction among many different
policymaking institutions.

While some research does focus solely on the legislature, it does
not examine whether legislation (produced by the institution as a whole)
corresponds with public opinion. Instead, studies examine whether indi-
vidual legislators vote consistently with their constituents’ preferences.5

They typically find variation in responsiveness, with the salience of the
issue to constituents serving as the key determinant.6

With regard to public policy-public opinion congruence more gen-
erally, various studies agree that government policy is consistent with
public opinion roughly 55 to 65 percent of the time. For example, Alan
D. Monroe examined survey data from 1960 to 1974 and found a corre-
spondence between public opinion and public policy 64 percent of the
time.7 Additionally, civil rights and civil liberties policies, which were
more likely to be made by the judiciary, matched public opinion 67 per-
cent of the time. In updating his analysis, Monroe found that govern-
ment responsiveness has been lower in recent years, with policy decisions
matching public opinion a bare majority of the time (55 percent from
1980 to 1991 and only 53 percent from 1992 to 1999).8 Benjamin Page
and Robert Shapiro tested whether public opinion change on several
hundred survey items between 1935 and 1979 produced a corresponding
policy change. They found congruence in two-thirds of the cases, with
policy change more likely when the opinion shift was substantial and
stable and with policy change no less likely for the judiciary compared to
the other branches. Additionally, causation (with opinion change causing
policy change) could be attributed in only half of the cases.9 Richard
Sutton examined over one hundred state policies and found a match with
statewide majority opinion 60 percent of the time.10 Finally and more di-
rectly to the point are Thomas R. Marshall’s findings that, when relevant
poll data was available, 72 percent of the federal laws and 58 percent of
the state and local laws brought before the Court from 1935 to 1986
were consistent with the views of a national majority.11

These studies lead us to conclude that government policy reflects
public opinion more often than not and that a majority of laws re-
viewed by the Court are indeed supported by public opinion. Nonethe-
less, a significant minority of laws, especially state and local laws, are
not. Thus, we cannot automatically equate legislation with majority
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preferences, nor can we say with confidence that majority opinion was
the certain and proximate cause of every piece of legislation enacted.12

As one important study in this field concludes, “[p]ublic opinion is
powerful but not all-powerful.”13

These perhaps curious findings can be readily explained by several
factors—the nature of American public opinion, the existence of other
influences on public policy, and the countermajoritarian structure of
elections and governing institutions in the United States. First, it is
well-known that many Americans simply have no opinion on major po-
litical issues and that, at least at the individual level, their opinions are
unstable, nonideological, and often weakly held.14 The absence of firm
and coherent majority-opinion groupings obviously inhibits the ability
of government to enact policy that reflects “the majority will.” More-
over, in recent years, only half of the age-eligible population has voted in
presidential elections. As a result, victorious presidential candidates re-
ceive the support of barely a quarter of the electorate, hardly “majority”
support. Turnout in midterm congressional elections is even worse,
often below 35 percent, and turnout in state and local elections is lower
still. Additionally, those who vote are unrepresentative; the electorate is
older, better-educated, wealthier, and whiter.

A second factor that complicates the translation of majority will
into public policy is the existence of other influences on policymaking,
such as interest groups and political parties. It is well-known that inter-
est groups influence government policymaking, especially when public
opinion on an issue is divided or when those opinions are weakly held.15

Furthermore, the number of interest groups exploded in the 1960s and
1970s, further splintering public opinion.16 And special interests, rela-
tive to general interests, are more likely to overcome free rider problems.
They have advantages that allow them more easily to form and maintain
organizational structures. It is therefore not surprising that business
groups far outnumber and “outmoney” other groups.17

Third, and more importantly, even when a policy-specific majority
emerged, American elections and governing institutions are not struc-
tured so as to vindicate its preferences. After all, a “Constitution that pro-
vides for federalism, the separation of powers, a bicameral legislature, a
Bill of Rights, six-year Senate terms, and an electoral college certainly
was not designed to translate public opinion directly into public policy.”18

For a variety of reasons, the American electoral system inhibits the
transmission of majority preferences to government. First, many gov-
ernment officials—the president, judges and, originally, senators—are
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not even directly elected. The people are thus permitted a direct voice in
only part of government—the House and, since 1913, the Senate. Ad-
ditionally, members of Congress are elected by states and localities, not
a national majority.

Another notable characteristic of American elections is that they
are separate, independent, and staggered. A majority, should it exist, is
not permitted to elect the entire national leadership in a single election.
Instead, we elect different leaders at different times for different terms
of office. Because house, senate, and presidential elections are indepen-
dent of one another, divided party control of government is permitted,
and majority rule is thereby impeded. In fact, with the growth in ticket-
splitting, divided control is increasingly common and a typical feature of
modern American government.

Another significant impediment to the electoral transmission of
majority preferences is the heavy reliance in the United States on winner
take all and plurality rules. These rules cause votes to be ignored or
weighed unequally. To win a seat in Congress or a state’s electoral votes
in a presidential election, a candidate need only win the most votes, not
necessarily majority voter support. The votes of those who supported
losing candidates, potentially a majority, are therefore ignored; such
voters in effect receive no representation. Proportional representation
systems employed by most democracies are regarded as more effective
and accurate representational devices.

Moreover, members of Congress have also developed highly effec-
tive, nonideological strategies for winning reelection. By devoting sub-
stantial energies to pork barrel and casework, members avoid angering
constituents with controversial policy choices and can additionally
“claim credit,” a difficult task with lawmaking.19 Low voter turnout,
winner take all rules, and a profitable dependence on constituency ser-
vice together mean that responding to a policy-specific majority
(whether in the district, state, or nation) is not a necessary condition for
winning congressional office.

The electoral college is also capable of distorting majority prefer-
ences, primarily due to the winner take all rule and the guarantee of
three electoral votes to sparsely populated states. It may even award the
presidency to a candidate who failed to receive a majority of the popular
votes (occurring eighteen times), or who actually lost the popular vote
count (occurring four times, including in the 2000 presidential election).

A final distortion worth mentioning occurs in the Senate, where
small states receive equal representation with large states. As a result,
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interpreting voter preferences in senatorial elections as the expression
of a “majority will” can be tricky. For example, Republicans gained con-
trol of the Senate in 1980 and confirmed in the minds of many that the
Reagan Revolution had arrived. However, Democrats in fact received
three million more senatorial votes nationally than the Republicans.
When the Democrats then regained control of the Senate in 1986,
marking the supposed end to the Reagan Revolution, the Republicans
had actually increased their percentage of the national senatorial vote
compared to 1980.20 In these instances, control of the Senate went to
the party that won narrow victories in a sufficient number of small
states, not the party that won national voter support.

Not only do American elections fail to transmit majority prefer-
ences accurately, translating them into national policy is further inhibited
by the existence of considerable structural fragmentation in government.
Due to checks and balances and a bicameral legislature in which both
houses depend heavily on committee organization, policy requires the si-
multaneous agreement of many different officials, which even a powerful
and united majority may find difficult to attain. By implication, minori-
ties are empowered by virtue of these many independent sites of power.
They can defeat a policy proposal or win important concessions at many
points throughout the policymaking process. Deserving special notice as
an antimajoritarian tool is the filibuster, which is increasingly used
today21 and which allows a minority of senators to frustrate the major-
ity’s efforts to pass legislation, even when desired by many Americans.

Characterizing the laws that the Court strikes down as the expres-
sion of majority will is not necessarily erroneous, but at best misleading.
Majority opinion often does not exist on an issue or is shallow and tran-
sient. Additionally, public policy is influenced by interest groups and po-
litical parties, not public opinion alone. Finally, American elections and
government structure distort the transmission of majority preferences
and impede their translation into government policy. Thus, while legis-
lation often reflects majority opinion, there is no guarantee of this out-
come, nor does it occur by design.

Are Supreme Court Decisions Countermajoritarian?

In automatically and thus erroneously equating legislative deci-
sions with majority will, Bickel is led to another faulty assertion—that
the Court’s rulings of unconstitutionality are necessarily countermajori-
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tarian. That simply cannot be concluded from the mere fact that the
Court has struck down a law. There are in fact two separate empirical
issues here. The first is whether we can infer that the Court’s decisions
are countermajoritarian since legislative decisions reflect majority pref-
erences. As just discussed, we cannot since legislative decisions some-
times reflect majority preferences, but sometimes do not.

A second empirical approach is to test directly whether Supreme
Court decisions are countermajoritarian by comparing them to public
opinion. As will be discussed, such studies consistently show that the
Court rules in favor of majority opinion more often than not. In other
words, the Court is “an essentially majoritarian institution.”22

Thomas R. Marshall has provided the most important and compre-
hensive study in this area.23 He compared 146 Supreme Court decisions
from 1935 to 1986 with national poll data on the issues on which the
Court ruled. He found that 62 percent of its decisions were consistent
with public opinion.24 Additionally, the Court was more likely to uphold
state or federal laws that were consistent with national opinion as com-
pared to laws that were inconsistent with national opinion. Finally, its
“consistent” decisions were not confined to instances in which it upheld
laws as constitutional. About half of the Court’s rulings of unconstitu-
tionality reflected rather than contradicted nationwide public opinion.

David G. Barnum’s study of the post-New Deal Court similarly
found that it typically ruled consistently with public opinion (with school
prayer being a notable exception), leading him to conclude that the
Court’s “countermajoritarian reputation . . . is greatly exaggerated.”25 For
example, its birth control, school desegregation, and sex discrimination
decisions were supported by a majority or a growing and sizable plural-
ity of Americans. When the public was sharply divided on or opposed to
a particular policy, such as affirmative action, busing, and homosexual
rights, the Court was more equivocal or deferential. Additionally, the
Court often sided with national opinion in striking down a state law. In
so doing, Barnum concluded, the Court is “making a direct contribution
to the operation of majoritarian democracy in the United States.”26

Several other studies have also found a high degree of consistency
between Court rulings and public opinion. For example, William Mish-
ler and Reginald S. Sheehan found that, for most of the period from
1956 to 1989, the Court’s decisions “conformed closely to the aggregate
policy opinions of the American public.”27 Thomas R. Marshall and
Joseph Ignagni also demonstrated that the Court’s record in “rights
claims” followed public opinion. For example, from 1953 to 1992, the
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Court ruled in favor of a civil rights, civil liberties, or equality claim 73
percent of the time when it was supported by the public, compared to
only 40 percent of the time when the public opposed the claim.28 Fi-
nally, an empirical study by James A. Stimson, Michael B. Mackuen,
and Robert S. Erikson demonstrated that “court decisions do, in fact,
vary in accord with current public preferences” though less strongly and
quickly as compared to the president, House, and Senate.29

Overall, the research refutes Bickel’s characterization of the Court
as a countermajoritarian institution. While the Court does indeed often
rule against majority opinion (about one-third of the time, according to
Marshall), it more often sides with majority opinion. Of course, this
should not be surprising, given that Supreme Court Justices are chosen
by recently elected officials, the president and senate, primarily because
of their partisan affiliation and ideological views.30 Furthermore, we
know that a justice’s ideology exerts a considerable influence on her de-
cisions,31 and that Justices live up to presidential expectations about 75
percent of the time, with that figure increasing in modern times and for
presidents who carefully screen their nominees.32

Most scholars agree that the appointment process is the dominant
path through which public opinion influences Supreme Court decisions
and the best explanation for the majoritarian character of most Supreme
Court decisions. However, some additionally observe an “anticipated re-
actions” phenomenon, with “strategic” or policy-oriented justices taking
public opinion into account in order to increase the acceptance and thus
the success of their rulings.33 Some scholars more controversially claim
that the Supreme Court directly and independently responds to public
opinion.34 Ascertaining the precise path by which public opinion influ-
ences the Court is not the primary task here. It is enough to note that
the Court’s decisions do reflect and vary with public opinion, contrary
to the traditional claim that its rulings of unconstitutionality necessarily
flout the majority will and are, thus, undemocratic.

Interestingly, Bickel at times acknowledges the fact of popular
though nonelectoral influence on the Court. For example, he grants that
“there are other means than the electoral process, though subordinate
and subsidiary ones, of making institutions of government responsive to
the needs and wishes of the governed. Hence, one may infer that judi-
cial review, although not responsible, may have ways of being respon-
sive” (LDB, 19). Unfortunately, Bickel is unwilling to follow through on
this important concession. He instead provides a formalistic and ulti-
mately unpersuasive response:
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But nothing can finally depreciate the central function that is
assigned in democratic theory and practice to the electoral
process; nor can it be denied that the policymaking power of
representative institutions, born of the electoral process, is the
distinguishing characteristic of the system. Judicial review
works counter to this characteristic. (LDB, 19)

The lack of a formal electoral sanction is, in Bickel’s view, fatal and de-
feats this potential claim that the Court is politically responsive and,
hence, democratically defensible. However, with regard to the central
assertion in contention here—that the Court is a countermajoritarian
institution—the evidence is clear. The laws that the Court strikes down
are not always majoritarian, and the Court itself decides consistently
with public opinion a majority of the time.

Are Supreme Court Decisions Final?

According to Bickel, legislative policymaking is democratic be-
cause “a representative majority has the power to accomplish a reversal”
(LDB, 17). In contrast, “[j]udicial review . . . is the power to apply and
construe the Constitution, in matters of the greatest moment, against
the wishes of a legislative majority, which is, in turn, powerless to affect
the judicial decision” (LDB, 20). Thus, the Court is deviant and unde-
mocratic in large part because its rulings are final or irreversible. The
problem thereby created is, in Bickel’s view, how to reconcile “authori-
tarian judicialism and the practice of democracy” (LDB, 244). As he
even more strongly states it in The Supreme Court and the Idea of Progress,
“the supreme autonomy that the Court asserts in many matters of sub-
stantive policy needs justification in a political democracy.”35

As with Bickel’s other assumptions, his claim of judicial finality or
“supreme autonomy” lacks empirical support. Government officials
charged with implementing Supreme Court decisions may refuse to
offer their assistance to the Court. Lower court judges may fail to apply
new doctrine faithfully. Congress may refuse to fund and the executive
branch to enforce the Court’s rulings. State and local officials opposed
to the Court’s policies will also have many opportunities to ignore or
undermine them.

Gerald N. Rosenberg’s study demonstrates these facts with regard
to a variety of Court-led social reform efforts.36 Whether in the area of
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school desegregation, abortion, or rights of the accused, the Court’s ef-
forts were largely unsuccessful. For example, Brown37 had virtually no
impact in the South until Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the executive branch began enforcing it in earnest. Similarly, despite
Roe v. Wade,38 women’s access to abortion remains limited and widely
uneven. Most hospitals have continued not to provide abortion services,
and three-quarters of U.S. counties are without abortion providers. This
is not surprising given that government officials have more often acted
to restrict abortion access than ensure it. Rosenberg provides abundant
evidence that the Court’s policies are effective only to the degree that
others in the private or public sector are willing to implement them.

Bickel’s notion of judicial supremacy, thus, does not take adequate
account of how legislators and citizens influence constitutional doctrine.
Citizens and interest groups can (and do) protest Court decisions, and
they can (and do) communicate their displeasure to their representa-
tives. Leaders can, in addition to withholding implementation support,
actively attack the Court.39 Congress has a variety of formal powers it
can use. It can impeach the Court’s members, restrict its appellate ju-
risdiction, alter its size, propose constitutional amendments, fix the
Court’s terms, control its budget and staff, and set (though it cannot
lower) judicial salaries. Although some of these powers are rarely used
(impeachment and constitutional amendment, for example), they are
not without their effects. For example, Court-curbing bills, even when
not enacted, produced decisional reactions by the Court in six of the
nine periods of “intense Congressional hostility” that Rosenberg stud-
ied.40 The President has fewer formal Court-checking powers, but he
can use the bully pulpit to attack the Court and can urge Congress to
use its powers. (Of course, this is in addition to his power to nominate
Supreme Court justices and to refuse to enforce the Court’s decisions.)
The key point here is that political opposition to the Court can be ex-
pressed in a variety of ways—presidential speeches, political campaigns,
constitutional amendment proposals, or Court-curbing bills in Con-
gress. And such opposition often leads the Court to overturn or alter its
decisions. The Court responded to congresional attacks in the 1950s
(such as the Jenner bill) with a “tactical withdrawal,” choosing in Baren-
blatt v. U.S.41 and Uphaus v. Wyman42 to uphold both congressional and
state authority to investigate subversive activities.43 In 1937, political
pressure forced it to abandon the legitimate constitutional task of pro-
tecting economic liberty. The Court’s policy shift was then solidified
through FDR’s nine appointments, which represent another vehicle of
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politically enforced doctrinal alteration: membership change via delib-
erate Court-packing efforts. Bickel, thus, exaggerates the difficulty of
altering the Court’s policies via implementation, Court-curbing, and
Court-packing.

Bickel does, at various times, acknowledge that there are limitations
on the Court’s power and thus on its decisional finality. For example, in
discussing Brown v. Board of Education, he asserts that “[t]he Supreme
Court’s law . . . could not in our system prevail—not merely in the very
long run, but within the decade—if it ran counter to deeply felt popular
needs or convictions, or even if it was opposed by a determined and sub-
stantial minority and received with indifference by the rest of the coun-
try” (LDB, 258). He also notes that “the judiciary is wholly dependent
upon the Executive.The Court commands no significant police power of
its own. It is true that . . . the Executive is obliged to come to the judi-
ciary’s support in any . . . [enforcement] crisis . . . But there are degrees
of enthusiasm in rendering executive support” (LDB, 252). Thus, “[t]he
effectiveness of the [Court’s] judgment . . . depends on consent and ad-
ministration” (SCIP, 91). Bickel further admits that “judges are subject to
controls similar to those that operate on other policy-making elites” and
that “society is not without recourse” in the face of judicial policy it op-
poses (SCIP, 88,90).

Bickel’s views on this issue are clearly contradictory: the Court’s
decisions are final, yet they are not final. He partially reconciles these
competing ideas by, on occasion, distinguishing between judicial finality
in theory and in practice. For example, he notes that “[t]he principle
[that the Court enunciates] can be revised or reversed—at least in
theory—only by the Court itself. The other institutions . . . are bound.”44

He also asserts that the Court’s “authority, although asserted in absolute
terms, is in practice limited and ambivalent, and with respect to any
given enterprise or field of policy, temporary.”45 He even acknowledges
that the need for popular and elite support for the Court’s decisions “in
the end, is how and why judicial review is consistent with the theory and
practice of political democracy” (LDB, 258). Yet Bickel remains uneasy
about this “ambivalent practical accommodation” (SCIP, 112).

Bickel recognizes that the Court’s judgments are provisional, not
final. Why not then conclude that the countermajoritarian difficulty is
not, in the end, all that difficult? For a reason I still cannot fathom,
Bickel is unwilling to follow the logical implications of his concessions.
He instead clings to the idea that democratic values are threatened by
judicial finality, even if that finality is only theoretical or rhetorical. His
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claim of judicial finality, in the end, seems fake. It serves as a necessary
prop in his countermajoritarian difficulty construct, but one in which he
only halfheartedly believes.

Is the Court Deviant?

The final claim to be evaluated is the Court’s supposed deviance.
It is the fact that the Court is uniquely countermajoritarian that, in
Bickel’s view, requires a special justification for judicial review. When
the Court strikes down a law as unconstitutional, “it exercises control,
not on behalf of the prevailing majority, but against it” (LDB, 17). This
final section will refute this claim regarding the Court’s deviance with
three points—two empirical and one conceptual.

The first empirical point is that the Court reflects public opinion
in its decisions about as often as other institutions. As discussed earlier,
the Court’s decisions are consistent with public opinion nearly two-
thirds of the time, making “majoritarian” a more accurate label for the
Court than “counter-majoritarian.” Additionally, the fact that the Court
rules against national opinion up to one-third of the time does not mark
it as unusual or deviant. Page and Shapiro found that the Court was as
likely to respond to public opinion change as Congress and the execu-
tive branch.46 The Court also fares quite well comparatively in Mar-
shall’s study. He notes that:

64 percent to 68 percent of nationwide polls were matched
by similar policies . . . [while] 62 percent to 66 percent of
Supreme Court decisions were consistent with available
polls. Against these comparisons, the modern Court appears
neither markedly more nor less consistent with the polls than
are other policy makers.47

Finally, the study by Stimson, Mackuen, and Erikson found some
modest differences between the Court’s responsiveness to public opin-
ion and that of the House, Senate and President, with the Court re-
sponding less strongly and after a significant time lag.48 Overall,
though, the evidence suggests that the Court is not unusual in its degree
of responsiveness (or unresponsiveness) to majority preferences.

The second empirical response is that, in not being designed to re-
spond promptly and directly to majority wishes, the Court is a typical
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rather than a deviant American political institution. In other words,
American democracy is not majoritarian. I must admit that advancing
such an obvious point feels rather silly. However, the persistence of the
countermajoritarian paradigm in constitutional scholarship—a straw-
man argument if there ever was one—makes such silliness necessary.

As previously discussed, there are many obstacles to majority rule in
the United States—plurality election rules, interest group power, the elec-
toral college, staggered elections, equal state representation in the Senate,
the committee system in Congress, and the Senate filibuster. Bickel ac-
knowledges many of these countermajoritarian features, but regards them
as “impurities and imperfections” in an otherwise majoritarian system
(LDB, 18). However, the countermajoritarian features of American de-
mocracy far exceed the majoritarian ones and cannot be regarded as minor
or random “imperfections.” They were deliberately adopted by the
Framers precisely because of their antimajoritarian effects.

Federalist 10 clearly expresses the Framers’ strong fears of majority
tyranny.49 A leading concern was that a selfish majority would come to
dominate government and would ignore minority rights and the na-
tional good. As a result, they favored a representative over a direct de-
mocracy. In the former, wise leaders could refine and elevate the
majority’s selfish views while, in the latter, the majority would always
win, enabling if not guaranteeing majority tyranny. Furthermore, they
expected that a large republic would dissipate majority unity and inhibit
its development; instead of a monolithic majority, a multiplicity of com-
peting interests would more likely develop.

Bickel acknowledges this point at times. For example, in The
Supreme Court and the Idea of Progress, he notes that the “Madisonian
model of a multiplicity of factions vying against each other and check-
ing each other . . . more nearly fits our system” and that “our govern-
ment is not, and ought not be, strictly majoritarian” (SCIP, 83).
However, despite the occasional concession (though rarely made in The
Least Dangerous Branch), Bickel stubbornly and irrationally clings to
the majoritarian view.50

There is one last point to make in response to Bickel’s claim that
the Court is a deviant institution in American democracy. This largely
conceptual point follows from a concession of my own: Bickel is correct
that the Court is different from the elective branches, and it is indeed
less democratic. Its members are not elected, and they enjoy life tenure.
The Justices, thus, possess relatively greater room in which to maneuver;
they will not face voter anger and retribution in the next election if they
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decide in an unpopular fashion. The Court’s ability to rule persistently
against school prayer and, in the early twenthieth century, child labor
laws, is proof of its relatively greater freedom to act. However, conclud-
ing that the Court is different or less democratic does not require that
we also conclude that it is less legitimate. Instead, institutional differen-
tiation is a central feature of American democracy. Ironically, the fact
that the Court is “deviant” or different from other governing institutions
makes it a normal and integral part of American democracy.

The Framers sought to frustrate the majority’s efforts to win self-
ish policy benefits at the expense of others and the nation as a whole. In
doing so, they also secured the positive good of increasing the opportu-
nities of all groups to stop government action perceived as harmful to
their interests. That end is accomplished through three institutional
design principles: redundancy, diversity, and nonhierarchy.51 Redundancy
means that there are many institutions that contribute to policy-making
rather than one that dominates policy-making. As a result, there are
more arenas in which citizens and groups can express their desires and
more channels for influencing and contesting policy. Diversity means
that those institutions are designed differently. If every institutional site
was identical, then a group’s likelihood of success would be the same for
each. However, varying the selection method and term length for each
institution improves the chances of winning in at least one arena; group
claims and resources may be ignored in one branch, but valued in an-
other. Finally, nonhierarchy means that these various governing institu-
tions are ordered, through checks and balances, in a nonhierarchical
manner. No single institution is regarded as superior or dominant. It
cannot alone enact policy; instead, widespread and simultaneous agree-
ment among many institutions must be secured. This guarantees that a
group’s victory in one arena is meaningful. Whether it occurs in the
Senate, the White House, or the courts, a single victory is sufficient to
forestall an unfavorable policy course. A group’s interests have thus been
effectively protected.

While judicial review would indeed be considered odd or illegiti-
mate in a majoritarian democracy, in the Madisonian or pluralist system
described above, it is neither. In American democracy, an institution’s
rightful authority to act is not determined by the closeness of its con-
nection to the people, or by its ability to reflect the majority will. If that
were the case, why tolerate the Senate or the electoral college? Or why
not let the most democratic unit, the House, alone decide policy? Le-
gitimacy is instead determined by an institution’s contribution to the
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policy-making process. Does it offer a meaningful opportunity for
groups to have their say in the policy process, thereby promoting inter-
est representation and system legitimacy? Does it represent interests
overlooked in other institutions, thereby expanding the bases of con-
sent? Does it bring a different set of strengths and a different perspec-
tive to policy-making? Viewed in this light, the fact that the Court is
different is a blessing, not a curse. The Court’s deviance (and “differ-
ence” is a more appropriate term) need not require an apology or extra-
ordinary justification.

In suggesting that the Court is to be judged by its contribution to
effective policy-making and the meaningful representation of America’s
diverse interests, certain types of research become critically important.
Historians can document the Court’s periodic protection of groups that
could not win elsewhere—for example, business at the turn of the twen-
tieth century and criminal defendants and racial and religious minorities
in the mid-twentieth century. Policy analysts can inform us about when
(or whether) the Court improves upon the policy product of the other
branches.52 Research on who litigates in the courts and with what degree
of success also helps us to learn about the Court’s distinctive contribution
to interest group representation and consensual policy-making.53 Less
important in determining the Court’s legitimacy is the traditional legal-
academic enterprise of ascertaining the veracity of the Court’s judge-
ments regarding the Constitution’s meaning.

II. Conclusion

If time and space allowed, I would have included an evaluation
not only of how Bickel constructs the countermajoritarian difficulty,
but also how he then solves it. He argues that the legitimacy of judicial
review is saved by the Court’s unique capacity to serve as the guardian
of society’s enduring principles. This follows from Bickel’s assessment,
though largely an erroneous one, of the relative virtues of the legislature
and the judiciary. I must save for another day analysis of his belief that
legislatures are almost completely devoid of principle while courts pos-
sess it in abundance. Suffice it to say that Bickel was often disappointed
with the Court in this regard, and I doubt that his assessment would
improve with its performance since (with Bush v. Gore immediately
coming to mind).54
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In the end, Bickel’s solution to the countermajoritarian difficulty is
bound to fail since his characterization of the problem is so weakly
grounded empirically. First, the laws that the Court strikes down are not
necessarily, specifically, or peculiarly majoritarian. Second, the Court’s
decisions match majority opinion more often than not and about as
often as the other branches. Third, the Court’s rulings are not final, but
are instead subject to popular and elite revision and even reversal. Fi-
nally, the Court is not a unique, countermajoritarian institution in a pre-
dominantly majoritarian democracy. American democracy is not in any
way directed to the goal of majority rule. It instead requires policy
agreement among many different interests and many different officials,
in order to secure broad-based consent, prevent tyranny, and promote
political stability. The Court, like other redundant, diverse institutions,
is an integral component of this system and needs no special defense.

Barry Friedman correctly observes that “the counter-majoritarian
problem simply will not go away . . . [d]espite a growing literature indi-
cating that this particular lens on judicial review is profoundly flawed.”55

He attributes its puzzling persistence, first, to constitutional scholars’
“grave discomfort with normativity” and, second, to the “high esteem ac-
corded to the iconic figures of the profession” who first advanced it—
Thayer, Holmes, Hand, and Frankfurter.56 Our hero worship has
continued with Alexander Bickel. Although Bickel has, in Kronman’s apt
phrase, “many admirers but few followers,”57 his impact on constitutional
scholarship has been profound. The legal academy’s long-standing (and
Friedman argues, “pathological”)58 obsession with the countermajoritar-
ian difficulty is proof of that.

This obsession has come at a price, however. Because the counter-
majoritarian paradigm is defective, it has produced much scholarship
but little progress. We continue to spin our wheels, trying to solve an
unresolvable dilemma—reconciling the countermajoritarian practice of
judicial review with majoritarian democracy. Compounding the futility
of the enterprise is the fact that there is, in any case, no dilemma to re-
solve: judicial review is not countermajoritarian, and American democ-
racy is not majoritarian. Thus, our search is pointless. To borrow Ely’s
phrase, “[n]o answer is what the wrong question begets.”59

The result of asking the wrong question is the now familiar (and
endless) cycle in constitutional scholarship. A new, promising theory of
judicial review is introduced, followed by its thorough “trashing” by
scholars of various ideologies and approaches, followed by yet another
exciting interpretive theory, followed by more critiques and our consen-
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sual dismissal of it. The end result is a surfeit of theories discarded on
the trash heap, endorsed by a community of one (the author). Little
wonder that two leading scholars have given up and urge us simply to
eliminate judical review altogether.60

Although we have been ill-served by Bickel’s faulty formulation of
the problem, I will probably always include his work in my seminar on
judicial review. I will know we have progressed, however, when I present
it, not as the dominant paradigm in constitutional scholarship, but as an
historical artifact.
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Chapter 7

BICKEL AND THE NEW PROCEDURALISTS

Kenneth D. Ward

The countermajoritarian difficulty remains a puzzle more than
forty years after Alexander Bickel published The Least Dangerous
Branch. He introduced the term to describe the problem of justifying ju-
dicial review, a nondemocratic institution in a government that derives
its legitimacy from citizens’ participation. Constitutional theorists first
sought to solve the countermajoritarian difficulty and then tried to
move past it. They have disagreed about what the puzzle is and have
even sought to explain its allure. The countermajoritarian difficulty has
indeed gained a life of its own. Bickel, by contrast, has lost his allure.
Though he is often cited for coining a memorable phrase, his signifi-
cance to constitutional theory is measured by his response to the coun-
termajoritarian difficulty, a response that has been judged deficient.
Constitutional theorists have concluded that Bickel fails to justify judi-
cial review. But it is hard to assess this conclusion, because the conven-
tional view of the countermajoritarian difficulty does not reflect the
problem that Bickel addressed.

The conventional view assumes that political institutions derive
authority by representing a popular will, and that the legislature and the
executive have a plausible claim to be representing such a will because
they are elected institutions. It is a problem, according to this view,
when an unelected judiciary invalidates acts of these institutions. The
problem is solved by grounding judicial authority in principles that can
satisfy a test of democratic legitimacy; judicial review is justified when
judges enforce principles that reflect a popular will.



Bickel did not believe governments derive legitimacy by advancing
such a will. He, instead, explained political legitimacy in terms of citi-
zens’ attitude about the political community. He contended that elected
institutions promote political legitimacy by helping citizens develop a
“sense of common venture.”1 The countermajoritarian difficulty arises
because judicial review interferes with their developing such an attitude.
More importantly, because theorists focus on whether Bickel identified
principles that reflect a popular will, they ignore how he framed the
problem of justifying judicial review. Bickel’s conception of judicial
review has significance for contemporary constitutional theory.

This essay illustrates its significance. Section one provides a brief
summary of Bickel’s view of the countermajoritarian difficulty and con-
trasts it with the conventional view as epitomized by John Hart Ely’s
Democracy and Distrust. This contrast emphasizes two features of
Bickel’s argument. First, Bickel connected the question of judicial
review to the problem of how to legitimate the authority of a system of
political institutions; he asked whether judicial authority complements
elected authority in a manner that strengthens the broader government’s
claim of legitimacy. Ely, on the other hand, measured the legitimacy of
judicial review by a standard of democracy that he applied separately to
individual institutions. Second, because Bickel tethered judicial author-
ity to a broader system of government, he was less concerned than Ely
was with the substance of judicial decisions. Though Ely gained promi-
nence from his process-based defense of judicial review, Bickel had pre-
viously emphasized the processes we should use to make various
political decisions, including the types of questions that judges should
answer and how they should approach these questions.

Section two illustrates how Bickel’s conception of judicial review
resonates in the work of contemporary constitutional theorists. We will
see that theorists who have sought to move beyond the countermajori-
tarian difficulty have conceived of judicial review in terms that are sim-
ilar to Bickel’s. We will also see that many contemporary theorists repeat
a mistake that Bickel made when they consider judicial review from a
perspective that emphasizes how judges should decide cases. It is
Bickel’s focus on judicial decisions that helps explain why so many
people misinterpreted his argument. Today, theorists who adopt this
perspective cannot grasp an important division that characterizes de-
bates among those who reject the conventional view of the counterma-
joritarian difficulty. Some theorists continue to believe that we must
justify judicial review based on the substantive decisions that we expect
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judges to make. Others ground this authority in considerations that are
independent of such decisions.

In particular, the section uses recent work by Ronald Dworkin and
Jeremy Waldron to illustrate that Bickel’s conception remains relevant to
contemporary debates. Both Dworkin and Waldron assess judicial review
based on its contribution to a system of governmental institutions. More-
over, Waldron contends that we must defend judicial review in terms that
are independent of the decisions that we expect judges to make. And this
leads him to emphasize the advantages of the legislative process over the
judicial process and thus to reject Dworkin’s defense of judicial review.
Theorists who view judicial review solely in terms of the decisions they
expect judges to make cannot grasp Waldron’s argument.

I. Two Views of the Countermajoritarian Difficulty

Bickel believes that political legitimacy flows from citizens’ con-
sent to government, and that citizens’ consent depends on elected insti-
tutions. But we must be careful. This idea of consent suggests that
people accept the authority of government, because their vote ensures
that elected institutions express their will. And many constitutional the-
orists believe that Bickel sought to solve the countermajoritarian diffi-
culty by demonstrating that the legal principles judges enforce could
substitute for the popular will expressed by legislation.

But Bickel does not press this line of argument. He, instead, links
consent to citizens’ attitude toward the political community. He con-
tends that elected institutions promote consent by fostering a sense of
common venture, and that this sense of common venture is the source of
political legitimacy (LDB, 20). Therefore, judicial review threatens po-
litical legitimacy to the extent that it undermines elected institutions
that promote this attitude. This, according to Bickel, is the counter-
majoritarian difficulty. What does it mean for elected institutions to
promote citizens’ sense of common venture? We can trace Bickel’s idea
to a tradition of constitutional theory associated with James Bradley
Thayer. This tradition emphasizes that elected institutions encourage
citizens to develop a quality of character they must have if constitutional
government is to succeed. We know that Bickel was greatly influenced
by Felix Frankfurter who was a follower of Thayer.2 We also know that
Bickel adopts the notion of a common venture from Learned Hand, and
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Thayer was Hand’s favorite teacher.3 More significantly, Bickel delves
deeply into this tradition when he examines the countermajoritarian
difficulty. He discusses two problems that arise when judicial review im-
pedes elected institutions, and draws on both Thayer and Hand to sug-
gest that judicial review might prevent citizens from developing the
virtues that would advance the ends of constitutional government. First,
Bickel notes that judicial review weakens democratic processes, by en-
couraging legislators and their constituents to shift the responsibility of
governance to courts. Reduced responsibility invites legislative negli-
gence because legislators then have an incentive to acquiesce in uncon-
stitutional demands of their constituents and trust the Court to correct
their mistakes (LDB, 21–22). This dependency also diminishes the 
capacities of citizens. Bickel cites Thayer’s contention that “. . . the
people thus lose the political experience, and the moral education and
stimulus that comes from fighting the question out . . . and correcting
their own errors. The tendency of a common and easy resort to this
great function . . . is to dwarf the political capacity of the people, and to
deaden its sense of moral responsibility.”4

Second, Bickel discusses a related difficulty, the weakness of judi-
cial review in a democratic society. Because judges ultimately lack the
power to counteract sustained abuses by majorities, a democratic society
must look to an alternative means to control individual passions and to
promote stable government. The Court can not save society from itself.
Bickel cites Hand to link these two discussions. Hand states that:

. . . a society so riven that the spirit of moderation is gone,
no court can save; that a society where that spirit flourishes, no
court need save; that in a society which evades its responsibility
by thrusting upon the courts the nurture of that spirit, that
spirit in the end will perish.5

Bickel, thus, suggests that the political experience that nurtures a
morally responsible citizenry would teach citizens to moderate their
passions.

The countermajoritarian difficulty, according to Bickel, describes
the problem of judicial review undercutting elected institutions that
foster the sense of common venture that animates a legitimate govern-
ment. Although Bickel believes judicial review “must achieve some mea-
sure of consonance” with democracy, he does not believe that it can be
made democratic (LDB, 27); he does not attempt to solve the counter-
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majoritarian difficulty by showing that judges enforce principles that re-
flect a popular will.

Bickel, instead, frames the problem of justifying judicial review as
follows:

The search must be for a function which might . . . involve the
making of policy, yet which differs from the legislative and ex-
ecutive functions; which is peculiarly suited to the capabilities
of the courts; which will not likely be performed elsewhere if
the courts do not assume it; which can be so exercised as to be
acceptable in a society that generally shares Judge Hand’s sat-
isfaction in a “sense of common venture”; which will be effec-
tive when needed; and whose discharge by the courts will not
lower the quality of the other departments’ performance by
denuding them of the dignity and burden of their own re-
sponsibility. It will not be possible fully to meet all that is said
against judicial review . . . we can only fill the other side of the
scales with counter arguments on the real needs and the actual
workings of our society and . . . with our portions of faith and
hope. (LDB, 24)

Bickel, then, hopes to justify judicial review by identifying a role for
judges that complements the authority exercised by elected institutions
without impeding their ability to foster citizens’ sense of common ven-
ture and the quality of character it represents.

The conventional view of the countermajoritarian difficulty de-
parts from Bickel’s view in at least two ways. First, Bickel assumes that
judicial authority must be justified by its contribution to a legitimate
system of government institutions. The conventional view, by contrast,
looks at judicial authority in isolation from other institutions. It treats
law and politics as autonomous realms, and assumes the judiciary, a legal
institution, should not intrude in the political realm unless it satisfies
the standard of democratic legitimacy that characterizes that realm.

John Hart Ely’s Democracy and Distrust epitomizes the conven-
tional view. He identifies conditions in which it is legitimate for judges
to override the political decisions of elected institutions. He contends
that judicial review undercuts two bases of democratic legitimacy.
Elected institutions: (1) define norms that better reflect a popular will,
and (2) allow citizens to control their government. Ely suggests that
constitutional theorists must ground judicial review in principles that
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can overcome these concerns. Judges, according to this view, derive 
authority when they enforce principles that the community endorses or
should endorse and that at the same time limit judicial discretion. Such
principles subject judges to something like democratic control.

Ely considers judicial authority in isolation. While Bickel believes
that judges derive authority by contributing to a system of government
that is itself legitimate, Ely distinguishes the question of judicial legiti-
macy from the question of how elected institutions derive their legiti-
macy or the question of what makes a government legitimate.

Ely’s argument also illustrates the second way that the conven-
tional view of the countermajoritarian difficulty departs from Bickel’s
conception. Ely, in contrast to Bickel, suggests that judicial authority
follows from the principles that judges enforce, and consequently that
judges must decide cases correctly in order to sustain their authority.

Consider his critique of Bickel’s justification of judicial review. He
associates Bickel with various non-originalist—what he calls “non-
interpretivist”6—theories of judicial review. These theories assign judges
a lawmaking function, the power to enforce principles not found in the
text of the Constitution.7 Ely contends that these theories fail to solve
the countermajoritarian difficulty, because they do not identify an ac-
ceptable source of principles, and the principles they identify would not
limit judicial discretion (DD, 43–72). Moreover, Ely joins the quest to
solve the countermajoritarian difficulty. He contends that judges should
enforce certain core procedural principles that define American democ-
racy, and that these principles will limit the discretion of judges. His ar-
gument, then, depends on judges deciding cases in a manner that
advances such principles.8

Ely’s critique of Bickel seems devastating. But it rests on a faulty
premise: it misunderstands the conception of political legitimacy that
underlies Bickel’s argument. Bickel does not claim that legal principles
must constrain judicial discretion or that judges derive authority by de-
ciding cases in a manner that advances principles that reflect a popular
will. Although he believes that judges complement elected institutions
by enforcing principles that elected institutions tend to ignore, he does
not concentrate on—or even identify—the principles that should
inform particular judicial decisions. Nor does he claim that judges derive
authority by deciding cases in accordance with applicable principles. In-
stead, Bickel illustrates how judges can help the political community
identify principles without unduly impeding elected institutions that
promote citizens’ sense of common venture.9
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II. Bickel and Contemporary Constitutional Theory

Contemporary constitutional theorists have rejected the conven-
tional view of the countermajoritarian difficulty rather than the view
Bickel defined. And in moving beyond the countermajoritarian diffi-
culty, oddly enough, they move back toward Bickel’s original view. Con-
sequently, Bickel remains relevant to contemporary debates. Like
Bickel, many constitutional theorists now recognize that judges will
have discretionary authority and do not try to ground judicial review in
principles that reflect a popular will. Instead, they assess judicial author-
ity based on its contribution to a system of political institutions. Con-
sider, for example, the recent deluge of arguments claiming that judicial
authority makes the political process more deliberative, representative,
just, or free, or advances some other important goal.10 This section will
examine two such arguments when it considers Waldron’s recent criti-
cism of Dworkin’s defense of judicial review.

We must be careful, however, in identifying Bickel’s significance for
contemporary debates. Many theorists associate Bickel with the conven-
tional view they reject and do not claim to be his followers. Therefore, it
would be a mistake to say that they apply or extend his insights. Nonethe-
less, these theorists follow a path Bickel trod when they approach the
problem of justifying judicial review, and they can learn from his missteps.

Bickel believes that judicial decisions could advance the ends of a
legitimate government, even though judges would have discretion in en-
forcing principles. But Bickel’s emphasis on how judges should decide
cases distracts attention from his claim about the source of judicial au-
thority. Indeed, this focus suggests that judges derive authority by cor-
rectly interpreting principles that are applicable to the cases they decide.
Consequently, it invites the conventional view of the countermajoritar-
ian difficulty.

The confusion begins with Bickel’s claim that judges contribute to
a legitimate government by enforcing principles that elected institutions
would otherwise fail to consider adequately (LDB, 24, 27–28, 67–68,
200, 204). Bickel argues that a legitimate government must be princi-
pled and democratic, and consequently he gives the impression that
judges operate in a realm outside of politics and that the principles they
enforce originate in this realm. But this is a false impression. Bickel
claims that these principles are the product of our history of democratic
government, and they reflect a moral consensus that he considers the
foundation for democratic constitutionalism (LDB, 30).
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Bickel recognizes, however, that this consensus breaks down when
the principles have to be interpreted and applied to resolve political con-
flicts. Similarly, he recognizes that the principles are too abstract to con-
trol judicial discretion (LDB, 47, 199). Consequently, Bickel does not
link judicial review to the particular principles that judges enforce.
Rather than claim that judges derive authority when they decide cases
correctly, he emphasizes how judges should approach cases. Judges, ac-
cording to Bickel, promote principled government when their decisions
engage elected institutions in colloquies that encourage citizens to clar-
ify and extend the moral consensus that makes self-government possi-
ble (LDB, 200–206). And The Least Dangerous Branch should be read as
a treatise on the strategies judges can use to manage political conflict
with elected institutions.

Nonetheless, Bickel focuses on particular cases and this exacer-
bates the confusion. The Least Dangerous Branch can also be read as a de-
fense of the Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education, and Bickel
offers commentary on numerous other decisions as well.11 More signif-
icantly, his rhetoric sometimes suggests that judges must decide cases
correctly. For example, he describes how judges identify principles by
“immers[ing] themselves in the tradition of our society . . . in history
and the sediment of history which is law. . . . The Justices will then be fit
to extract ‘fundamental presuppositions’ from their deepest selves, but in
fact from the evolving morality of our tradition” (LDB, 236). This
rhetoric implies that judges derive authority from the principles they
enforce and thereby distracts attention away from Bickel’s claim that
judges gain authority by contributing to a legitimate system of govern-
ment. It invites a misreading that would explain why so many theorists
have associated Bickel with the conventional view of the countermajori-
tarian difficulty.

Today, many constitutional theorists continue to ground their the-
ories in claims about how judges should decide cases. Because they are
clearer than Bickel was in distinguishing the general claim that judges
contribute to a system of political institutions from particular examples
of how judges should decide cases, these theorists avoid the suggestion
that principles control judicial decisions. But these theorists continue to
focus on judicial decisions. They seek to justify or limit judicial review
based on the decisions—or the consequences of the decisions—that they
expect judges to make.12 This narrow perspective makes it difficult to
grasp arguments that assess judicial review based on considerations that
look beyond the question of how judges should decide particular cases.
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And constitutional theory has seen a recent trend towards argu-
ments that defend judicial review in light of values that are independent
of the substance of judicial decisions.13 Steven Macedo, for example,
links judicial review to the goal of public justification. He contends that
judges respect citizens as reasonable beings by justifying the exercise of
government authority in terms that litigants can grasp.14 His conception
of judicial review demands that judges justify their decisions in certain
terms, but it does not depend on legal principles constraining judges or
even the particular principles that judges enforce. Judges, according to
this view, can decide cases for either party so long as their decisions are
properly justified.15

Moreover, though Macedo’s argument appears to be focused on
adjudication, the value that drives his argument lies outside the adju-
dicative arena. It is also possible that an institutional structure without
judicial review could better satisfy Macedo’s conception of reasonability.
Similarly, Waldron’s criticism of Dworkin follows from his conclusion
that an institutional structure without judicial review would better sat-
isfy the values that should characterize the process by which we make
decisions about justice. The critical response to this claim illustrates how
people fail to grasp Waldron’s argument because they are looking at ju-
dicial review from a perspective that emphasizes how judges should
decide cases.

Both Waldron and Dworkin view judicial review in terms of the
broader question of how a system of political institutions should make
collective decisions. But they disagree about whether we should assess
judicial review based on the decisions that we expect judges to make.
While Dworkin contends that judicial review is justified if judges’ deci-
sions make it more likely that the political community will manifest in-
tegrity, Waldron concludes that judicial review offends the value of
equality that should animate the political process that resolves disagree-
ments about justice. According to Waldron, it would offend this value
no matter how judges decide cases.

In Freedom’s Law, Dworkin defends judicial authority based on
how it contributes to a system of political institutions. He contends that
judicial review can be justified as consistent with democracy, if it in-
creases the likelihood that a political community would treat citizens
with equal concern and respect.16 It would do so by securing for citizens
genuine membership in the political community.17 This notion of gen-
uine membership connects Dworkin’s justification of judicial review to
the conception of law he defends in Law’s Empire.18 In that work, he
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contends that law derives authority when it exhibits the virtue of 
integrity.19 Integrity in law suggests that citizens enjoy the equal concern
that characterizes membership in a “true” or genuine community.
Dworkin considers equal concern, in turn, the hallmark of a polit-
ical community in which citizens have an obligation to obey law 
(LE, 198–202, 211, 213–14).

Dworkin’s view depends on the decisions that judges would make.
Judicial review, according to this view, is justified if judges reach deci-
sions that promote integrity. Judicial holdings should reflect the best in-
terpretation of the political community’s principles of justice, and judges
should extend the norms these principles express to all applicable con-
texts (FL, 10–11, 83). It is not surprising, therefore, that Dworkin
spends considerable time describing how judges should decide cases. In
much of Law’s Empire, he demonstrates how integrity should guide ad-
judication (LE, 167, 276–399). And he presents Freedom’s Law as an ex-
ercise in interpreting principles of American constitutional law in light
of this virtue (FL, 2, 10–11, 34–35, 37–38).

Waldron also assesses judicial authority in terms of how it might
contribute to the broader political process. He contends that people
must develop political institutions to respond to the “circumstances of
integrity.” In a pluralistic society, people not only hold competing con-
ceptions of the good life, they also disagree about justice. Therefore, they
must develop procedures that can address the conflicts that arise from
these conditions and can do so in a manner that respects the fact of dis-
agreement (LD, 191).

Waldron, of course, rejects Dworkin’s defense of judicial review
and argues against judges having such authority. Many constitutional
theorists have had trouble grasping his criticism of Dworkin, however,
because they tend to assume that the case for judicial review depends on
the decisions we expect judges to make. But Waldron’s criticism of
Dworkin depends on his assumption that we justify institutional au-
thority based on considerations that are independent of the substantive
decisions those institutions might make.

Waldron’s argument turns on a distinction between the process that
we—a collective—should use to settle our disagreements about justice
and the substantive norms that I—an individual—believe should guide
the Court or other institution that resolves these disagreements. Consti-
tutional theorists, according to Waldron, should concentrate on the po-
litical question of how to respond, procedurally, to disagreements about
justice as opposed to the philosophical question of what is the best con-
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ception of justice. He favors political institutions that can resolve these
conflicts without reference to the substantive norms that are the subject
of their disagreements about justice (LD, 3–4, 7, 159–61).

Waldron challenges Dworkin’s suggestion that judicial review
might promote democracy—and the norm of equality that underlies it.
He seeks to maintain the association between democracy and majority
rule. He claims that there is a loss to democracy when citizens do not
get to participate in a collective decision, even if the decision concerns
the meaning of democracy. Dworkin, Waldron contends, elides the no-
tions of a decision about democracy and a decision made by democratic
means. Waldron believes that this elision prevents Dworkin from ac-
counting for the cost to democratic values when a decision about de-
mocracy is made through nondemocratic means. While Dworkin wants
to define democracy before determining the institutional process that
best secures it, Waldron believes that people cannot resolve their dis-
agreements about the meaning of democracy. He, thus, concludes that
there is a loss to democracy when a nonelected and unaccountable insti-
tution makes decisions about what democracy requires (LD, 292–94).

It appears that Waldron rejects Dworkin’s suggestion that judicial
review is consistent with democracy. But that is not the point of his crit-
icism. Waldron’s point is that majority rule is the only procedure that re-
solves disagreements about justice in a manner that respects citizens’
interest in participating in the decision, and this would include dis-
agreements about the meaning of democracy itself.

It also appears that Waldron and Dworkin disagree about the best
way to advance equality. While Dworkin believes that judicial review
could promote equal concern and respect, Waldron believes it offends
that very value by excluding people from the process through which the
political community resolves its citizens’ disagreements about justice.
Dworkin’s defense of judicial review, according to Waldron, does not 
account for this loss to equality.

But Waldron does not challenge Dworkin’s conception of equality on
substantive grounds. He cannot do so consistent with his assumption that
the political community should not rely on a controversial substantive
claims to resolve disagreements about justice. It is easy for constitutional
theorists to miss this point. Many tend to follow Dworkin’s approach.
They argue about how to apply legal principles to specific controversies or
identify the norms judges should seek to advance when interpreting these
principles.20 Waldron, by contrast, emphasizes the values that the political
community advances through the process of collective decision making.
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Theorists who share Dworkin’s focus on adjudication have trouble
distinguishing the norms that judges advance through their decisions
from the values that Waldron seeks to advance through the process by
which we make collective decisions. They contend that Waldron should
balance the loss from judicial review—whether measured in terms of de-
mocracy or equality—against the gains from judicial decisions that 
promote these norms.21 In so doing, they miss the critical point of Wal-
dron’s argument, that we must justify institutional authority based on
considerations that are independent of the substantive decisions that we
expect those institutions to make.

It is also likely that these theorists will associate Waldron’s empha-
sis on the process of collective decision making with Ely’s famous
process-based defense of judicial review. We have already seen that Ely’s
argument epitomizes the conventional view of the countermajoritarian
difficulty and its focus on adjudication. He contends that judges derive
authority by enforcing the core procedural principles of American de-
mocracy. Some of Ely’s critics made powerful arguments that the dis-
tinction between substance and process is a meaningless one. However,
we must be clear about the significance of Waldron’s distinction be-
tween process and substance. By clarifying the assumptions that under-
lie each argument, we discover why the criticisms that devastated Ely
lose their force when applied to Waldron.

Ely’s critics contended that the procedural principles Ely thought
judges should enforce presupposed a substantive ideal of democracy.22

According to this view, procedural principles are too ambiguous to con-
trol judicial authority; judges can anticipate the substantive outcomes
that follow from competing interpretations of these principles. There-
fore, (1) judges would have discretion to pursue favored outcomes, and
(2) their holdings would be too controversial to support the claim that
people accept them as constitutional law.

We can see that these critics share Ely’s view of the counter-
majoritarian difficulty and argue that the procedural principles he iden-
tifies do not solve the problem. Waldon is not vulnerable to this type of
criticism, because he does not invoke procedural principles to solve this
problem. He views judicial authority from a different perspective than
that of Ely and Ely’s critics. Indeed, Ely’s argument presupposes the
type of substantive claim that Waldron believes we must avoid.23 Wal-
dron assumes that because people have fundamental disagreements
about justice, neither judges nor legislators can define principles that
will resolve social conflicts without creating controversy. He uses the
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value of equality to answer the procedural question of which institution
is best suited to exercise such authority.

Waldron’s claim should be easy to grasp, especially given that
many constitutional theorists now share the assumption that drives his
argument: our disagreements prevent us from resolving conflicts about
justice without appealing to controversial principles. Nonetheless,
constitutional theorists continue to focus on how judges decide cases,
and this perspective makes it difficult to comprehend arguments that
assess judicial authority based on considerations that are independent
of judicial decisions.

We can see a cycle repeating itself. Bickel anticipates much work
in constitutional theory when he accepts the fact that judges could not
resolve political conflicts without creating controversy. Therefore, he
does not ground judicial review in the principles that judges enforce. In-
stead, he contends that judges could contribute to the political process
that defines such principles. But Bickel’s perspective remained fixed on
adjudication as he describes how judges should engage elected institu-
tions and help sustain citizens’ sense of common venture. This perspec-
tive prevented him from adequately clarifying his argument’s central
claim. Today many constitutional theorists continue to have trouble
seeing beyond the context of adjudication. And the narrowness of this
perspective prevents them from grasping interesting debates that have
real significance for constitutional theory.
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trast to substantive norms, are nonnormative and apolitical. Both Ely and
Waldron believe that this is a false impression. They recognize that procedural
values are normative and political, and distinguish procedural values based on
the type of political problem they address. Waldron dissents, however, when
Ely appeals to procedural values to ground judicial review. He attacks Ely’s 
assumption that these values are not controversial.

Lastly, it should be noted that Ely anticipates his critics when he concedes
that procedural values are normative in the sense that they reflect a political
judgment and presumably in the sense that our choice of procedural values will
influence the substantive decisions of the institutions that embody them. In
other words, our choice of institutional structure will make certain substantive
outcomes more likely and other outcomes less likely (Ely DD, 75n.).
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Chapter 8

CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY

AND THE FACES OF POWER

Keith E. Whittington

Modern constitutional theory was born at the intersection of
Lochner and Brown, and Alexander Bickel was present at the creation.
Bickel was one of a number of scholars who struggled to make sense of
the Warren Court’s increasing activism on behalf of progressive causes in
light of the earlier progressive critique of judicial activism in the first
decades of the twentieth century. Bickel captured this inherited under-
standing of the Court and the power of judicial review in his vision of the
“counter-majoritarian difficulty.”1 For veterans of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s struggle with the Court over the constitutionality of the New
Deal, such as Justice Felix Frankfurter for whom Bickel clerked, the
Lochner Court was clearly and fundamentally a countermajoritarian in-
stitution. In this view, the Court stood against democratic majorities, as-
serting the rights and interests of individuals and the politically defeated
against the public welfare. For the New Dealers and a generation of pro-
gressives, elections and the will of popular majorities were the touch-
stones of political legitimacy. The renewal of judicial activism in cases
such as Brown may have operated to the immediate benefit of progressive
causes, but it was a troubling challenge to democratic values and the
commitment to popular rule. The Lochner Court had reshaped common
understandings of how a constitutional government works and intro-
duced the belief in a basic tension between constitutionalism and de-
mocracy that framed the scholarly reception of Brown.



The image of a powerful court capable of vetoing the political 
actions of popularly elected legislative majorities stands near the center of
our modern conception of constitutional government, though subse-
quent commentators have evaluated the substantive merits of particular
exercises of judicial review differently. The countermajoritarian Court is
the starting point for much of modern constitutional theory. Though
countermajoritarianism is an important feature of constitutionalism and
well worth studying, it should not monopolize the agenda of constitu-
tional theory.The countermajoritarian framework is not always adequate
for understanding even its paradigm case, the explicit use of the judicial
veto to strike down legislation. Equally importantly, constitutions affect
political behavior and outcomes through a variety of mechanisms that do
not adhere to the countermajoritarian framework. Constitutional theory
has tended to focus on the legal to the exclusion of the political, and as a
consequence has ignored important aspects of how constitutionalism
works in practice. The countermajoritarian framework is adequate nei-
ther for understanding how constitutional government works, nor for
evaluating the exercise of judicial review. Rather than being the central
organizing theme of constitutional theory, countermajoritarianism
should be one of many.The countermajoritarian Court should be under-
stood as only one dimension of constitutional power to direct political
outcomes. There are significant empirical and normative issues to be ex-
plored along each of these dimensions.

This chapter considers the limitations in traditional constitutional
theory and the possibilities of future research into the ways in which the
Constitution structures political results other than through an explicit
judicial veto. In the first section, I develop the characteristic “higher law”
perspective on the Constitution and identify some limitations of that
perspective. This higher law perspective is analogized to how postwar
political science attempted to understand political power. The two per-
spectives share some similar tendencies and also some related problems.
In the second section, I consider several aspects of the Constitution as a
structure of constraint on politics, emphasizing the ways in which polit-
ical structures affect how political preferences are aggregated and ex-
pressed and the resources and incentives that guide political action. In
the third section, I note several ways in which the Constitution helps to
nurture and maintain a particular form of politics consistent with con-
stitutionalist ends. Bickel began his seminal work with an examination
of John Marshall’s defense of judicial review and explanation of the re-
lationship between law and the Constitution.2 For most of the twenti-
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eth century, we have focused on John Marshall’s Constitution. This
paper seeks to reemphasize what might be regarded as James Madison’s
Constitution, a constitution embedded in politics.

I. Judicial Review and the
Countermajoritarian Constitution

Judicial review became a newly prominent feature of constitutional
government during the Lochner era in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The power of the courts to strike down laws that
were contrary to the requirements of the Constitution was well estab-
lished by the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Moreover, this
extraordinary and textually implicit power had largely been justified and
accepted as a routine aspect of the judicial function under a written,
legal constitution. Nonetheless, it was not until the later decades of the
nineteenth century that the power of judicial review was regularly em-
ployed and used against the federal as well as the state governments.
The Supreme Court moved from invalidating fewer than one state law
per year prior to the Civil War to invalidating nearly four per year by the
turn of the century and more than a dozen per year in the 1920s. Simi-
larly, the Court began to regularly invalidate federal laws, at a pace of
about four per decade in the latter half of the nineteenth century but in-
creasing drastically during the battles of the 1920s and 1930s. In addi-
tion to aggressively constraining the powers of various government
bodies, the Court also gave greater emphasis and legal content to con-
stitutional guarantees of individual rights.

Unsurprisingly, constitutional theory responded to the rise of judi-
cial review by placing it at the center of the scholarly enterprise. It was
not until the early twentieth century that a specific term, judicial review,
was popularized to refer to the practice of the courts invalidating laws on
constitutional grounds.3 Of course, the substantive issue of how judicial
review should be exercised was much disputed. Even so, judicial review
became an increasingly prominent feature of the American constitutional
order. Not coincidentally, Edward Corwin recovered the “higher law”
background of the Constitution during the same period.4 In his
1938–1939 Messenger lectures, Charles McIlwain influentially defined
constitutionalism as “a legal limitation on government” and noted that
the “one institution above all others” that is essential to it is “an honest,
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able, learned, independent judiciary.”5 Others asserted that a constitution
lacking this “fundamental law” quality is not a “true constitution,” but
merely a “nominal” or even a “façade” constitution.6 Constitutionalism
may be made to complement democracy, but they are always in tension.7

Especially within judicial discourse, the Constitution is centrally
regarded as an external constraint on political action. The Constitution
is a second-order constraint on first-order preferences, coming into play
only after those preferences are formed and registered and significant
only to the degree that its requirements contradict those preferences. As
John Marshall noted in Marbury, if the legislature could control or
“alter” constitutional meaning then the effort to bind legislative power
with a written constitution would be “absurd” and the constitutional
project would be “reduce[d] to nothing.”8 “[C]onstitutionality became
an external, continuously operating legal restraint on legislative and ma-
jority will analogous to the restraint of ordinary law on individuals.”9 As
a later Court deduced from that assumption, it is an “indispensable fea-
ture of our constitutional system” that the constitutional interpretations
“enunciated by this Court” must be “the supreme law of the land.”10 The
Court stands not only outside of politics, but also outside of govern-
ment. The New Dealers acutely felt that separation, and in his brief in-
troduction to his public papers, Franklin D. Roosevelt repeatedly and
explicitly juxtaposed “the Court” and “the Government.”11

Embedded in this understanding of the Constitution is a separation
and antagonism between democracy and constitutionalism. Constitution-
alism is understood to be a check on democratic power, represented insti-
tutionally as the legislature. Indeed, “majority tyranny” is usually regarded
as the animating problematic of American constitutionalism.12 Especially
in the twentieth century, the substantive constraints on political majorities
have often been rendered in terms of individual rights. Ronald Dworkin
has prominently articulated this view, stating that “individual rights are
political trumps held by individuals.”13 American constitutional theory “is
not a simple majoritarian theory. The Constitution, and particularly the
Bill of Rights, is designed to protect individual citizens and groups against
certain decisions that a majority of citizens might want to make, even
when that majority acts in what it takes to be the general or common in-
terest.”14 Constitutionalism allows individuals to effectively veto, or
trump, the actions of democratic majorities.

As much as anyone, Alexander Bickel launched constitutional
theory into a debate over the countermajoritarian court and higher law
constitutionalism. Still in the shadow of the New Deal, Bickel thought
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such countermajoritarianism posed a profound “difficulty.”15 Others
who set their sights by the light of the Warren Court instead saw a
countermajoritarian promise, a “promise that the deepest, most funda-
mental conflicts between individual and society will once, someplace, fi-
nally, become questions of justice.”16 In either case, it is Bickel’s
understanding of the nature of American constitutionalism that has set
the terms of the scholarly debate. To Bickel, it seemed an obvious “real-
ity” that the Court “exercises control, not in behalf of the prevailing ma-
jority, but against it. That, without mystic overtones, is what actually
happens.” Constitutionalism and judicial review are simply “undemoc-
ratic.”17 Although Bickel coined the phrase “counter-majoritarian diffi-
culty,” he did not have to work hard to convince twentieth-century
constitutional scholars that countermajoritarianism was the correct 
depiction of constitutionalism and the Court.

Bickel was undoubtedly most influenced by the memory of the
Lochner experience, but his focus on the judicial veto was consistent with
the ascendant mode of political analysis. Political scientists of the same
period, led by Bickel’s Yale colleague Robert Dahl, were centrally con-
cerned with the exercise of “power.” Dahl himself tended to be skeptical
of the significance of the Constitution in American politics and, with
unfortunate timing at the dawn of the Warren Court, questioned the
likelihood of genuinely countermajoritarian behavior by the Supreme
Court.18 More important for present purposes, however, is how Dahl
understood power to be exercised. Speaking for a generation of behav-
ioralist political scientists, Dahl provided a classic formulation of power:
“A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that
B would not otherwise do.”19 Given that a central tenet of behavioral-
ism was that social science should be concerned with observable exter-
nal behavior, power could only be known in the context of “concrete
decisions,” direct interventions in which the powerful turned aside the
expressed preferences of the powerless.20 Judicial review is a perfect fit
for such an analytical perspective. We know the Constitution through
its manifestation in the judicial veto, when the powerful Court strikes
down the expressed will of a legislative majority. The Constitution is
“powerful” to the extent that the Court can and does turn aside such
majority decisions and establishes a legal outcome distinct from what
the legislature would have created.

Constitutional theory has been primarily absorbed with debating
the pros and cons of this “first face” of constitutional power, the concrete
decisions of the Court altering and restraining political outcomes. This
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is an important and valuable debate, for the Court is an important insti-
tution in American politics and judicial review raises interesting ques-
tions for democratic theory. The Constitution does sometimes serve as
a higher law, and the Court does sometimes behave in a countermajori-
tarian fashion. These are notable dimensions of American constitution-
alism and worthy of study.21

The nearly exclusive scholarly attention to this first face of consti-
tutional power is problematic, however. For instance, the embrace of the
countermajoritarian framework of constitutionalism discourages investi-
gation into its descriptive assumptions. That the Constitution serves as
a higher law and the Court as a countermajoritarian institution are
treated as axioms rather than propositions. Both propositions are open to
doubt. Dahl’s own pioneering work raised questions about whether the
Court is likely to oppose, or oppose successfully, clear political majorities.
Although Dahl’s own study is open to methodological and theoretical
criticism,22 other empirical research similarly casts doubt on the reality of
a strongly countermajoritarian Court.23 In practice, the Court may be
more likely to go with the prevailing political winds than lean against
them. The imagery of the New Deal confrontation with the Lochner
Court may be misleading rather than enlightening in guiding us toward
an understanding of the role of the judiciary in a constitutional system.

Similarly, the higher law model of constitutionalism is theoretically
problematic. The legalistic constitutionalism framework assumes the ex-
istence of effective and unproblematic external sanctions on transgressors.
As Sylvia Snowiss has noted, “unlike statutes, a constitution contemplates
compliance, not violation” and judicial enforcement of society’s law
against private individuals is conceptually quite different than judicial en-
forcement of a constitutional rule against a sovereign power that no longer
regards the posited rule as authoritative.24 Equally problematic, reason-
able people often disagree about the meaning of the relevant constitu-
tional rule. Whether conceptualized as an interpretative problem of
understanding contested constitutional requirements,25 or a philosophical
problem of determining which rights should trump,26 the substantive
content of higher law constitutionalism is unavoidably controversial. The
central political problem of higher law constitutionalism is one of inter-
pretation as much as it is one of enforcement.27 The disagreements within
a political community often do not disappear when the debate is shifted
from the realm of policy to the realm of constitutionalism. Such difficul-
ties raise the disturbing possibility that constitutionalism does not work,
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or at least does not work in the manner envisioned by most constitutional
scholars. They suggest that much of the normative constitutional theory
debate is built on flawed foundations.

This foundation is not only flawed, it is distracting. In their attempt
to identify the higher law that binds judges, legislators, and executives,
constitutional theorists ignore broader questions of how the Constitution
affects the political environment in which those actors operate.The most
fruitful questions may be when and how the Constitution can shape po-
litical outcomes, not whether it can operate as a constraining fundamen-
tal law. The legalistic understanding of constitutionalism has blinkered
our perspective and narrowed our research agenda. Constitutional schol-
ars have tended not to look past the first face of constitutional power to
observe or take seriously the other ways in which constitutions might be
politically effective. Just as the examination of political power in the
Dahlian mode was soon supplemented by studies of other dimensions, or
faces, of power,28 so constitutional scholars should supplement discussion
of the exercise of judicial review with an appreciation of other dimen-
sions of constitutionalism. Notably, constitutions create political struc-
tures that encourage certain outcomes over others and political visions
that can call individuals toward favored destinations.

II. A Structure of Agency and Constraint

The Constitution can be conceptualized in ways other than as a
higher law. Most notably, it can be viewed as a political structure. In one
sense, this is trivially true, and as a consequence it has often been dis-
missed by those most interested in constitutionalism. Every government,
by necessity, has a structure that can be described and categorized. Every
government has a constitution, even if not all governments adhere to
constitutionalism. The higher law concept seems to more directly distin-
guish constitutional governments from the constitutions of governments.

The structural perspective should not be dismissed so quickly, how-
ever. For one thing, an accurate understanding of the operation of the
structural constitution is often essential to debates over the higher law
constitution and judicial review. Even the basic empirical questions of
whether and how a written constitution can in fact serve as an effective
fundamental law point us toward the need for political and structural
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analysis. The mechanics of an operating constitutional system, and not
just the correct principles of the fundamental law, should be of great con-
cern to constitutional scholars.

More basically, the structural perspective need not be at odds with
the legalistic perspective. Constitutional structures are not just part of a
general political background against which the distinctive qualities of a
fundamental law operate. Constitutional structures place systematic
substantive limits on political outcomes, and thus can complement the
direct restraints embodied in the higher law. The idea of the structural
constitution is often traced back to Aristotle and regarded as merely
“descriptive.”29 As such, it is thought to neglect the particular substan-
tive “function of a constitution,” “establishing and maintaining effective
restraints on political and governmental action.”30 But a concern with
constitutional structure need not be so sharply separated from a concern
for constitutional purpose, and as students of political institutions rec-
ognize structures are often purposive and substantive.

Political institutions generally operate to privilege some outcomes at
the expense of others. As E. E. Schattschneider observed, “all forms of po-
litical organization have a bias in favor of the exploitation of some kinds
of conflict and the suppression of others because organization is the mo-
bilization of bias. . . .The function of institutions is to channelize conflict,
but they do not treat all forms of conflict equally.”31 “Some issues are or-
ganized into politics while others are organized out.”32 By organizing
some issues and results out of politics, the structural constitution ex ante
limits the actions government takes rather than ex post vetoing the actions
that the government has already taken. In structuring the political process,
the constitution can oblige the government to restrain itself.

A constitution creates a discourse of political authority and a hi-
erarchy of favored political goods. A primary feature of a constitution is
the distribution of political resources by prescribing “the legitimate dis-
tribution, types, and methods of control among government officials.”33

A constitution helps specify who has political power, what that power
consists of, and how it might be employed. Although the distribution of
constitutional powers may be defined relatively formally and abstractly,
it nonetheless has specific and recognizable consequences. As Dahl (too
strongly) notes, “Constitutional rules are mainly significant because they
help to determine what particular groups are to be given advantages or
handicaps in the political struggle.”34

The power of constitutional review of legislation by judges can be
seen as a special case of this more general phenomenon. A certain class
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of government officials (judges) may be empowered to lay aside legisla-
tion as inconsistent with prior, more fundamental legal commitments.
Such officials may be selected by a variety of mechanisms from various
pools of qualified candidates, and the particular selection mechanism
and requirements are likely to affect the substantive decisions of such an
institution.35 Judges do not possess a general discretionary veto power,
but rather possess a veto that has a limited set of triggers and thus en-
courages a specific kind of institutional discourse concerned with iden-
tifying when the veto should be exercised and justifying those decisions
to various external constituencies.36 Some constitutional systems restrict
access to the constitutional courts to various government officials and
often limit the power of constitutional review to a single specialized
body, with potential consequences for political results.37 By contrast,
American-style judicial review empowers private individuals to initiate
that decision-making process through normal litigation before any
judge. Such constitutional choices are likely to have concrete implica-
tions for what social groups and political interests may be benefited by
the courts. Even given relatively open access to the courts, however, in-
dividuals and groups have different capacities to effectively exploit that
political resource—whether because they lack the organization and skill
to mobilize the law, or because they lack the adequate footholds in the
existing texture of the law.38 Even higher law constitutionalism must 
ultimately be embedded within a particular institutional context in order
to be politically effectuated, and the structural constitution is not irrele-
vant to the actual operation of the legalized constitution.

The provision for and form of constitutional review is just one 
example of how constitutional structures affect political outcomes. The
U.S. Constitution creates a variety of institutions, empowering them with
different resources and concerns, and making them responsive to different
influences and constituencies. Although the particular distribution of po-
litical resources that go into the institution of judicial review—the judicial
veto, individual rights to constitutional litigation, the fundamental law au-
thority of constitutional claims—are important, they are not the only po-
litical resources that may be effectively used to shape and constrain
political outcomes. Indeed, simply viewed in terms of the capacity to
shape government activities, the resources available to the courts may be
less formidable than those available to other political institutions.39 The
courts may only appear particularly important because of the location of
their actions near the end of the sequence of political decisions and be-
cause of their peculiarly explicit constitutional discourse. The ultimate
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sustainability of a constitutional polity may depend more heavily on how
nonjudicial political resources are more routinely employed and how their
employment influences political outcomes.

The political institutions that perform constitutional functions
importantly structure political outcomes. Politics involves collective
action. As the economic new institutionalism has emphasized, the out-
come of collective action is crucially shaped by the manner in which
individual preferences are aggregated and the strategies that individuals
are induced to follow in order to advance their goals.40 Political struc-
tures generally, therefore, provide the strategic context within which in-
dividuals operate by “laying down the rules according to which (1)
players are identified, (2) prospective outcomes are determined, (3) al-
ternative modes of deliberations are permitted, and (4) the specific
manner in which revealed preferences, over allowable alternatives, by el-
igible participants, occurs.”41 According to Marbury at least, the Consti-
tution made the Court a player eligible to restrict the range of allowable
policy alternatives under specific conditions. But this is obviously only
a small part of the overall policy-making game that the Constitution has
helped structure.

Over the course of American history, for example, the design of
the U.S. Senate has had important consequences for policy outcomes.42

A notable feature of this “strategic context” perspective is that the sig-
nificance of constitutional institutions may vary over time. The structure
of politics constrains the actions of government in understandable and
predictable ways, but not necessarily in ways that were originally in-
tended. For those who drafted the Constitution, the design of the
Senate was to provide an added measure of wisdom and deliberation to
the Congress and an added measure of security and influence for the
small states in the new, “more perfect union.” The particular electoral
rules governing the composition of the Senate had expected conse-
quences for the legislative outputs that would emerge from the new
Congress, and they were designed with an eye toward directing that
output toward the substantively desirable (and reducing the probability
of substantively undesirable legislation).43 Those resources were soon
exploited, however, to restrain government in other unexpected ways.
For example, the Senate became the crucial bulwark for the South’s de-
fense of slavery.44 For a time, the constitutional structure of the Senate
made the territorially expansive but relatively underpopulated South po-
litically powerful and constrained the set of possible federal policies.45

When the South was temporarily excluded from Congress during the
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Civil War and Reconstruction, northern Republicans acted to exploit
the structure of the Senate to consolidate their new policy-making
power and tilt the protections of the political constitution the other way.
Between 1861 and 1876, five new, safely Republican but sparsely popu-
lated states were carved out of the western territories and admitted to
the union.46 The stacked postbellum Senate gave the Republicans an
important veto on federal policy even after the Democratic South re-
joined the Congress and the Republicans lost control over the House of
Representatives and the popular presidential vote.47 This political
arrangement insured that “as long as the Republicans sought to protect
them, the policies begun in the 1860s would remain throughout the 
remainder of the century.”48

By shaping the policy-making process, constitutional structures can
encourage public policy to take forms more consistent with constitutional
goals. For example, the American political system provides a multitude of
access and veto points. One consequence of distributing political power
widely in a constitutional system is that it becomes relatively difficult to
pursue broadly tyrannical or narrowly majoritarian policies. The U.S.
Constitution adopts rules that favor compromise and consensus. “Grid-
lock occurs, and occurs often,” because the constitutional procedures for
creating national policy make it difficult to alter a reasonably moderate
status quo.49 “[W]hen gridlock is broken, it is broken by large, bipartisan
coalitions—not by minimal-majority or homogeneous majority-party
coalitions.”50 The eventually successful coalitions behind important pieces
of legislation are broad, averaging 82 percent of the Congress on all im-
portant postwar legislation and even averaging 78 percent of the Congress
on such legislation passed during unified governments in which one party
holds both Congress and the presidency.51

Although the constitutional structure of the legislative process
works to prevent the adoption of narrowly majoritarian policies that neg-
atively affect sizable minorities, it does so in a routine and largely unno-
ticed fashion. Whereas traditional constitutional theory (as did political
science analysis oriented around the first face of power) has focused on
explicit events in which the expressed majority will is displaced by a ju-
dicial veto, it has largely failed to grasp the broader political conse-
quences of constitutional structure. Recognizing a second face of power
calls our attention to “non-events” in which power is quietly exercised so
as to keep the majority will from even being expressed in the form of leg-
islation. Power is also exercised, and majority will is systematically re-
strained, by “confining the scope of decision making to relatively ‘safe’
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issues.”52 Analytically, such “mobilization of bias” can be hard to observe.
One virtue of institutional analysis is that it can call attention to such
built-in biases. Effective political power, and constitutional restraint, re-
sides in structure and not just in action. Distributing political resources
to various actors necessitates that their interests be taken into account in
policy-making. As a consequence, “power can work through anticipation,
so a power relationship may exist even absent visible compulsion.”53 As
one study of the presidential veto power notes, “the concept of the second
face of power clearly suggests that the veto (a capability) can shape the
content of legislation even if vetoes (uses of the capability) are rare.”54

The potential of a presidential veto or Senate filibuster requires legisla-
tures to act to prevent them from becoming actualities, by, for example,
only pursuing policies that can secure widespread support.

The constitutional structure of politics both enables government
to take certain actions and channels political activity toward preferred
outcomes, restraining government through the mobilization of the
biases built into the system.55 The “statistical democracy” that constitu-
tional theorists often fear does not exist as an effective political force
absent a particular institutional context that constitutes it.56 Constitu-
tions may either build up democratic politics on a narrowly majoritarian
basis or force the development of broad-based, compromising coali-
tions. It may privilege certain actors and interests, or many actors and
interests, through the distribution of various political resources, and not
just through the formalization of fundamental law. In focusing on the
drama of the occasional conflicts between the judiciary and the legisla-
ture, constitutional theory has neglected the routine operation of the
constitutional system and the arguably more significant and effective 
restraints that it imposes on government.

III. Constituting Politics and Identity

The substantive commitments of the Constitution influence poli-
tics directly and not simply through the mediation of judicial review.
There are many things that the government does not do.There are many
things that it is almost unimaginable that the government would do.
Some of those possibilities are off the political table because of the pres-
ence of the higher law Constitution and the promise of judicial review.
But if the unimaginable were to become imaginable, the judiciary would
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be a thin reed upon which to rely. As James Bradley Thayer concluded,
“under no system can the power of courts save a people from ruin; our
chief protection lies elsewhere.”57 The most important restraints on gov-
ernment are not realized when the Court occasionally strikes down ac-
tions that already have political support and that the government has
initiated, but when possible actions are kept off the political agenda alto-
gether and prevented from gaining significant political support.

The immediate political effects of a constitution are important not
only for determining which specific norms, rules, or rights might be rec-
ognized and enforced and thereby the particular ways in which the range
of political action is constrained. They are also important for bolstering
the political commitment to constitutionalism itself. The power of judi-
cial review is at least as parasitic on a general acceptance of constitution-
alism as it is a mechanism for constitutional maintenance.58 When the
Court speaks in the name of the Constitution, we generally take that se-
riously as a source of political authority. Even if we disagree about the
specifics of our constitutional commitments, we at least share a commit-
ment to our “thin Constitution” that elevates the ideal of a limited, con-
sensual government.59 Rights are trumps only to the extent that most of
the political community is willing to play that game, and in many com-
munities they are not.

The textual Constitution may be important in this context to the
extent that it educates.60 The Constitution may matter to political out-
comes not only in how it structures the expression of political prefer-
ences and offers incentives to induce certain preferred behavior, but also
in how it helps shape political preferences themselves. In this educative
function, the Constitution would motivate political actors to do right
as well as restrain them from doing wrong. We in fact expect the Con-
stitution to perform in this fashion in the courts. The Constitution
offers relatively few means by which judges may be restrained from
doing wrong, but we at least hope that it motivates judges to take posi-
tive action. In conducting their offices, we expect judges to learn from
the Constitution and to take action based on their learning. This has at
least been plausibly the case in the context of the judiciary, and it might
well be the case in other contexts. Rather than thinking of the judiciary
as a world apart in terms of being affected by constitutional commit-
ments, we might examine the ways in which other political officials and
the public respond in analogous ways to the Constitution.

Put another way, the Constitution might show a “third face of
power,” in which it shapes “conceptions of the necessities, possibilities,
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or strategies of conflict.”61 The Constitution may encourage us to think
about politics in some ways rather than others, to imagine some politi-
cal outcomes as achievable and laudable and others as unrealistic or un-
desirable. In order to be effective, the Constitution must set the terms of
political debate. An effective constitution cannot be readily abandoned,
even when it becomes inconvenient. Political actors must find it easier
to adhere to the terms of the Constitution than to violate them; the
Constitution may not only restrain democratic majorities by blocking or
redirecting their demands, but it also may do so “by changing their de-
mands and expectations.”62 There is no guarantee that a constitution
will have such an effect, but the “Constitution is binding to the extent
that it continues to make a political people by providing the grammar by
which they speak authoritatively about their public values.”63

Constitutional theory needs to explore why and how a constitu-
tion might help “make a political people.” One way in which the Con-
stitution might do this is by altering the expectations of political actors
so as to bias them toward accepting and reinforcing the constitutional
status quo. Once a constitution has been established, it may become
what game theorists call a “focal point,” which provides “some coordi-
nation of the participants’ expectations” in a bargaining situation. In a
situation in which some collective agreement must be reached such as
policy-making, but in which there are a range of possible outcomes
available, focal points bring the expectations of the relevant parties “into
convergence and bring the negotiation to a close.” It “is the intrinsic
magnetism of particular outcomes, especially those that enjoy promi-
nence, uniqueness, simplicity, precedent, or some rationale that makes
them qualitatively differentiable from the continuum of possible alter-
natives.”64 In a sense, the substantive content of the focal point is arbi-
trary. It is not the intrinsic worth of the focal point that makes it
magnetic, but its cultural prominence. Once identified, individual ex-
pectations gravitate to the focal point, biasing collective action in that
direction. The “ultimate focus of agreement did not just reflect the bal-
ance of bargaining power but provided bargaining power to one side or
the other.”65 The influence of a “dramatic and conspicuous precedent,” a
mediator’s proposal, or the results of “some previous but logically irrele-
vant negotiation” can drive collective action toward some predetermined
outcome, even to the significant disadvantage of some seemingly pow-
erful parties.66

The Constitution as coordinating device can make existing consti-
tutional arrangements self-enforcing, even in the face of significant dis-
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agreement on the substantively appropriate constitutional commitment.
It is not simply that an arbitrary “something” is better than “nothing”—
as when, for example, it is better to have some rule governing on which
side of the road to drive than to have no rule.67 It is also the case that
once we have “something” it is hard to convert to “something else,” even
if the something else is, at least for some, ab initio substantively prefer-
able. The expectation that others will continue to adhere to constitu-
tional terms discourages anyone from abandoning or subverting them,
increasing constitutional stability. The coordinating effect is distinct
from the usual difficulties of organizing support for a positive alterna-
tive to some default solution, such as the status quo. Indeed, the coordi-
nating effect can help independently define the status quo as the default.
It can be difficult to amend the Constitution not only because the exist-
ing constitutional text is protected by a supermajoritarian amendment
procedure, but also because the existing constitutional text may come to
seem “natural” and “obvious” in a way that no alternative does.68 Inter-
ests and expectations become defined in terms of the culturally conven-
tional baseline, which then becomes relatively difficult to alter. New
constitutional rules must overcome the costs of social reorganization, as
well as be substantively justifiable on their own terms.

An additional way in which a constitution might help constitute a
particular political people is by contributing to the ideological formation
of those who live under it. In doing so, a constitution would not only re-
structure preferences by altering social expectations, but also would re-
shape preferences directly by redefining what is regarded as substantively
good.The constitution could be only one source of ideological formation
among many, but at best a constitution may operate to promote others to
adopt its own values. If fully successful, democratic outcomes would be
consistent with constitutionalism, obviating the necessity of external
legal checks on democratic power.

At a micro level, individuals who occupy particular constitutional
institutions may be socialized to behave in particular ways and to adopt
the distinctive routines and perspectives of the institution. As well as con-
straining choices, institutions constitute preferences, such that “the goals
actors pursue are shaped by the institutional context.”69 Institutions “in-
fluence the self-conception of those who occupy roles defined by them in
ways that give those persons distinctively ‘institutional’ perspectives.” In
influencing the “senses of purpose and principle” that individual political
actors hold, institutions reorient political behavior and can even impose a
sense of  “duty” and identify “inherently meaningful action.”70
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A constitution creates and is composed of sets of such institutions
that orient individual officeholders toward pursuing distinctively consti-
tutional ends. The institutional environment created by the Constitution
is diverse, however. The particular institutional missions nurtured by the
legislature and the judiciary, for example, are quite divergent. Although all
of these institutional goals may be constitutionally important, they may
not all be equally directed at preserving constitutionalism. The normative
goals, operational routines, and discursive environment of the judiciary,
defined in large part by the ideal of the higher-law constitution, may
make the courts particularly attentive to recognizing and enforcing the re-
straints on government and the rights of individuals.71 On the other hand,
the other branches of government may have constitutional virtues of their
own. Even though some of those virtues (such as presidential concern
with administrative efficiency or executive strength) may not be closely
associated with or even in partial conflict with the ideal of constitutional
restraints on political power, others (such as legislative concern with rep-
resentation and deliberation) may well be more consistent with constitu-
tionalism and yet may be underappreciated by a focus on the particular
legalistic virtues of the courts.72 The implicit operation of these institu-
tions may also work to advance constitutional ends and restrict the range
of political outcomes, for example, by fostering a national perspective that
detaches federal officials from more parochial interests and desires, or by
encouraging a greater appreciation for the virtue of tolerance.73

In framing the discursive field of political battle, the Constitution
tilts the surface in ways that benefit some interests and actors and ham-
pers others. Presidential scholar Stephen Skowronek illustrates the dual
nature of the normative institutional order in arguing, “different institu-
tions may give more or less play to individual interests, but the distinc-
tive criteria of institutional action are official duty and legitimate
authority. Called upon to account for their actions or to explain their de-
cisions, incumbents have no recourse but to repair to their job descrip-
tions.”74 The normative order can both explain and legitimate political
actions. Individuals take action because it is their duty, the proper way of
behaving for someone in their situation. Regardless of the motives for
their actions, however, they can also appeal to others to recognize that
they are behaving in the conventionally proper way. Established norma-
tive commitments can justify behavior to others who would otherwise
have no interest in supporting it.75

At the macro level, the people at large must also be constituted as
constitutional citizens. To some degree, this may also be accomplished
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through political institutions that incorporate or involve the broad citi-
zenry. Relatively open immigration, religious disestablishment, and
common schools all help establish the social framework within which
political attitudes are formed and “liberal virtues” are cultivated.76 The
political universe is composed of broad normative and symbolic orders,
however, as well as formal institutions. The Constitution clearly con-
tributes to, even if it does not dominate, the normative environment of
American politics.77 By tapping into, mobilizing, and transforming the
ideological commitments dominant in a nation’s politics, a constitu-
tional system can help stabilize itself and advance its own goals.

Constitutionalism is probably viable only to the extent that it can
reinforce and expand preexisting ideological commitments. “We the
people” is simultaneously interpretive and constitutive.78 But necessarily
the “Constitution, each constitution and reconstitution, makes citizens in
its own image. . . . The citizens’ conceptions of their identities, individ-
ual as well as collective, are irretrievably altered by the process of consti-
tuting themselves as a nation.”79 James Madison, who was skeptical of
the value of the “parchment barriers” of a bill of rights, thought that ide-
ological formation was one significant use of such statements in a popu-
lar government. He wrote to Thomas Jefferson: “The political truths
declared in that solemn manner acquire by degrees the character of fun-
damental maxims of free Government, and as they become incorporated
with the national sentiment, counteract the impulses of interest and pas-
sion.”80 In rejecting the usefulness of judicial review, Pennsylvania’s Judge
Gibson appealed to the “inestimable value” of a written constitution “in
rendering its principles familiar to the mass of the people” and thereby
building up the “inconceivably great” power of “public opinion” to re-
strain the government.81 The greater the extent to which the Constitu-
tion’s ideological commitments become the culturally accepted “maps of
problematic social reality and matrices for the creation of collective con-
science,” the more effectively the Constitution can structure and restrain
daily politics.82 The Federalists were consciously active in creating just
such an American political culture, one that would live “in the temper,
the habits, and the practices of the people.”83

Constitutions may be able to alter political outcomes by providing
additional publicly recognizable means of legitimation than might not
otherwise be available to particular actors and interests. Madison and
Jefferson explicitly hoped to do this, looking to the written constitution
to provide valuable symbols that could be exploited in political conflicts.
Madison hoped that “a bill of rights will be a good ground for an appeal
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to the sense of the community,” if the government were to usurp the
boundaries of its powers. This was the same value that such written
commitments might have in a monarchical government, “as a standard
for trying the validity of public acts, and a signal for rousing & uniting
the superior force of the community.”84 Jefferson similarly thought that
for the jealous state governments a “declaration of rights will be the text
whereby they will try all the acts of the federal government” in the court
of public opinion, and that the federal government might do the same if
the states exceeded their proper bounds. Jefferson warned that those
who resist government actions “must have principles furnished them
whereon to found their opposition.”85 In contemporary politics, various
social and political interests have appealed to the text and “wrapped
themselves in the Constitution” to gain advantage in the public sphere.86

IV. Beyond Bickel

The countermajoritarian difficulty has provided the organizing
rubric for constitutional theory for much of the past half century. That
framework has not always been a comfortable one. Some have ques-
tioned whether and why the judiciary’s countermajoritarianism should be
regarded as a difficulty at all. Others have raised doubts about the mean-
ing of countermajoritarianism and whether the Court should even be de-
scribed in that way. Despite recent efforts to shift the focus elsewhere, the
Court remains at the center of academic constitutional theory and the
Constitution is still largely conceptualized as our higher-law.87

Judge Richard Posner has defined academic constitutional theory
as “the effort to develop a generally accepted theory to guide the inter-
pretation of the Constitution of the United States.”88 This effort as-
sumes the importance of higher-law constitutionalism and is often
forced by its ambitions to overcome or mitigate the countermajoritar-
ian difficulty. As would-be advice to the Court, academic theory has
adopted the Court’s perspective of the constitutional world and focused
on the judiciary’s particular problems. Such problems are real and
worthy of consideration, but constitutional theory needs to move
beyond them. It needs to supplement the Court’s Constitution with the
political constitution of institutions and ideals. Like the behavioral po-
litical science that emerged in the postwar period, constitutional theory
has been largely concerned with only the most explicit displays of con-
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stitutional power to counter government action. It has neglected the
more routine mechanisms by which government power might be effec-
tively restrained and constitutional ends secured.

The Court is not the only constitutional actor. To the extent that
constitutional theory is to be a largely prescriptive enterprise designed to
provide generally accepted theory to guide government officials as they
make constitutional decisions, then an exclusive concern with the judi-
ciary is problematic. The wave of constitution making in the aftermath
of the collapse of the Communist regimes in Eastern Europe has
brought new attention to the problem of constitutional design. In the
United States, constitutional design has understandably been of sec-
ondary concern. Far greater attention has been paid to the domestically
more salient problem of interpreting an enduring constitution than the
seemingly distant problem of creating a new one. The fall of the Berlin
Wall, however, served as a reminder that constitutional design is very
much a contemporary problem for much of the world. More recently,
domestic events such as the impeachment of President Bill Clinton and
the adoption of antiterrorism measures have also emphasized that non-
judicial political actors may have distinctive constitutional concerns even
within the context of an established constitutional system. American
constitutional theory has provided little systematic foundation for offer-
ing advice to those active in creating new constitutional systems or con-
fronting problems outside the judicial context.

To the extent that constitutional theory is concerned with under-
standing and not just prescribing, an excessive concern with the legal-
ized Constitution is hampering. Efforts to understand the Constitution
as it exists and operates outside the courts will not progress very far
unless they shed the analytical perspectives adopted for understanding
the Constitution inside the courts. The true significance of the Consti-
tution outside the courts may not lie in those moments and activities
when nonjudicial actors behave most like judges or are most closely en-
gaged with constitutional law. Understanding the Constitution outside
the courts may be best advanced by focusing less on “the Constitution”
of traditional constitutional theory than on constitutionalism. The most
interesting questions in this area may relate to how the scope of govern-
ment action is effectively delimited rather than on how well elected of-
ficials understand constitutional law. Such explorations will raise their
own normative and prescriptive questions, focusing on such matters as
the need for constitutional reform and on the appropriateness of various
alternative mechanisms for limiting government.
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Finally, looking beyond the first face of constitutionalism may be
necessary to adequately contextualize judicial review itself. Some have
begun to question the ultimate value of judicial review and have posited
that judicial review is of little consequence.89 More commonly, a variety
of constitutional theories offer essentially functional defenses of judi-
cial review that depend on assumptions about the operation of the con-
stitutional system as a whole and of other political branches. These
theories not only provide answers to the countermajoritarian difficulty
and justify the power of judicial review, but they also advance particular
understandings of how active the Court should be in exercising that
power, what sorts of constitutional claims the Court should be most ag-
gressive in advancing, and in what directions constitutional law ought to
be developed. In other words, even a constitutional theory primarily
concerned about judicial review and the higher-law constitution de-
pends on a broader sense of constitutionalism and how it operates. Yet
that critical background has been little explored.

The Supreme Court has been a prominent part of twentieth-century
American constitutional history. Contemporary constitutional theory 
was born through the effort to come to grips with that development and
continues to reflect those origins. Judicial review and constitutional law
represent only one facet of the constitutional experience, however. Supple-
menting our understanding of the judiciary’s Constitution will require a
willingness not only to look beyond the courts but also to explore other,
distinctive faces of constitutionalism.
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